Introduction

Statistics, such as those shown in Figures I-1 and I-2, simply confirm what developers have
suspected: The opportunities for market expansion on a global scale are tremendous.
Within their local merchandising neighborhoods, vertical market applications can reach a
sales plateau very quickly; when exported, they suddenly gain hundreds or even thousands
of new potential users. Foreign markets can also put out the welcome mat for new
applications that face fierce competition at home. It is a marketing truism that being first in
a market often means market domination, and foreign markets may offer such an
opportunity. Whether you are developing multimedia products, presentations, or authoring
tools, you can tap world markets by adapting your existing material or creating new “worldready” products.
Figure I-1

Projected rates of economic growth in 1994

❝

In 1994, the economic
recovery that is expected
in many important
markets for US goods
should lead to more rapid
US export growth.
In contrast to 1993,
when nearly one-third
of the top 20 markets
were in recession,
only one country is
expected to be in this
situation in 1994.1 ❞

Russia -9.0%
Western
Europe
+1.5%

Canada +3.7%
United States +3.1%

E.Europe*
+2.0%

China
+10.0%

Japan +0.5%

Mexico +3.5%

Chile +6.5%

Brazil
+2.5%

Southeast
Asia**
+6.1%

Argentina +6.5%

* Eastern Europe comprises Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, and Slovakia.
** Southeast Asia comprises Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand.
Figures obtained at the Globalizing Software Conference, San Jose, CA, March 15, 1994.

1

US Department of Commerce, U.S. Industrial Outlook 1994, January 1994.
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Figure I-2

❝ Demand for
computers in China has
grown at a rate of at least
25 percent annually for
the past five years, and is
expected to accelerate as
large foreign companies
and domestic start-ups
appear on the scene.
Preliminary figures show
350,000 PC’s were sold in
China in 1993.2 ❞

PC Unit Shipments by Region

1994 Forecast
USA–48%

37.3%
48%

Japan–5.9%
Latin America–8.9%
W. Europe–37.3%

8.9%
8.9%

5.9%
5.9%

Growth Rates 93/94
USA
W. Europe
Japan
Latin America

9.7%
9.0%
11.1%
17.8%

Figures obtained at the Globalizing Software Conference, San Jose, CA, March 15, 1994.

Unfortunately, while most people recognize the importance of international markets, the
challenges of localization are still major stumbling blocks. Without the proper background
and a well-rounded team of experts, working in a language and culture you don’t
understand can be extremely frustrating.
Multimedia localization is the process of adapting and producing interactive presentations
that are successful in a different culture or country. Materials can be localized for a particular
English-speaking market segment as well as for another language or culture. For example, if
you want to export an American product to Australia, you may want to alter some of the text
and graphics and replace the voice track, changing both the idioms and the accent of the
speaker.
It is possible simply to remarket a product in its original form. However, numerous market
studies show that customers much prefer to buy products that respect their cultural values
and are in their native language.3 Several countries, like Hungary and France, legally enforce
localization.

2
3

2

Information derived from AppleLink pathway: News Break; Apple & Industry News; News Beat; HotNews; March 15, 1994.
Many such surveys are published by IDG Asia Support Center in their monthly newsletter, Asia IT Update.
For subscription information, see Appendix C, “Sources.”
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As we discuss the localization of multimedia, it would be useful to define the term as used
by the author in this guide. Multimedia is, as the name implies, the combining of three or
more media types with the objective of improving communication. Multimedia is not a
technology, or a market; it is not limited to a presentation or a product. Multimedia is much
broader than that. It is the technique of using multiple media types to enhance and advance
understanding, teach or learn a concept, entertain, and inform. In the following pages
multimedia will be connected to material, presentation, and product. Please bear in mind
that it covers considerably more than that, and such references are just examples from a
much larger body of applications.

The Purpose and Structure of this Guide
This guide is sponsored by Apple’s Multimedia Business Development group of the New
Media Division. It is the fifth in a series of multimedia guides designed for Apple Multimedia
Program members, Apple Multimedia Information Mailing subscribers, and Apple employees
worldwide4. This book is a guide to the process of localizing each element of multimedia
production, including text, graphics, audio, video, and software interface. It provides
essential information on cultural issues and specific tips for effective handling of the
language operating systems, fonts, and software versions.
The guide is intended primarily for English-speaking publishers and producers who want to
localize their multimedia products/presentations in other languages. However, it will also be
valuable to developers who wish to adapt foreign language materials into English.
Publishing in foreign languages requires many skills beyond the standard challenges of
multimedia production. While sharing engineering and art resources to produce foreign
language products can be very cost-effective, it won’t work if you approach multilanguage
adaptation as simply an afterthought.
Localization is best achieved when the localization team can work on the project from its
inception. Designing communications with a worldwide audience in mind minimizes the
amount of work involved in localization. Forethought will help you avoid expensive and
time-consuming tasks such as reshooting photographs or changing the program code.
Following worldwide design principles results in a product that is globally marketable with a
minimum of localization costs. “Globalization” as this process is now often called, is a
requirement to be competitive in a global economy. It is imperative to decide early which
resources will be shared and to design those within the widest cultural context.

4

Apple CD-ROM Handbook: A Guide to Planning, Creating, and Producing a CD-ROM, July 1992; Demystifying
Multimedia: A Guide for Multimedia Developers, July 1993; Apple Multimedia Training Guide, July 1993; Breaking
Through: A Technical Guide for the Design and Development of CD-ROMs, October 1993.
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This guide is divided into five parts:
■

Part One of this guide outlines the localization process and the parameters for making
your material “world ready” from the start—even before you decide when or where you
will distribute your product or presentation internationally. Broadening the cultural
scope of your material without sacrificing effectiveness in its first market is a critical first
step. Chapters 1 and 2 encompass the cultural and linguistic issues involved in creating
successful “global-local” products.

■

Part Two covers the system and software considerations of working in different
languages. In a world that’s not yet WorldScript savvy, you have to know the limitations of
the tools in each language system. Double-byte and single-byte operating systems are
difficult to work with simultaneously. You must anticipate and work on system
compatibility early. Chapter 3 will help you plan for operating system variations.
Chapter 4 focuses on publishing, graphic, and authoring tools. Ideally you should be able
to use the templates and routines set up in the primary language and simply flow in and
adjust the localized elements. However, not only does different system software interfere
with that, but the tools themselves are not always localized; even when they are, they are
often not at the same release version in the various languages. To make the proper
decisions, it is crucial to have a good understanding of the localized tools you will need.

■

Part Three has detailed tips for adapting each multimedia element for international
markets. Chapters 5 through 8 discuss print, sound, video, and software interface
components.

■

Part Four covers miscellaneous world-ready localization issues and case studies. Chapter
9 covers the advantages of multilanguage and individual language editions, as well as
delivery systems, including CD-ROM/laser disc, optical disc, other portable media, online
services, and interactive kiosks.
While this guide does not attempt to provide legal advice, Chapter 10 touches on legal
and intellectual property issues that you need to be aware of. There is nothing more
frustrating than having to hold up the release of a product because you have failed to
obtain, or have been denied, the right to use one of its components.
To exemplify the guidelines set forth in the guide, Chapter 11 includes two successful
localization case studies: Products by Apple—a CD-ROM produced as a selling and
training tool for Apple resellers—and Forever Growing Garden, a popular CD-ROM
commercial title.

■

4

Part Five includes several appendices—including lists of standards mentioned throughout
the guide and valuable sources of information—and an index.
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About the Authors
Based in Oakland, California, International Contact, Inc., a communications agency, works in
over 35 foreign languages in all media, including print, sound, video, and multimedia. The
agency primarily produces marketing materials for Fortune 500 companies based in the
United States, but it also has experience with localizing consumer-based multimedia market
products in all PC and some mainframe formats.
The 1988 Spanish version of Levi Strauss’s in-store interactive laser disc kiosk was
International Contact’s first multimedia localization project. Since then, International
Contact has been involved in the localization of a wide range of multimedia, including
SuperMac’s Digital Film kiosk in Japanese, Bank of America’s ATMs in Spanish, McGrawHill’s Dos Mundos language-learning program, Apple’s Media Gazette CD in five languages,
and the case studies in this guide.

Methodology
This guide reflects International Contact’s expertise gleaned from over 11 years of
experience in producing effective global and local materials in multiple languages. To meet
this challenge, International Contact works with a team of creative language directors in
over 20 major languages and relies on 2,000 multilanguage resources around the world.
Two principal publications were consulted extensively in preparing the guide: Apple’s Guide
to Macintosh Software Localization, and Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines, 1st and
2nd editions; both invaluable to anyone involved in localization. “Writing Localizable
Applications,” published June 1993 by develop, is an excellent article and is reprinted in
Appendix B with the authors’ permission.
Other helpful contacts and publications were consulted and are listed in Appendix C,
“Sources.”
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World-Ready Thinking
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Defining Cultural Issues
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Chapter 2—Language
Writing Systems
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World-Ready Thinking

Localization is more than just making your product understandable. Its ultimate goal is to
make a product natural to the target culture, that is, to make the material appear to have
been developed specifically for that market.
To do this without having to develop an entirely new product for each country (i.e., writing
new code, compiling new content, or even redesigning the entire product), you have to
make some, if not most, of your elements and resources easy to “translate” into the target
language and culture.
The nature of the content to be localized can have significant financial implications. For
example, a trivia game with specific cultural references would require significant changes
for each new market, but a properly developed program that teaches golf techniques could
be localized for less than 10 percent of the original development costs.
It is important to note that often people who have the needed linguistic expertise do not
have the technical and design capability to match your original production values. This
means that you will need two or three people (with their associated costs and extended
time frames) to complete a given task such as design, resource editing, or product testing.
Because of this, applying the principles of world-ready thinking outlined in this guide under
the pressures of time-to-market can be an enormous challenge. It requires discipline,
planning, and the support of market managers and others who realize that original and
localized releases, especially first releases, take time to produce.
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Localization time frames vary enormously. Some of the variables are
■

the amount of material you need to translate or adapt

■

whether the target language is Roman or pictographic

■

the global-local condition of source materials and code

■

the approval/testing process that you will follow

■

the authoring tools and system technology available in a particular language

■

whether you will do the localization concurrently with the original development

For a very rough guideline, plan on localization taking 50 to 75 percent of the amount of
time required to do the original language version. This is often much longer than executives
envision. You must therefore emphasize again and again that the investment in global
development will result in time and money savings and profitable markets down the line.
Building products that are easy to localize when you are ready to market them in other
countries or cultures is the key to keeping localization costs down and speeding the product
to market. Thus the successful model of a “global-local” product is a world-ready product
with many local versions, including the one for its primary market.
To make a product world ready you must become familiar with the process of localization
and follow specific guidelines when developing each element. The modest extra effort in
documentation and flexibility will pay off in a profitable product worldwide.
The first step to effective localization is to identify which elements will need modification to
make the product readily accepted in the foreign culture. You need to evaluate each
graphic, user interface dialog box, and program-driven element.
The following chapters on content and language will help you assess the appropriateness of
your product for target markets around the world. They should provide enough insight into
the complexity of localization to encourage a world-ready view that starts and ends with the
involvement of native language experts.

10
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If you already have a product that you wish to localize, in all probability some of the
elements were not designed with world-ready thinking. The processes described here can
be used to localize existing products, but you’ll have to invest additional time and money to
execute some backtracking steps if your elements are not world ready from the beginning.
Cost-effective backtracking tips like the following appear throughout this guide. However, it
is the authors’ duty to point out that sometimes there is no going back! It may be more costeffective to start all over than to try to use some of your original source elements.

➤

Back

tracking
TIP

To minimize costs when localizing an existing product, identify which
elements do not need modification from a cultural or linguistic point of
view.
For example, when creating a world-ready product for Japan, you would
design any text imbedded in images so it can be easily replaced with
Japanese text. In an existing product, however, replacing text imbedded
in a graphic could be difficult and time-consuming.
As it happens, it may not be necessary to change the Roman characters
to achieve acceptance of your product. The Japanese can read Roman
characters and actually enjoy seeing them mixed in with their characters.
The existing text imbedded in an image could be treated as a design
element, thus saving the cost of replacing it with Japanese characters.
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Content

Content presents particular challenges as a commonplace image or reference in the
product’s original marketplace can be confusing, meaningless, or even offensive in another
country or culture.
Because you and your development team work within your native cultural context, even if
you are familiar with other cultures and strive to make the content generic, you will be
unable to completely avoid cultural issues without the help of natives from your target
group. Attempting to localize without native users and experts is a recipe for disaster.

Defining Cultural Issues
Understanding cultural differences is very helpful, especially when developing world-ready
products. However, it cannot replace the innate understanding that native speakers of a
culture will bring to your localization efforts.
Therefore, remember to use the general principles outlined in this chapter1 only as
guidelines for flagging potential areas of concern. They do not attempt to formulate any
country-specific rules for appropriate cultural content.They are intended to help you define
the salient cultural issues so that you can seek specific feedback from users and experts in
your target culture.

1

These general principles are drawn from the authors’ experience and from Apple’s Guide to Macintosh Software
Localization, which has extensive lists of cultural do’s and don’ts, and is available from APDA. APDA’s address appears in
Appendix C, “Sources.”
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Avoiding Ethnic Stereotypes
Stereotyping occurs when you make generalizations about a culture–based on media
representation or superficial contact–that exaggerate differences and create possibly
humorous but often offensive caricatures of the culture. Grossly stereotypic portrayals of a
culture are offensive, yet to make something feel natural to culturally different users you
must strive to find appropriate ways to let users know that you are addressing them
specifically.
If you avoid stereotyping, cultural differences provide opportunities to make your product
uniquely acceptable in a particular marketplace. In addition to checking with your native
experts you can become familiar with what is and is not acceptable in a target culture by
looking at reference materials, such as magazines published in the target country, or at
other products that sell well (particularly those produced locally).
Physical Environment
Middle Eastern people are not all nomads in the desert; Alaskans do not all live in igloos.
Resist the temptation to decorate the computer screen with palm trees, pyramids, or dog
sleds. Keep in mind, however, that work spaces look different in different locations. For
example, office layouts in Japan are usually open spaces with multiple desks clustered in
units; large, plush, single-user offices are rarely seen outside North America.
Dress
While many cultures have distinctive dress styles, it is easy to exaggerate. Pictures of Indians
wearing turbans, Japanese wearing kimonos or Texans dressed like cowboys are all
distortions based on commercialized stereotypes. It is safer to portray the kind of dress that
the user would wear to the office or an international trade show. Again, do not forget to ask!
For example, most people from India, even if they live outside of India, tend to wear
traditional costume in their home environment.
Cultural Symbols
You must take care when using images such as, the Sphinx or the Aztec calendar. Users may
resent finding their traditional symbols in a product made by foreigners. Also be aware that
many of the symbols familiar to you may be signs of political domination or of a previous era
in that culture. For example, images like the Confederate flag from the US Civil War or a
person riding in a rickshaw in countries that were formerly British colonies are symbolic
references to social attitudes found unacceptable today. As political winds change, symbols
previously acceptable may no longer be relevant (e.g., the hammer and sickle symbol in
previously Communist countries) or may even be rejected (e.g., the “rising sun” imperial
symbol in countries invaded by Japan during World War II).
14
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It is generally better to use modern images, accepted worldwide, that avoid implying that
the user is bound to a particular cultural tradition. Again, ask your native experts whether
you need to develop appropriate symbols. Hire native art directors and artists to make
certain that the “feel” of your images is correct. For example, notice that although
Westerners perceive the Japanese as having slanted eyes, in Japanese cartoons people are
rarely depicted in that way. Thus, representing the Japanese as sloe-eyed in your product is
not likely to improve its appeal in that market.
Obvious Wealth or Poverty
One goal of localization is to avoid any dramatic contrast between the lifestyle portrayed or
implied by the product and the lifestyle of the target user. Insulting users by portraying them
as poor or enjoying extravagant leisure may be detrimental to your sales.

Religious References
Religion, with its attendant symbols and prohibitions, is taken very seriously in much of the
world. Be especially careful when portraying or referring to any religious object, symbol, or
ritual. Use religious references only when they are directly germane to the application.
Sacred Symbols
Every religion regards certain objects or actions as symbolic. The Christian cross, the Jewish
star of David, or the image of Buddha are examples of religious symbols. Even if you use a
symbol correctly, some users may be offended by the context in which you use it or just by
the fact that it is being displayed on a computer. Some users may also be offended at seeing
the symbols of other religions.
However, sacred symbols can sometimes be useful. For example, Apple uses the Islamic
crescent symbol as a static icon to identify the Arabic script system. It is acceptable in this
role because it emphasizes the historic tie between Islam and the Arabic language. It might
be offensive, however, if some action required the user to drag the crescent icon onto the
Trash icon, for example.
Certain belief systems attach significance to specific numbers, both when those numbers are
displayed directly and when they are implied by the count of a group of objects. For
example, 8 symbolizes wealth in traditional Chinese belief, 4 suggests death in Japan and
certain parts of China where the word for four is pronounced the same as the word for
death, and 666 symbolizes the devil to many devout Christians. The appearance of symbolic
numbers in multimedia presentations is not automatically good or bad; it depends on the
context in which they appear.
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Prohibited Objects
Several cultures prohibit or abominate specific animals, particularly dogs and pigs. Particular
foods, such as alcohol, beef, and seafood, may also be rejected. Some groups hold certain
animals sacred; for example, Hindus venerate the cow. When localizing for regions where
such strictures exist, it is best to make no reference at all to the prohibited objects.

Gender-Specific Depictions of People
When a product uses gender markers, problems may occur in both language and graphics.
English is a relatively gender-neutral language, so you can avoid masculine-feminine
distinctions by identifying people in ways that do not imply gender—for instance, by using
neutral job titles. But when English nouns are translated into gender-specific languages, they
often acquire gender by default. For example, the neutral word user in English becomes
usuario in Spanish, a grammatically masculine noun. Unless the Spanish translator refers to
the context, other masculine modifiers may be added. Thus text that was carefully written to
be gender-neutral in English may easily become gender-specific in translation.
In addition, gender roles vary widely throughout the world. Unless your purpose is to
expand the target group’s perception of these gender divisions, you will need to
subordinate your perceptions to those of the group. In making your decision, be aware that
traditional values are changing around the world. If you already have a product, it may or
may not be critical to localize gender issues. At this time the following are issues to consider
when using images or names that are identifiably male or female:
■

In countries with a strong sense of male-female equality, try to give “equal time” to the
sexes as represented by personal names in examples and the people portrayed on the
screen.

■

In regions where the public workplace is occupied primarily by men, avoid depicting
women in traditionally male roles. Names in examples should be masculine, unless a
feminine name is specifically appropriate.

■

In much of the world–particularly in Africa, Asia, and Latin America–men are traditionally
dominant over women, while women are dominant over children. When localizing for
these regions, be careful about contradicting this tradition, especially with visuals.

Warning: Be careful not to use these guidelines without consulting your native experts; you
may be stereotyping a given culture by using only particular images and voices. For example,
contrary to the widely held assumptions that Asian and Latin American societies prefer male
authority figures, professional female narrators are now common and respected in many
parts of the world. In Japan many instructional videos and tapes are narrated by women.

16
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Portrayal of the Human Body
You must always be careful when depicting the human body. Modesty standards vary from
region to region. In many Islamic countries women are veiled and their bodies are
completely covered with clothing. But even in less stringent societies, images of women in
what you consider conservative bathing suits may be considered unseemly, degrading, or
even pornographic.
Virtually every culture permits the display of some parts of the human body and discourages
the display of others. The male face is acceptable almost everywhere, the lower abdomen
almost nowhere.

Body Language
Body language—the way people stand and sit, the gestures they make—is a powerful form
of communication. In multimedia, depictions of body language can send efficient, nonverbal
messages to the user. But the nuances of body language around the world are nearly as
complex as variations in the spoken language. The cardinal rule is to check with your native
experts, as many body signals considered benign in one place are crude or insulting in
another. For example, the signal shown in Figure 1-1 means “peace” in the United States but
is an obscene gesture in Mexico and much of Latin America. Body language that is not vulgar
may still be ambiguous. For example, waving the entire hand sideways in a particular gesture
could mean good-bye in Britain, no in Japan and come here in Peru.
Figure 1-1

One of many culture-specific gestures

✌

Prolonged, direct eye contact between people of the same gender may carry different
connotations in different cultures. In many cultures, direct eye contact suggests honesty and
candor, but in some Asian and African cultures it is considered rude or hostile. In other
cultures, direct eye contact between people of different gender is considered unseemly. In
much of the world, public displays of affection between men and women—hugging, kissing,
holding hands—are considered inappropriate.
People of different cultures may pass gifts or other objects from hand to hand in different
ways. In some Oriental and African cultures, objects are traditionally offered with both
hands. In many Islamic cultures, using the left hand to offer or receive an object is
considered improper.
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Sounds and Colors
The appropriateness of certain sounds and colors also varies around the world. As with any
element, if used correctly your choice of sounds and colors can help make your product
successful. Selection often has to do with cultural superstitions or sayings that are not
known to a non-native expert, but the following generalizations may help you design worldready materials:
■

Everyday sounds such as the telephone ring or the sound of an ambulance are not the
same in all countries. If you depend on user recognition of these sounds, make sure they
are localized for each market.

■

Many people dislike sounds that suggest violence, such as a “crash” sound for a software
error, even though the sound may be humorously intended.

■

Some colors are reserved for special messages, such as red for prosperity in China, or
yellow as a holy color in many parts of Southeast Asia.

Images of Animals
Take care when using animals as the basis for icons, logos, sound effects, or screen graphics
in products marketed outside the English-speaking world.
People of European descent, particularly those raised in the United States, readily accept
animals in daily life. Their children grow up with books, comics, and cartoons that portray
talking animals living humanlike lives.
This familiarity with animals is foreign to many other cultures, particularly those with little
exposure to American entertainment products. They may value animals as guardians,
workers, or sources of food, but they do not generally consider animals humanlike.
Humanized animals–shown talking, gesturing, standing erect, dressed in clothing, and the
like–may simply look bizarre to these users. In addition, a particular species that is revered
in one culture may be detested in another.

Dates, Weights, Measures, Names, and Other Markers
There are no universal conventions for showing these all-important elements of multimedia.
The following list includes some miscellaneous issues that you should consider when
designing the user interface of a global-local multimedia product:
■

18

There are no standard paper and envelope sizes; they differ from country to country.
See the section “Paper Sizes” in Chapter 5, “Print” for a list of sizes standard to various
regions.
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■

Although the time scale of hours, minutes, and seconds is standard, local references to it
vary. Many countries use a 24-hour clock. Among the countries that differentiate between
a.m. and p.m., the abbreviations appear variously as A.M./P.M., a.m./p.m., am/pm, or
AM/PM.

■

Dates in the familiar Gregorian calendar are expressed in many different formats, with
different names for the days of the week or the months.2 And there are other calendars,
such as the lunar calendar used in many Arabic-speaking countries, the Jewish calendar,
and so on. In Japan, business software may also need to support a calendar based on the
year of accession of the Emperor.

■

Abbreviated dates can be a problem. For example, 2/7, which stands for February seventh
in most English-speaking cultures would be read as July second in Latin America and
Europe, because it is customary in those areas to list the day of the month first and the
month second. In Japanese the year is placed first, so July 2, 1994 becomes 1994, July 2.

■

Allow for regional differences in the ways financial calculations are made. Long numbers
are separated by commas and periods according to different systems.
example
United States
$1,234.00
=

Europe
$1.234,00

■

Some Asian methods of writing express numbers in complex ways using special
numerical divisions, such as the lakh (100,000 in India) or the oku (100 million in Japan).
In Latin America and England among others, a billion is a million millions, while in the
United States a billion is a thousand millions.

■

Most countries in the world currently use decimal coinage, but the symbols for monetary
amounts differ widely in form and placement.

■

Weights and measures are different all over the world. The British system of feet, pounds,
and gallons is used by less than 10 percent of the global population. And even countries
that use the British system have different versions of it; for example a UK gallon
(imperial) contains 5 quarts, while US and Canadian gallons contain only 4 quarts. A US
ton is 2000 pounds, while in Europe a metric ton is 2204.62 pounds. Even when countries
use the metric system (meters, grams, liters, etc.), other measures appear in certain
industries, such as printing, apparel, and jewelry.

■

There is no standard global format for writing postal addresses and telephone numbers.
In some Latin American countries, for example, the zip code comes before the city and
state, but not in all: in Perú, the zip code goes between the city and the state.

2

For more details please see the Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines, Chapter 11.
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The order that people follow when listing given and family names (as well as how they
refer to them, such as first, Christian, last) varies from culture to culture. This might
cause problems with alphabetization.
This is how a married woman would give her name in Latin America: María (given) de los
Angeles (equivalent to a middle name in the United States) Martínez (maiden family
name) de (of, signifying the name about to be given is her husband’s family name) Cosío.
example
María de los Angeles Martínez de Cosío

■

How people address and refer to one another under casual or formal circumstances also
varies from culture to culture. In many Asian cultures people in public address each
other with their last name only. It is considered improper in many cultures to address
anyone outside one’s intimate circle by their given name.

■

Different traditional names are used to refer to “generic persons”; for example, John Doe
in the United States is Signor Rossi in Italy.

Assembling the Right Expertise
The discussion up to this point should have convinced you that you cannot localize a
product for a foreign culture without the help and expertise of native localization experts
from that culture. It is equally imperative to have at least some of your experts be both
thoroughly familiar with their own language and culture and as familiar as possible with
yours. Producers who don’t take this precaution are often disappointed when they
introduce their localization in the target market. In a recent brochure translated from
English to Japanese, an amusement park ride, which in English was called “hip,” was
referred to as “for hippies.” Obviously the translator was not familiar enough with current
American culture and slang.
Ideally you would be able to find native members of the target culture who have the
expertise to do the actual localization tasks. One can readily see the advantages of having
designers, programmers, producers, and so on who are also native members of the target
cultures. Unfortunately, this expertise, coupled with the bilingual/bicultural requirement is
often hard to find. When you are unable to do so, tasks will have to be broken down and
there will be some duplication of effort. For example, if you cannot locate a native designer,
you may need to have your original design team take direction and work closely with your
linguistic expert.
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What combination of experts to use and whether they should be located close to you or
close to the target market are probably the most important decisions you will make. The
following are some guidelines to help you choose the optimum localization team:
■

Try to involve as many native experts and users as possible. Consider that most original
releases of a product go through many helpful “eyes,” starting with the product
managers, the designers, the legal experts, the printers, the focus groups, and so on. At
every stage of production, people in that culture give feedback, catch mistakes, and so
forth. Then consider the not uncommon notion that you need to hire only one translator
to effect your language conversion. You should see why the latter is a ridiculous
proposition.

■

Be careful of native experts who do not understand you. While these people may be able
to produce beautiful writing in their language, chances are that they will misunderstand
critical messages in your product and that you will have problems in your working
relationship. If you must rely on their expertise, make sure someone on your team is
truly bilingual/bicultural and can help you communicate and resolve issues with your
other native experts.

■

Non-natives or natives who have spent most of their time outside their own culture are
helpful only as part of your team. They can be especially useful in helping your native
team members understand your product, but it is often hard for people to realize that
they have lost their “feel” for their native culture. Because cultures are always evolving,
especially in terms of multimedia products and terminology, when experts are away for
any significant amount of time, they tend to lose touch with what is current in their
native environment.

■

Verify the claims of your vendors. Linguistic competence and understanding of both the
original and the localization culture or language are difficult to find. Misrepresentation of
capability and expertise abound. International Contact screens 20 Chinese translator
applicants to find one competent applicant! In your selection process keep the following
in mind:
Localization works best when you have product managers or distributors
who have an active responsibility for your product’s success and a native
understanding of your target culture. You can trust these parties to
evaluate your vendors honestly and help you select those most qualified.
If you do not have such a vested resource, you must look for an unbiased
native party to evaluate the skills of your translators and other native
experts. Do not hire competing interests, such as two translation
companies, to evaluate each other. This is a sure way to delay your
production process; each will be trying to show how much better a job
they would do. Many times the issues are subjective and can be debated
endlessly.
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Always check your potential vendors’ references. Ask to see samples of
their work. If they do not have a background that specifically includes
your product category, you may ask them to provide sample translations
or complete adaptations of your product. (Professionals generally charge
for these samples.)
In general, the demand for cross-cultural expertise is greater than the
supply. Be wary of those who are too eager or who speak your language
flawlessly. While there are exceptions, you should be extra careful of the
role you assign to a vendor who does not have other regular assignments
or seems more native to your culture than to the target culture.
When producing global products or multiple localizations at one time, it
is often helpful to find an organization that handles multiple languages.
However, be sure to find out if the company has expertise with your type
of product and media and that they offer you direct access to their native
experts.
Resist the temptation to go for one-stop shopping without proper
research. Localization is difficult and time-consuming, and having one
source to handle all the complexities of the process is very appealing. But
one source rarely possesses all the capabilities to correctly execute
complex multilingual, multimedia presentations. Think, for example, of
the source language production process: Can one person/organization
take care of all production from concept through distribution?
■
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Always keep in mind who is giving you the feedback. A common mistake in localization is
to give cultural/linguistic authority to the wrong party. Your product managers and
distributors are the best people to help you select vendors. However, they will probably
not be the best copywriters, designers, or artists. Spend time up front identifying the
strengths and weaknesses of each team member and assign specific and final
responsibility for the different aspects to the best-qualified people. Localization is mostly
a matter of trust. To feel comfortable working in a language you do not understand, you
must have confidence in your resources and proof that they are experts in their fields.
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If you have developed the content of your program according to the principles outlined in
Chapter 1, the language (all its elements of communication, including vocabulary, syntax,
tone, stress, and typographic elements) you use in it should be your next focus; it is the
single most important element of cross-cultural adaptation.
There are two kinds of language issues: structural and content. The first section of this
chapter, “Writing Systems,” discusses the structural linguistic components of languages
around the world. Understanding the features that vary from one language to another is
indispensable to the designer of localizable user interfaces.
The second section, “Culturally Specific Language,” focuses on content issues, the ways in
which language expresses cultural idiosyncrasies that are commonplace in one market but
alien to another. It examines the specific areas of copywriting that can help or hinder your
concept’s appeal in foreign language markets.

Writing Systems
A writing system includes the symbols used to express sounds or ideas, the rules by which
these symbols are composed into text, and such additional features as how punctuation
marks are used and the style for writing numbers.
The words on this page are written in what is called the Roman alphabet. Non-Roman
systems include the Cyrillic, Greek, Arabic, and Hebrew alphabets; Chinese, Japanese, and
Korean characters; and at least 19 other writing systems used in the world today. Many nonRoman written systems serve more than one language. Cyrillic, for example, is used to write
more than 60 Slavic languages. Some languages can be written in either, or both, Roman and
non-Roman systems.
While some foreign languages can be adapted to be input and displayed in a Roman
character set, users in the target market prefer an interface localized for their customary way
of writing.
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Reading Orientation
In most writing systems text is written from left to right or can accept left-to-right horizontal
lines as an option. Arabic and Hebrew, however, have a right-to-left reading orientation. This
can cause problems with text in graphics, where the positions of callouts in tables, maps, or
figures may be confusing if left in their source language position.
example
Chinese
Hebrew

Vietnamese

Position of Sentence Elements
Languages around the world subscribe to different grammatical rules. Few languages follow
the common sequential model of English noun\verb\object sentences with adjectives before
the noun they modify and adverbs after the verb. Because of this translators may
inadvertently change the meaning in long or highly parenthetical sentences. And in
synchronized audio track replacement, it can be difficult to adapt scripts to match the audiovideo cues of the source language. For example, to lipsynch an English speaker saying “You
can input Kanji in a Powerbook” in Japanese one would need to say “Powerbook Kanji input
can”.
There are other differences; for example, the singular subject in English becomes plural in
Spanish and vice versa. Many foreign languages differentiate gender in nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adverbs, and pronouns; therefore, changing a noun may require altering its
modifiers. For example, una casa nueva means “a new house,” but un hogar nuevo means
“a new home.”
Verb conjugations and expressions of past or future tense are very different from the English
structure. Many Asian languages do not conjugate their verbs. They indicate past or future
tense with an adverb. For example, the English I went to school yesterday, becomes School,
I yesterday go in Chinese.
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Keep these differences in mind when you make corrections to text based on a literal back
translation into English from the target language. Back translations are a way for the
nonspeaker of the target language to determine whether the concepts expressed in the
original have been accurately rendered in the target language. They reveal possible
discrepancies in connotation, raise red flags in reference to legal issues, and are a good idea
when producing instructional or marketing materials. They are indispensable when
copywriting or legal accuracy are involved.

Nonlinguistic Features of Writing Systems
As writing systems evolved, other features were required to supplement the meaning of
words: for example, punctuation was developed to mark tone, intonation, and cadence
through pausing. However, the appearance and placement of punctuation marks is not
standard in all written systems. For example, Spanish uses opening as well as closing points
for both the exclamation and question marks (¡ ! and ¿ ?) and unlike English, gives less
weight to colons (: signals a shorter pause) than to semicolons (; signals a longer pause).
Accents
Accents are diacritical marks used in many languages to distinguish between letters or
characters of similar form. Diacritical marks are as varied as the uses to which they are put.
They are attached to a letter or character to change pronunciation, show syllable stress, and
indicate grammatical usage by distinguishing between the same word used as a different
part of a sentence.
example
In French votre is an adjective (your) vôtre is a possessive pronoun (yours) où is an
adjective meaning “where”, ou is a conjunction meaning “or.”
In German die Mutter (the mother) becomes plural die Mütter (the mothers) with an
umlaute.
In Italian casino is a house of ill repute and casinó is a gambling establishment.

Missing an accent can cause misunderstandings and embarrassment and may even raise
legal issues. For instance, one of the pitfalls that most often embarrasses non-Spanishspeaking marketers, is to miss the tilde in año and thus refer to an unmentionable private
part when they mean a year. Similar examples abound in most any language that uses
accents.
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There are precise rules governing when accents need to be used and when they are implied.
As in the never-ending saga of apostrophes in English, the placement of accents on
uppercase letters is a hotly contested subject among speakers of the same language. For
example, in continental French and Spanish, accents are never placed on uppercase letters,
but they are beginning to be required in French Canada and some countries in Latin
America.
Using accents in uppercase is as definitive a mark of the text’s origin as the alternate spelling
of color/colour. French users of your product in France can be as critical of accents on
uppercase letters as some US users are of text that uses humour, aeroplane, and flavour
instead of humor, airplane, and flavor.
Alternate spelling in many cases causes more than criticism. Mexicans have a strong aversion
to the Argentine and Iberian spelling of their country’s name as Méjico. Latin Americans
resent it when US citizens refer to themselves or their products as American or when they
spell Colombia, Columbia.
Capitalization
Rules for capitalization vary as much as those for spelling. Most Western languages capitalize
the first word of a sentence and all proper nouns. But there are exceptions. For instance,
Spanish does not capitalize the names of days (lunes) and months (marzo) or the names of
languages (inglés), or the collective name of the citizens of a country (chino), or the
members of a religious group ( judío).
Pictographic and other graphically elaborate writing systems have no capitalization, which
can sometimes cause localization issues when the Roman language text calls for graphic
effects such as a drop cap.
example
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Typographic Conventions
Typographic conventions such as italics, CAPS, bold and underline were developed to
indicate stress in meaning. But they are not shared worldwide; Chinese characters, for
example, are impossible, to read when italicized. In German, quotes are put within
parentheses rather than quotation marks. When using what you consider a “standard”
convention, check to see whether your target audience also uses, for example, italics to
indicate stress.
Hyphenation
Rules for hyphenating words or line breaks differ from language to language. Spanish, for
instance, does not split syllables between consonants, as English does. Cambodian does not
allow for hyphenation at all! Have a native speaker proofread your text to make sure that the
line breaks you have provided are the standard usage in the target language.
Numbers
Numbers are shown with various symbols; although the integers 1 through 9 are quite
familiar in most written systems, many still use other traditional symbols to indicate
numbers. Hebrew, for example, indicates numbers with the letters of the alphabet
(aleph=1, bet=2, etc.) Chinese and Japanese have a set of simple strokes for ordinary use,
and another set of more complex characters used for financial matters.
example
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Intermixing number systems is common in many Asian languages. For example, in Chinese
and Japanese, it is customary to use Chinese numbers when writing vertically and “Western”
numbers when writing horizontally, unless the number is small. Arabic, which incidentally
has its own “Arabic” numbers, often uses left-to-right “Western” numerals next to right-toleft reading words.
example
Different numbers are used in this
Japanese sentence when it is written
vertically and horizontally.

Another issue with numbers is deciding whether you will convert measurements into the
local measuring system; if so, you may need to determine how to accommodate
approximation.

Culturally Specific Language
Individuals within a culture share a body of knowledge that allows them to communicate.
This collective knowledge provides the distinguishing characteristics of a national culture,
which are expressed through language. Words carry many more meanings than the literal
one, which is why mere translation of one level of meaning is rarely enough to achieve
success in localization; references and symbols must be adapted so that the language of
your product appears native to your local users.
Much of the responsibility for this task lies with your translators and foreign language
editors. But you can affect the success of your copy when it is translated to foreign
languages if you understand the stylistic parameters discussed in this section.

Idioms
Metaphor and simile are used to help readers identify with the pictures you paint with
words; they are drawn from the cultural background you and the primary user of your
product share. Unless they also know what the metaphor alludes to, its literal translation
may not enable users to understand what you were trying to say.
28
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Nowhere is this more evident than in the use of idioms. Idioms are employed in everyday
speech in all languages. They are PART AND PARCEL of a DAILY ROUTINE, and unless you
GIVE IT A THOUGHT, you HAVEN’T GOT A CLUE that you are AT ODDS with your intention
to CUT THE RED TAPE and get ON THE SAME WAVELENGTH with your END USERS.
You may well take for granted that going nuts means bewildered or rushed and that nuts
about means fond of. But translators for whom English is a second language–even those
who may know the meaning of the expression–could easily turn both into going crazy or
insane.
Another problem is that the metaphors you are using for one user segment may be
irrelevant or counterindicative in another culture. For example, The Addams Family
television series named the main character “Gomez,” suggesting to English-speaking viewers
that this was a suave, exotic Latin man. For Spanish-speaking audiences, “Gomez” is a very
common last name, equivalent to “Joe” (if used as a first name), and would therefore
connote an ordinary person. “Gomez” was converted to “Homer” in the localized version.
To make your product world ready and avoid sticky issues in translation, use simple, direct,
unadorned language when possible. If your materials calls for a highly local inflection, make
sure that your translator is culturally literate in both languages so that the meaning of the
idiom used can be translated to a comparable one in the target language.
Other examples of idioms whose meaning is translated into different words include the
following:
English

Spanish

German

the squeaky wheel gets
the grease

he who doesn’t cry
doesn’t suckle

rattling is part of the craft

put your nose to the
grindstone

put your hands to the
construction

roll up your sleeves

get someone’s goat

fill someone’s craw with
small stones

make someone climb a
palm
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Jargon
Jargon is defined as the vocabulary peculiar to a particular trade or profession. In the special
language of high-tech industries, new phrases like “world-ready software” are coined daily,
and at the same time, new meanings are ascribed to old concepts, such as using script to
include programming code, in addition its previous meaning of “handwriting” or the text of
a play, broadcast, or movie. Jargon is often hard to translate exactly into other languages, yet
avoiding specialized language completely can be difficult without resorting to unwieldy
substitutes.
You can, however, minimize the use of jargon when preparing your text for future
localization by allowing time to discuss with the translators the best alternatives for
specialized terms in the target language when you do localize.1
New terms coined for concepts that have not yet become common in the target culture are
perfect to demonstrate the difficulty in localizing special terminology. How could the
telecommunications industry have imagined that there would be a problem distinguishing
between dial and press when they created the documentation for the option of tone
signals? But rotary dials are the norm in nonindustrialized countries, and no term has yet
become standard for “press,” so translations may end up telling the telephone user to
shove, push, or attack the button.
Another issue is how to translate the name and symbol for the “pound” key used in many
telecommunications command functions; this term has no standard equivalent, because
many foreign languages don’t express weight in pounds, so they don’t recognize the term as
corresponding to that symbol. In written communication, this can be solved by showing the
graphic image, but in verbal communication you have to find the local reference. In Spanish,
for example, the pound sign is verbally translated as “the symbol for numbers.”
Another example of the possibilities of a mismatch in translation is the buzz phrase
“employee productivity,” which in a phrase such as “increases employee productivity”
should be translated simply as “increases productivity.” In this English jargon expression,
employee includes all the people who work at a company, however in Spanish empleados
(even though it is the exact word) are only those who are not in management. It is a subtle
distinction that only a person who is totally bilingual, and is culturally aware would be
conscious of, but it would certainly exclude upper management from your target audience.
Most of the advances in the computer industry have taken place in English-speaking
countries, so computer jargon has originated in a language that, by its very nature, is
extremely synthetic. The Spanish equivalent of protect/unprotect, would be proteger/dejar
de proteger not desproteger. The translation for bold/not bold in Spanish would be doble
intensidad/eliminación de doble intensidad, a full 23 character spaces more! In English,
1
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The Apple Publications Style Guide, available from APDA, provides alternatives for some computer jargon terms. Refer to
Appendix C, “Sources,” for more information.
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there is a propensity to indicate the opposite of a term by prefixing it with de, non, un, and
so on to coin a new term that everyone understands without explanation. Foreign languages
tend not to work this way, and even those that do are much slower to accept newly coined
terms.
Most foreign languages require three and four-word phrases to explain the opposite of a
particular term. This is the central reason why most translations are as much as 25 percent
longer than the English version!

Slang
When jargon is culture specific, it is called slang. Slang reflects the images and phrases
characteristic of a given group at a given time in a particular place that become unique
signatures of that group. Like jargon, slang is extremely difficult to translate without adding
to or subtracting from its implied meaning. For example, in Korean, being together is
translated as eui zoh than, which includes the meanings of poised, having good posture,
displaying a mature attitude, but does not include the nuances of organized and well
dressed.

Humor
Everyone agrees that humor translates poorly, so avoid trying to be funny. In addition to
being incomprehensible, what is humorous to you can be offensive in another culture,
especially if it makes fun of some aspect of the culture, derides a closely held cultural point
of view, or contradicts some moral stricture. Don’t assume because members of a given
group laugh at their own foibles that it is appropriate for you to do so.
Sexual innuendo, slapstick, violence, drunkenness, and scatological humor are considered
in very bad taste in most cultures. In general it is best to avoid jokes when preparing to
localize your materials.

Hype
Extravagant language in advertising seems to be the norm in industrialized countries. In fact,
in the United States, the term hype–derived from hyperbole–is sometimes used as a
derogatory term for advertising. For example, an automobile is said to provide “neverbefore-experienced smoothness” when you shift gears. A particular brand of toothpaste
keeps your teeth “whiter than white” and your breath “sweeter than sweet.”
Advertisers in many cultures consider that claims of superiority or uniqueness are boastful
and in bad taste, as is the repeated mention of the product or the manufacturer’s name. But
you cannot generalize. In Korean, paradoxically, they don’t say “one of the best” but prefer
“the best” or “the most outstanding.” In Germany, comparisons with competitors using
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product names is forbidden by law. It is therefore best to avoid hype when creating
worldwide products, because users who are accustomed to modest advertising may take
exaggeration literally and translate what would be an acceptable exaggeration in English as
an impossible claim.

Formality Levels
Although English long ago lost the distinction between informal and formal address when
“thee” and “thou” forms fell into disuse, other languages have not dropped the separate
systems. In many languages there are two separate levels of formality (e.g., the Spanish
tú/usted and the French tu/vous), and in Japanese there are different formality levels and
ways of speaking to each gender and each position in the workplace!
Styles are changing, though; until a couple of years ago in Mexico, it would have been
unheard of to address the consumer in the informal mode. However, some advertisers today
have created commercials that stand out because they dare to refer to the user by the
informal tú. Consult your language experts to determine the most appropriate style for your
product and target market.

Length
Most languages require up to 20 percent more space to match what is being said in English.
This creates a serious constraint on the “white space” in printed materials and on the
allocation of “real estate” in multimedia products.
To avoid crowding and the loss of visual design, avoid verbosity in the original text.
Encourage translators to be terse and to take advantage of the communication conveyed by
graphic elements. Design your layouts and text strings with a great deal of “air” to provide
the space that will certainly be required in translation.

Pronunciation
Language dialects and variations in pronunciation abound even within countries as small as
Holland. Correct pronunciation for multimedia presentations is usually defined by the
“broadcast standard” of the target country, but pronunciation and delivery issues are
complex.
Certain languages, like Chinese, require the use of tones to form extremely complex
phonics that produce the correct pronunciation for the formality level of the text. All
languages require a different reading voice for different styles of text.
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When recording spoken text, take care that the talent has the correct accent for the market
being addressed. Regional accents can be markers of social, educational, economic, and
political hierarchy. It would be a serious faux pas, for example, to record a speaker with a
Flemish intonation for a Dutch audience.

Geopolitical Issues
Although it is outside the scope of this guide to examine the various issues that are certain
to arise when localizing for countries or target groups that are in a state of political or
geographic flux, you should at least be aware of potential sources of concern.
Language is always changing. As jargon used by specific groups becomes generalized and
used by more people, it eventually makes it into the dictionaries or grammar books that
define correct usage of a language in a culture. Some countries like France, Mexico, and
other Latin American countries have a formal academy serving as watchdog over change,
other societies present a challenge to keep up with more arbitrary usage changes.
Languages and dialects that are derivative of a “mother tongue” such as Spanish, Portuguese
or French can be very different in their current usage. Word choice, sentence organization,
metaphors, and spelling will announce to the reader the geographic origin of the author.
Efforts can be made to make the language generic; for instance, the tips covered in this
chapter will help translators write generic Spanish so that users in Latin America and
sometimes even Spain can use the same text. But this can be done only up to a point; the
skill of your linguists will be tested when you are trying to reach across cultural boundaries
within the same language group. For example, in Spain the common term for computer is
ordenador and in Latin America it is computadora. Unless you don’t mind if your material
is considered “foreign made,” you will probably want to create two versions of your Spanish
translation if it refers to computers.
This can be especially important when the language you are working in is used differently by
opposing political factions. For example, Vietnamese accents are recognizably northern or
southern, and text written by a mainland Chinese translator is often unacceptable to
Taiwanese readers. In fact, in Chinese the use of traditional and simplified characters, which
are used only in mainland China, forced Apple to develop both a simplified and a traditional
operating system.
There are many more subtle geopolitical issues to take into account when addressing
various segments of a language culture. Native expertise is required. For instance, a native of
France will not be able to give you the best advice about localizing your product for French
Canada.
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Other Conventional Markings
Western publishers of books and comic strips have developed a set of typographic and
graphic markers to indicate violence, the thinking process, surprise, and so on. Consult with
your language experts before planning to use a cartoon-style presentation that relies on
these markers for comprehension.
example
In the United States, everyone understands that wavy or dotted lines around a
speech bubble indicate thoughts, so the other cartoon characters don’t know what is
being said. People in other cultures may not even notice the wavy line, and even if
they do, they may not know what it means.

Abbreviations
An abbreviation is a shortened form of an expression. The conventions for shortening vary
even within the same language and certainly vary between different languages.
example
Massachusetts is abbreviated alternately Mass. and MA;
MA stands for both Massachusetts and a Master of Arts degree.

Sometimes expressions are abbreviated by using acronyms, which are formed by combining
the beginning letters of the words in a phrase, such as “WASP” from White Anglo-Saxon
Protestant, or a combination of beginning syllables and letters to make the acronym
pronounceable as in “Radar” from Radio Detecting And Ranging.
Use abbreviations sparingly, and to avoid the possibility of misunderstanding, provide the
meanings of the abbreviations you do use by spelling them out in the text foreign language
at least once.
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Alphabetization
In lists that are to be alphabetized, remember that the names of things will change in
translation. For example, suppose your material includes charts with countries in the first
column and numerical information relevant to each country on the same line in the second
column. The country may move from the middle of an alphabetized list to the top or vice
versa. Don’t forget to move the numerical information with the country!
example
In English: England, France, Saudi Arabia
In Italian: Arabia Saudita, Francia, Inghilterra

Consistency
Just as in the source language, the terminology in localized materials must match that of the
system software product, as well as that of the instructions, packaging, marketing materials,
and so on. This consistency also applies to the style and tone of copy.
To maintain consistency across materials, one phase of translation includes glossary and
style sheet development. At the beginning of a project, invest the time and money required
to develop a glossary of terms and discuss various style options with the content experts. As
you achieve a satisfactory translation of a given concept, you can list it in the glossary and
always refer to it by the same word or words. Terminology standardization provides
continuity among elements, promotes easier understanding of the material, and increases
your credibility among the users.
Building a reference library for language and cultural issues is a tenet of good localization.
Having the glossaries and style guidelines in place from the start will facilitate other
language adaptations and further development of your products in all your markets.
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Technical considerations can be as overwhelming as cultural issues. Macintosh, PCs running
Windows, DOS, and other computer platforms are still battling for market share on a
worldwide scale. Nowhere are the principles of world-ready thinking more important than
in regard to programming and using global resources. Because multimedia products depend
on player penetration, development tool availability, and cross-platform compatibility,
understanding the status of worldwide system software is of prime importance.
The drive to reach foreign language markets first created patchy local solutions riddled with
large problems for multimedia and software developers. As a result, some companies that
“got there first” have begun to lose market share to those who captured the loyalty of
foreign language consumers by addressing their specific needs.
Localized Macintosh system software version 7.1 is a successful example of the benefits of
world-ready development. As proof of this, Apple was the number two PC seller in Japan in
1993, surpassing IBM and Fujitsu1.
Multimedia developers also seem to prefer the Macintosh environment for development,
especially of products using non-Roman characters. In fact, the new media developer
community recently recognized Macintosh as the preferred platform by nearly two to one2.
While keeping all the attributes of the intuitive graphical user interface, Apple has
successfully captured the native flair for each of its localized versions. This allows
multimedia developers to make extensive use of localized system software, using dialog
boxes and menu resources such as printing or “go to” desktop buttons, from the already
localized system. In addition, Apple’s global approach to software development, particularly
the introduction of WorldScript, is much more user friendly to developers who are
struggling to work in a language they don’t understand.

1

According to statistics from IDC Japan Ltd. Apple’s market share grew to 14 percent, putting Apple next in line after NEC,
which had the top market share of 53 percent. Information derived from AppleLink pathway: News Break; Apple &
Industry News; Newsbytes, March 18, 1994.
2 Information derived from a recent survey published in Dataquest’s User Wants and Needs report entitled “Multimedia
Tools in the Content Development Market,” November 1993.
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For these reasons, and the fact that a full discussion of localization routines for all platforms
could fill its own volume, Chapters 3 and 4 focus mostly on the Macintosh operating system
and cross-platform issues for distribution. They also focus on Macintosh-compatible
authoring tools. Resources for information regarding development in Windows and other
operating environments are listed in Appendix C, “Sources.” The principles of world-ready
design will apply regardless of what platform you are working in, but the specific
programming routines and commands will be different.
It is important to add that the promise of Windows NT and its planned use of Unicode3 as its
underlying character set will enable the Windows environment to resemble many of the
features of WorldScript. Much of the information presented here will apply to localization in
the Windows environment4, and many of the standards used for Macintosh localization are
rapidly being adopted as a standard for world-ready systems.

3

4
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Unicode is a system by which all the possible charters for the world’s written languages are contained in one giant code
page. This system was developed by the Unicode Consortium and is designed to supplant the various ISO standards that
exist for each of the world’s character sets allowing for cross-platform, multilanguage compatibility. Both Apple and
Microsoft are members of the Unicode Consortium (along with many other leading edge companies). Apple promises to
support Unicode in future releases of its system software as part of WorldScript.
Windows also uses resources, help files, language modules, and APIs similar to the resources described for Macintosh in
this section.
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This chapter is about how your program’s interface will interact with the various
international language system resources (known as “scripts” in Macintosh and “code pages”
in Windows and IBM systems). It explains key differences in the world’s operating systems
(OS) to give you direction when developing world-ready software. The specific localization
of your software interface (e.g., dialog boxes, menus, strings, multimedia presentations,
etc.) is discussed in Chapter 8, “Software,” of this guide.

➤

Back

tracking
TIP

If your existing product was not designed to be world ready (e.g.
warnings, error messages, and other user information are embedded
in its program code), or if it will require advanced text manipulations in
a different writing system (such as Chinese or Arabic), you may need
to edit the program and recompile the application.
The programming books listed in Appendix C, “Sources,” include
techniques for modifying existing code. Remember that every time
you modify your software or presentation, you could be amortizing the
costs for a world-ready application; patchwork code prevents upgrade
or third party add-on development. Detailed localizing tips for Macintosh system software version 7.1 appear in Appendix B, “Writing
Localizable Applications.”

World-Ready OS Issues
Foreign language operating systems make it possible for users with different writing systems
to input and retrieve information in their language. Certain language writing systems are
basically incompatible, and cross-language development is difficult. For example, you could
produce a Spanish multimedia product in the English OS, because it accommodates the
inclusion of the Spanish diacritical marks and users do not require a special keyboard.
However, you could not do the same with Japanese text, whose input method requires
double-byte fonts.
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Double-byte fonts were developed to accommodate languages with large, more complex,
character sets than Roman-based language fonts. Simply put, double-byte fonts use letters
from a Roman-based keyboard to call from several possible “glyph set” combinations. A
glyph set may contain thousands of character combinations. Double-byte fonts require twice
the amount of data to display and print them. For more in-depth information about singleand double-byte fonts, see “Fonts” later in this chapter. For now, it is important to
understand that operating systems that do not support double-byte characters will not
process double-byte information correctly.
The OS contains resources that describe various user interface characteristics universal to all
applications in a particular language and culture, such as the way in which numbers are
formatted and the names of the days of the week. In world-ready software any application
can use system resources as if they were part of its own file.
Maximum use of world-ready system resources enables you to localize an application’s user
interface for any language, simply by editing its application resources, not the program
code.
Unfortunately, not all the systems in use today are world ready. Operating system software
localization began as a scattered effort, driven by very specific market demands. It was often
accomplished with patches to an existing system. These patches focused on text aspects of
localization by stretching the original software’s input methods to accommodate
“pictographic” text sets with elaborate combinations of thousands of possible characters (as
with the “radical” construction method for Chinese).
Because these text engines were an afterthought, programmers often had to learn many
specific localization routines for their software in each country. Often they found that their
traditional calls to the OS were in use by the patches, or, worse yet, that their software was
incompatible with the system software version for that region.
Developers were faced with having to make extensive modifications to their code for each
language system. In developing their language versions, they built in system resources,
which in the model of world-ready design is to be avoided! The extra costs these developers
incurred have yielded a very low return because they must undo their own patchwork as
system software becomes standardized.

System 7.1: The First WorldScript-Ready OS
As foreign markets grew in importance, operating systems began to integrate world-ready
features. Macintosh’s system software version 7.1 (referred to as System 7.1 hereafter) is the
first WorldScript-ready OS. This means that the basic components of the OS remain the
same from version to version and are localized by the use of “scripts” that tell the OS to use
localized menu resources, keyboard/input methods, and fonts to build the localized
graphical user interface.
42
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System 7.1 also allows developers to use Apple Language Kits, which perform multilanguage
tasks such as placing Chinese, Arabic, and Japanese in the same document under the user’s
native interface.
example

System 7.1 is a radical departure from the System 6 series, and most localized applications
have to undergo significant upgrades to take advantage of its new multilanguage features.
Many authoring tools used by multimedia producers are not yet fully WorldScript
compatible. Thus, while many of the most annoying aspects of localizing for previous
versions of the OS (such as complicated text engines) were put to rest, many of the tools
necessary to localize multimedia presentations (such as the user interface or graphics) are
not readily available for all languages. For further discussion, see Chapter 4, “Production
Tools.”
The following are some characteristics of System 7.1 that make it ideal for localization:1
■

It provides most international features, modular CPU support, and a seamless
environment (versus the old patches) to enable a straightforward approach to
localization.

■

It consolidates the previously separate international systems (now manipulated through
files called scripts) into script system extensions ( WorldScript I and WorldScript II) to
enable multiple scripts to operate at the same time.

■

It adds new managers to improve the ability to input text in Asian languages along with a
variety of input methods .

■

It improves system-level font support and the Font Manager so the user can produce
double and single-byte characters and handle large Asian double-byte TrueType fonts.
There is now support for contextual (e.g., Thai), bidirectional (e.g., Hebrew), and doublebyte (e.g., Japanese) fonts.

1

For more in-depth information on Macintosh software localization and Macintosh system resources, see Macintosh
Human Interface Guidelines (first and second editions) and Apple’s Guide to Macintosh Software Localization.
These books and the Inside Macintosh Series are distributed by APDA. Please refer to Appendix C, “Sources.”
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■

It replaces the international control panel with the Date & Time, Numbers, and Text
control panels. These control panels give users more control over localizable features,
like symbols for currency, date formats, time formats, sort orders, and text behaviors
(such as right-to-left input).

■

It provides a Text Services Manager to manage, catalogue, and provide access to the
various script modules that provide text input service. It features a database service that
classifies the glyphs designed to process the raw text input through the Roman keyboard.

■

It uses a Dictionary Manager to provide access to the many possible shared user
dictionaries for various languages. For double-byte input methods it allows users to
switch easily between input methods without losing the information kept in their
respective dictionaries.

■

It keeps simple single-byte script systems (such as French and Cyrillic) compatible with
the base system and uses different keyboard layouts to facilitate text entry. It consolidates, standardizes and folds into the WorldScript I extension bidirectional and
contextual script systems (e.g., Arabic, Hebrew, Greek, and Thai). The WorldScript I
extension supports all complex single-byte scripts. It contains code that implements
many script- aware text manipulation routines. This eliminates the need for each
language system to maintain its own code extensions.

■

It makes the features of the 7.x systems available to all worldwide markets. The four
double-byte systems–Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Japanese, and Korean–
were not compatible with the other script systems.

■

It consolidates into the WorldScript II extension all the old double-byte script extensions.
All the features mentioned in the WorldScript I section are available in the WorldScript II
systems. In addition, System 7.1 provides backward compatibility for older (System 6.x)
fonts and access to the new Text Services Manager. It contains code that implements
script-aware text manipulation routines necessary for the large Asian character sets.

■

It provides a solution to the code duplication problems that previously tied up large
amounts of hard disk space and RAM.
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System Resources
Apple has already localized a number of resources and included them in the System file that
is part of all Macintosh system software. Copies of localized versions of the Macintosh OS
are available through the APDA developer’s CD-ROM series2 .
It is important to understand however, that how an application performs when it’s running,
is altered by the system resources. For example, when an application’s code calls the text
utility DateString3, specifying a long date format, the utility returns a character string
containing a date fully written out, such as “Wednesday, July 17, 1994.”
The application can then display or print this string as correctly written text. The
DateString procedure obtains the date format and the names Wednesday and July
from a date-formatting resource of type ‘itll’ that Apple supplies with the Macintosh
system software. In this example, the OS is correctly displaying the date as English users are
used to seeing it.
If you run the same application on a Macintosh computer containing the Spanish version of
the system software, it goes through the same process to obtain a date string. But this time
DateString finds an international resource that contains miércoles instead of
Wednesday and julio instead of July. The Spanish version of the resource also contains
instructions for writing date strings in the Spanish style. Hence the string returned by
DateString automatically reads “miércoles, 17 de julio de
1994.” Thus your application requires no special localization. The System resources
are performing the task automatically.
However, if the text field in your program is not large enough to accommodate a larger
name of the day or month, your text could be cut off or extend into other fields. Likewise,
if your program sorts data by dates and is not DateString aware, a European user
looking for items generated on July 4, 1976 will input 4.7.1976 and find items generated on
April 7, 1976.
Many localized versions of Macintosh system software, particularly those that use multiple
scripts, contains multiple versions of a system resource type. For example, system software
localized for Arab countries often contains different date-formatting resources for the
Gregorian and the Arabic lunar calendars. An application’s code may specify one or another
of them by ID number when calling a Toolbox routine. If no ID number is given, the active
script system specifies the default system resources specified by its international bundle
resource (type ‘itlb’)4.

2
3
4

For availability information please see Appendix C, “Sources.”
Similar to the makedate function of the INTLLIB.DLL module in Windows.
For more information on using system resources see Chapter 9 of the Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines.
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Application Resources
Every application contains unique resources. These application resources determine what
particular messages the application generates and how its icons, menus, windows, and
dialog boxes look and act (see Table 3-1).
For example, when an application’s code calls the Toolbox function Alert it specifies the
ID number of a resource of type ‘ALRT’. The Alert routine finds the specified ‘ALRT’
resource in the application file and uses the information in it to create an alert box and
display the box on the screen. Each resource of type ‘ALRT’ refers to a resource of type
‘DITL’ that determines what messages it displays, what buttons it contains, what sound
(if any) occurs when it appears on the screen, and so on. You can change these
characteristics for an application’s alert boxes by editing its ‘ALRT’ and ‘DITL’
resources, without modifying the application’s code. You can translate the alert messages
into another language, move buttons around, change a barking dog sound into a ringing
bell, and so on. By similar means you can edit an application’s dialog boxes, menus,
windows, and strings, thereby localizing the application’s user interface.
Table 3-1

Localizable application features and their resource types

Application features5
Dialog and alert box definitions
Item lists for dialog and alert boxes
Icons
Menus
Strings
Document windows
Fonts
Pictures
Sounds

5
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Resource types
‘DLOG’, ‘ALRT’
‘DITL’
‘ICN’, ICN#’, ‘cicn’
‘MENU’ , ‘MBAR’
‘STR’, ‘STR#’
‘WIND’
‘FONT’, ‘NFNT’, ‘sfnt’
‘PICT’
‘snd’ and others

Information derived from Chapter 2 of Guide to Macintosh Software Localization. For a more detailed discussion of
application resouces see the Inside Macintosh Series, available through APDA.
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Using Your Resources
Macintosh software often contains several hundred separate resources, each of which has a
type designation and an ID number. The resource type always consists of four characters
(e.g., ‘MENU’). The resource ID is a decimal integer between –32768 and 32767.
Resources of the same type always have different ID numbers to distinguish them. At least
one resource of type ‘CODE’ is always present because it contains the application’s
executable program code.
Each resource type encodes user interface information in a specific way. For example, when
an application’s program calls the Macintosh Toolbox routine GetMenu, it specifies the ID
number of a resource of type ‘MENU’. The ‘MENU’ resource contains, in coded form,
a complete description of the desired menu as it appears on the screen. The Toolbox finds
the specified ‘MENU’ resource in the application file, decodes it, and uses the resulting
information to construct the new menu. By using resources as the primary method of
storing user interface text, you make the job of localizing easier because you don’t have to
rewrite your code.
There are powerful Macintosh editing tools that decode resources and make it easy for you
to modify them. These tools allow you to open resources directly and edit their text and
graphics on the screen. Thus you can localize an application’s text messages in much the
same way that you edit text with a word processor, and you can redraw its graphics as if you
were using a painting program. For a review of important resource editing tools, see
Chapter 8, “Software.”
Be sure you test your program in the proposed operating system. Localization blunders can
occur if you assume something will work when it’s run under a different system version. For
example, users familiar with the US version of the Macintosh OS often assume that the
menu font is Chicago. In fact, many operating systems display in character-based fonts (e.g.,
Hebrew or Korean), and while these fonts contain Roman ASCII font subsets, the size of the
Roman characters may not be uniform. Roman fonts in double-byte systems may cause text
to extend outside the text field even if parts of your application remain in English!

Text Manipulation
Applications often use strings stored in resources of type ‘STR’ and ‘STR#’ to replace
parameters in other resources. Such parameters are indicated by a caret followed by a digit;
(e.g., ^0). Each parameter is replaced by a string from an ‘STR’ or ‘STR#’ resource;
occasionally it is replaced by text entered by the user.
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example
an alert box might contain the warning

Caution! This disk is ^0
An associated ‘STR#’ resource might contain the strings

locked
damaged
not initialized
By substituting one of the strings specified by the ‘STR#’ resource for ^0, the
application can generate these different messages:

Caution! This disk is locked.
Caution! This disk is damaged.
Caution! This disk is not initialized.
This programming technique, called string replacement can cause problems for
localization. In Italian, for example, the word for “not” (non) in the last message
should be inserted before the word for “is” (é):

Attenzione! Questo disco non é inizializzato.

To produce grammatically correct messages when localizing the application to Italian, you
would have to edit both the alert box text and the ‘STR#’ strings, so that the Italian
words é and non é became part of the ‘STR#’ strings. But this would not help in other
languages. French, for example, expresses negation by putting words both before and after
the verb.
The surest way to achieve software whose messages can be localized for any language is to
avoid all string replacement in the original design.

Writing System Compatibility
Ideally any application should be able to perform its job in any text environment. The
following techniques may help forestall problems when users run your software with various
writing systems and combinations of writing systems:
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■

Use TextEdit and the Macintosh Dialog Manager for all text-handling tasks for which their
functionality is adequate.

■

For additional functionality, use the Script Manager, if possible, instead of trying to write
custom routines.

■

Allow for different keyboard layouts; don’t assume that a particular key location or
keypress sequence generates a particular character.

■

Make sure that drivers and peripheral devices (such as printers) can handle characters
with all the diacritical marks required by other languages.

■

Use Font Manager routines to determine the default system font and the application
fonts and font sizes for the active keyboard script.

■

Use the text utilities and the Script Manager for sorting and parsing, and for formatting
numbers, dates, times, and currency amounts.

Fonts
Single-Byte Systems
Single-byte fonts support small character sets (fewer than 256 characters), and may contain
larger glyph sets. These glyph sets are needed for languages such as Arabic, where context
information is required to choose a glyph for a given character code. There are several
potential graphic representations for any given character code, and the mapping from a
given character code to a glyph depends on surrounding characters.
Roman-based languages traditionally have left-to-right reading lines and top-to-bottom
pages. Most Middle Eastern languages, such as Devanagari, with larger glyph sets and
context-sensitive scripts, have right-to-left lines and top-to-bottom pages. Single-byte fonts
support bidirectional scripts in either reading direction. Single-byte characters handle all
these forms of writing, and their fonts are standard for most alphabetic languages.
Double-Byte Systems
Double-byte fonts support large character sets (up to 28,000 characters) and require no
context information for glyph choice. They use various combinations of left-to-right
horizontal lines and right-to-left vertical lines.
Languages that require two-byte fonts include: Japanese, Chinese (Traditional Mandarin,
Simplified, and Cantonese), and Korean.
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Support for Both Systems
System 7.1 is the first system to support use of both single- and double-byte fonts. This
simplifies the development process by allowing access to the international range of fonts.
Double-byte fonts take up two spaces on screen, which affects layout design considerations
in multimedia presentations and software interface localization. For example, you can often
create more space by mixing single-byte fonts with double-byte characters.
example

Bitmapped, TrueType, Adobe Type Manager, and PostScript Fonts
Apple bundles TrueType versions of both single and double-byte fonts with its OS in much
the same way that you receive complimentary TrueType versions of Helvetica and Times
Roman with your US Macintosh. This is especially valuable when you consider the licensing
problems of distributing fonts to display your multimedia presentations on CD-ROM. By
discovering which typefaces already come bundled with the user’s system, you can ensure
that your text will display correctly in the user’s native language. There are, of course, other
problems.
A typical Asian TrueType font of a single weight can take up an average of 10 megabytes of
hard disk space alone. This is an important consideration. When you prepare your
multimedia presentation and user interface, you should consider the following to decide
what fonts your audience will be viewing:
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■

Bitmap fonts typically look ragged on the screen.

■

While Adobe Type Manager (ATM) exists in some Asian markets, the program is copyprotected for use on a single system and is not conducive to large multiuser settings.

■

TrueType is beautiful on screen, but using multiple fonts for graphic purposes can be
limited due to the enormous size of each font file.
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The font problem is compounded if your application is designed to produce hard copy. The
PostScript™ code needed to produce laser output in some languages is as large as the code
for TrueType fonts. Font manufacturers copy-protect entire hard disks, often charging as
much as US$10,000 for a complete laser printer set with 2 fonts. Additional printer fonts can
cost as much as US$1,000–$2,000 per face. Here again TrueType fonts, even with their large
memory requirements, are an attractive solution.

Cross-Platform Compatibility
If you localize on one platform, you will need to consider several additional issues to design
your product for cross-platform compatibility. Some of the issues mentioned in the sections
above can be compounded when moving across platforms, and testing in multiple
environments will be necessary to ensure compatibility in various operating systems.

Naming Conventions
One of the largest tasks facing any multimedia author is keeping track of the incredible
number of elements required to produce even the simplest multimedia projects. Thousands
of work hours often go into assembling such projects, and it is essential that you establish
naming conventions early in the development process to avoid wasting the resources you
are investing in development.
Naming files can be an especially problematic task if you are used to working in environments where filenames may contain up to 31 characters. To remain compatible with the
DOS/Windows environment, filenames must consist of only eight characters, with a threecharacter extension following a period. Upper- and lowercase differences are invisible in the
DOS/Windows environment and you must limit yourself to the standard 26 letters of the
English alphabet, the numbers from 0 to 9 and the underscore character ‘_’. Using extended
ASCII or other special characters can cause innumerable problems with searches in foreign
language systems, where the extended ASCII locations may be used by different characters.
Develop a system that allows you to use two-letter abbreviations for content, file types, and
other information. Leave room to add one or two characters later to identify the various
multilanguage codes for the elements you will be replacing.
Keep these rules in mind when establishing directory structures as well. Remember that
ISO-9600 directory structures can be only eight levels deep!
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Text Considerations
If you are using formatted text in your product, you’ll need the ability to translate the
documents between environments and authoring tools that can handle the formats on
either side.
The most common consideration in moving text between Macintosh and DOS/Windows
environments is that the DOS/Windows environment requires “line feeds” for text. You can
address this by using many localized cross-platform word processors and file transfer
software packages (including Apple File Exchange).
The special characters and diacritical marks used in producing foreign language text present
a more involved problem. Many utilities don’t provide these characters, and some word
processors (such as WordPerfect), create their own tables of foreign language characters
that are not compatible with other language systems.
If you are working mostly with Roman languages, find a utility that can convert these special
characters; many manufacturers produce a European version that does this. For most Asian
and character-based systems, standards exist (such as Shift JIS for Japanese or “Big 5” in
Chinese), and it is important that you discover which standard you are using and what the
compatible code page is in the other platform. Localized versions of Apple File Exchange are
invaluable for this process.

Graphics
Translating graphics can be a daunting process. Conversion utilities are available, but lack of
compatible fonts (especially double-byte) may compound the localization process. Work in
formats that are easily transferred (such as EPS or PICT>WBMP), and be aware that
hardware and software concerns (black and white, 4, 16, or 256 colors) multiply when
localizing and working cross-platform, and require testing. Remember that all pixels are not
square and that the relationship between pixels and inches is not dependable.

Palette Control
Palette control can be a problem on single-platform software, requiring that you either
standardize all your images or design around the “flash” that can be produced as the
software changes palettes. It is best to develop and test a standard set of tools and
procedures and then follow this standard religiously. Jumping between paint and translation
programs can result in an unrealized and undesired multipalette situation.
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Audio and Video
Starting with a standard format or process is also a good idea for video and audio.
QuickTime for Windows provides easy portability, allowing you to work in Macintosh and
distribute a player version for Windows PCs. Consider making all of your movies crossplatform (single fork) so they are usable without change on both platforms.
If you are using a format other than QuickTime for audio, consider using a file format such
as AIFF, which is a widespread standard. This will allow you to convert it to either WAV or
SND formats without an interim step. It can be a frustrating experience to have to translate
many files into an interim format when there is no way to translate directly from file format
A to format C without going through format B.
Strive to keep your materials as world ready as possible. In other words, work in and stay
with a cross-platform or generic format if you foresee having to satisfy multiple
environments.

Authoring Tools
There are three possible methods for making your multimedia product cross-platform. The
first is to locate authoring software that has “binary compatible” files that you can open on
either platform. While this is the easiest solution, there are some creative and practical
limitations in this type of software on a worldwide basis. Macromedia’s Authorware, for
example, is binary compatible for the most part; however, in the English OS you cannot
open files that were created in the Japanese OS.
The second possibility is to find tools that allow you to compose your product in one
environment and use a player for the other. Again, there are decisions to be made with
reference to performance versus cost, but the player option is probably the easiest. Be sure
to test the players for both versions in the localized interface.
A third option is to use two completely different systems to create products that are as
similar as possible. If this is your choice, pay close attention to the differences inherent in
the two systems. Multiple window support, color, graphics ability, and I/O support are all
areas to consider when choosing this option.

Hardware Considerations
Keep in mind the additional resources associated with cross-platform development, look for
hardware usable on both platforms, and check its availability in the target market. If you are
using some form of “sneaker-net,” or transferring data with floppies, you should consider
Ethernet as an option, since it makes porting, transferring, and testing across platforms
much simpler.
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Apple has recently announced the arrival of the Power Macintosh. Based on the PowerPC™
chip, it is capable of running the Macintosh OS, DOS, Windows, and UNIX® on the same
PC. This latest joint development from Apple, IBM, and Motorola brings us one step closer
to making single platform development a reality. It will open new possibilities and
challenges as developers rush to build world-ready “native” applications for this new
architecture.

Testing
Be sure to produce a small prototype localized version before finalizing your design process.
Don’t go cross-platform for the first time with hundreds of images and sounds and expect to
use them. Have a well-defined plan and follow the guidelines mentioned in this section. Use
the more challenging platform to solve difficult design problems, apply your solutions and
do the bulk of localization on the one that’s easier to work in, and then execute your
transfer. Work to create products that exploit the strengths of each platform, and don’t
force users to learn an unfamiliar or culturally incorrect interface.
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The purpose of this chapter is to provide specific tips and information about off-the-shelf
applications used to produce foreign language multimedia programs. The chapter focuses
on the importance of understanding the current software and hardware limitations of the
market you are entering and on current multimedia production tools and their limitations in
foreign markets.
World-ready thinking is once again the key to the successful localization of your materials.
Using source elements, whose linguistic and cultural aspects cannot easily be localized, can
be very costly and time-consuming. Understanding what software and hardware the target
audience will use will let you select global authoring tools and save you many hours.
Generally speaking, multimedia production tools can be categorized in two basic groups:
those developed with proprietary, free-standing application engines and those relying on an
off-the-shelf presentation package to deliver their message.
If you use your own software, you will find valuable references for localizing your
application’s interface in the previous chapter, as well as in Chapter 8, “Software,” and
Appendix C, “Sources.”
The issues that confront those using commercial authoring software are significantly
different. The previous chapter discussed the operating environment, but even an advanced
system (such as System 7.1 or localized versions of Windows 3.1) does not guarantee that
you can use the same tools to produce your English and foreign language presentations.
For example, while Windows has been available in several Asian markets since 1992, the
range of high-end graphics applications is extremely limited, so if you are producing for
Asian markets other than Japan in the DOS/Windows environment, cross-platform authoring
is almost a necessity.
On the other hand, because most western and central European languages can exist within
each other’s language characters, you can create your product in almost any program.
However you may not have access to language hyphenation and other utilities.
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Languages that contain characters outside ASCII (such as Hebrew or Cyrillic) or those
requiring a glyph set (like Korean or Japanese) often require localized software to produce
the materials. Even languages that look romanized (like Polish, Czech, or Turkish) may
require their own operating system, keyboard scripts, or other program elements, which
may not be compatible with all commercial software available in the United States.
The effort required to localize authoring tools prevents small publishers from producing
simultaneous releases and upgrades of their foreign language versions. Even when such
tools are available, there are complex issues of what will work and where. Software may be
protected to function in only one language system, or it may run in a foreign language
system but with inherent text input and display problems.
This is especially difficult when working in double-byte Asian systems. For example, you
discover that you can run your English version of Aldus Persuasion in the Chinese operating
system. This might lead you to believe you can use it to produce a slide presentation with
Chinese text. But once you have committed time and resources to this end, you will
discover that because the English application is not written to use double-byte characters, as
soon as you attempt to format the text with a simple hard return, you split the two-byte
code and break the character into two characters.
example

To share production resources for cost-effective localization, you must ensure that the
version number available in that country is compatible to the one you are working in, or that
the documents created in one version can be read by a foreign language version of the same
release.
For example, Table 4-1 shows the current version number of the Asian releases of Aldus
Pagemaker and QuarkXPress. Pagemaker English files may be opened in the same version
number of Asian software or higher, yet no backward conversion from the higher 5.0 English
version exists. While QuarkXPress release versions are named the same and carry most of
the same features, files are not interchangeable between versions. Check with the respective
manufacturer for version compatibility and test each application you plan to use.
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Table 4-1
Versions of the product for each country
are different.

The format in which files are saved is specific
to the language or environment version.

PageMaker 5.0 U.S.

QuarkXPress 3.1 U.S.

PageMaker 4.5 Japanese

QuarkXPress 3.1 Japanese

PageMaker 3.5 Traditional Chinese

QuarkXPress 3.1 Korean

PageMaker 3.0 Simplified Chinese

QuarkXPress 3.1 for Windows

With the advent of WorldScript, Unicode, and other multilanguage systems, many of these
issues are becoming obsolete. However, before planning your production process and what
tools you will be using to produce your presentation, you must first research your target
markets.
Vast compatibility, availability, and support considerations require a tremendous investment
to stay abreast of the state-of-the-art technology. And yet this research is invaluable
considering the limited number of current releases and the rapid pace of computer
advancement–especially since upgrades reach localization markets faster and from more
varied sources.
This chapter provides background to avoid many of the common assumptions that have
multimedia producers backtracking. Employing foreign OS and software experts to help you
solve compatibility problems and local cultural experts to thoroughly test each component
of your product in the local systems is the only sure way to a successful localization.

Operating Systems
Know the operating system(s) the target audience is using and its limitations. Multimedia
authoring tools that require state-of-the-art system software features may run poorly, or not
at all, in older or adapted operating systems.
Localized versions of Windows are not yet available in all countries, and some versions have
limitations. For example, there are a number of known “ill-behaved” applications in Arabic
that interact with the hardware operating system (BIOS) in ways that conflict with the disk
operating system DOS.1
If your product has appeal for foreign-language users in the United States, it is important to
know that Apple’s release of the Language Kit modules has been gradual, and only Japanese
and Chinese (Traditional and Simplified) are currently available. Other environments (such
as Amiga) are even more limited. Be sure the language you are localizing into has what your
presentation requires. If the software is too limiting, you may want to rethink your entry
strategy.
1

See Multilingual Computing, Volume IV, Issue I. Refer to Appendix C, “Sources”, for more information.
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Tools
Investigate the current tools and versions available for your potential markets. Only a few
countries where non-Roman languages are spoken have application-independent file
formats such as Adobe™ Acrobat; even fewer have cross-platform utilities. A recent
experience from IBM’s international mainframe division demonstrates the problem:
Converting letters created in System 7.1 Japanese and Chinese for printing on the IBM
AS400 series required hours of support from several parties even though the IBM software
was designed to be able to use the Macintosh code page .
When selecting tools to produce your presentation, select those that can save materials in a
wide variety of formats. Applications that produce text and graphic files in formats that are
not dependent on the availability of fonts–PICT, TIFF, WBMP (such as Adobe
Photoshop)–are especially useful. Applications that produce images and text in a variety of
language environments (such as Aldus FreeHand version 3.0A, which works in all Asian
Macintosh language systems) are also a good choice.
Be aware that many countries copy-protect their localized versions either by a key-disk
protection method or a hardware key (often referred to as a “dongle” in localization circles).
Depending on the vendor who designed the hardware key, it may attach to the ADB port,
the SCSI port, or a card added to the PC. These hardware keys, if poorly conceived, may
limit the computer or produce incompatibilities with your product. Test your product under
conditions that match the scenario most likely to be present in your target market.

Specific Tools
A complete listing of language versions of the popular applications available would take up
an entire volume and would be out of date by press time. This information is best
researched at the time you plan your project. You can do so by contacting a large distributor
of multilanguage products or a multilanguage reference source such as those listed in this
guide under Appendix C, “Sources.”
Be aware that product availability and support for foreign language applications in nonlocal
markets are very limited. For example, there are very few distributors of Korean software in
the United States.
The following sections address multimedia tools by type with a specific description of
worldwide issues followed by a chart designed to give an overview of the tools generally
available at press time. It is not a comprehensive list but is intended to serve as a reference
point in beginning your process. As most United States applications are useful in Roman
languages, the languages sampled represent those most requested by clients of
International Contact, Inc.
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Graphics Programs
You should avoid software that relies heavily on the use of encapsulated PostScript (EPS)
formats as a delivery medium, unless you have access to a localized version and can be sure
the users in that country have ready access to the fonts used to create the document. This is
especially important if the users are to print a version of the presentation. If this criteria can
be met, or you can provide the needed fonts, EPS can be a good choice since many
applications and platforms support this format.
Providing specialized fonts can also be expensive and require licensing. Antialiasing fonts in
an application like Adobe Photoshop and pasting them in as PICT files can be a satisfactory
solution to this problem. You may be tempted to use an application such as Aldus FreeHand
to create “outline” art from the fonts and place the text as graphics in this fashion, but keep
in mind that complex characters may require extensive cleanup, and once outlined the text
is no longer easily edited.
Frequently you will need to produce versions for more than one environment, so the use of
graphics programs that save data in easily convertible formats like PICT>WBMP or EPS
(Mac)>EPS (PC) are advisable. Be especially careful to use the localized or global-ready
versions of the software so important diacritical marks are not lost in the conversion.
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Localized products for graphics include the following:
Macintosh
Adobe Illustrator
Aldus FreeHand
Deneba Canvas
MacDraw II-J
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Streamline
Three-D

Arabic

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

DOS/Windows
3B2
Corel Draw
Twin Bridge

Arabic

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

Publishing
Publishing solutions are numerous and vary in levels of sophistication. Most markets
possess some form of advanced word processing and frequently include graphics capability.
Nisus produces a WorldScript-ready word processor that offers some desktop publishing
capabilities for most Macintosh operating systems.
You must take care to ensure compatibility across platforms and versions. To minimize costs,
determine the minimum version of the software required and do your initial layouts in that
version. Carefully select the fonts you will be using and check on their availability in your
target market.
Publishing software in the Asian DOS/Windows environment is limited, and few high-end
applications for combining text and graphics can be recommended. However, this
environment is constantly expanding, and new applications may be just around the corner.
Beware of vendors who tell you they have just what you need to publish your material. The
applications may be of the homemade variety, which can have numerous limitations
stemming from lack of technical support—unless you speak Chinese—and no upgrade path,
access to other platforms, or multiple format translators.
Also watch out for vendors who claim they can produce your material in non-Roman
languages using the latest US release of your favorite software. Many times this consists of a
workaround that tries to fool the system, or calls from a vast library of graphics used to take
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the place of double-byte characters. These products rarely provide easy portability between
applications and platforms.
Localized products for publishing include the following:
Macintosh
EG Word & Book
Imprint
Nisus
PageMaker
QuarkXPress
UpWord
WinText
WordPerfect
TurboWriter

Arabic

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

DOS/Windows
3B2
Arabic Publisher*
Al-Rasim Al Arabi
FastPage
Hangul 2000
Hebrew Publisher*
Power Page
PageMaker
Word For Windows

Arabic

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

†
‡

* Adaptation of Ventura Publisher
† In development at this writing
‡ Only Microsoft Word available at this writing
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Slide Presentations
While observing the cultural considerations listed in Chapter 1, “Content,” it is relatively
simple to produce high-quality slides in most countries. If you are using a presentation
program it can be only slightly more complicated. Although little popular software exists for
the Asian and the Middle Eastern markets, using graphics and PICT files of text instead of
text can work.
Nowhere is the issue of fonts more critical that in commercial slide show packages. Fonts
that do not appear smooth on screen will be unappealing and possibly insulting. Be certain
your target audience has what is required to display your presentation in the target
language.
Localized products include the following:
Macintosh
Aldus Persuasion
More
WinView

Arabic

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

Audio Products
Fortunately, audio standards have been established worldwide and can be reliably used in
most countries. However, not all PCs are equipped to play back sound. The Macintosh
platform has had sound playback capability for years, but a wide variety of PC clones lack
this capability. Microsoft has established two MPC standards to guide producers who are
interested in creating multimedia titles. However, the broad variety of third-party boards and
the difficulty of installing them has discouraged many users.
Research the hardware and operating system requirements of your potential markets. The
more advanced sound requirements such as stereo playback may not be widely used in
many markets.
It is also important to note that sound formats are not universally convertible. It is critical to
plan ahead and digitize sound files in a format that will meet your needs regardless of the
playback platform.
Foreign language audio products can usually be produced without localized tools. Those
containing text for lyrics, for example, will require localized applications. Unfortunately, not
that many exist outside the Japanese environment.
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Localized sound production tools include:
Macintosh
Arabic
Encore
Music Time
SoundEdit Pro
MacRecorder SS Pro

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

Video Products
Special video boards and other hardware are becoming increasingly available. MPEG boards
have been on the market for some time, and JPEG boards are becoming more plentiful. If
you are using JPEG or other compression standards, check on the availability of hardware
that supports these standards in your target market. In addition, if you are providing output
options, be aware that video standards (NTSC, PAL , PALM, SECAM) and playback formats
(Betamax, HIGH 8, VHS) vary around the world.
If your presentation contains QuickTime movies or Video for Windows, be sure that the
version you are running is available in the target market. QuickTime will not work if the
Macintosh system software is earlier than US version 6.07.
All System 7 versions support QuickTime. QuickTime for Windows can also allow you to
create movies on Macintosh and convert them to a format that can be used by a PC. Be
aware that licensing issues exist and that appropriate fees must be paid to Apple Computer,
Inc., in order to distribute QuickTime drivers with a presentation.2
It should be noted that video looks best if it is shown on a monitor that has the capability to
project 24-bit images (millions of colors). However, 256 colors is the minimum standard
required for digital video. Selecting clips that look good with a limitation of 256 colors can
be a challenge. Solid backgrounds generally produce more appealing results.
There are few existing localized products. A localized interface may be required for your
product, but video playback is generally not limited by language system considerations (see
Chapter 3, “Operating System Software”).

2

For more information on software licensing contact: Software Licensing Department, Apple Computer, Inc.,
408-974-4667, AppleLink: SW.LICENSE.
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Localized video and rendering products include:
Macintosh
Morph II
Video Graffitti
Digital Film
Swivel 3D Pro
SwivelMan

Arabic

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

DOS/Windows
UNITY Alis Multilingual Terminal
Emulator

Arabic

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

Databases
Sadly there is little that is familiar outside of the Japanese market for database engines.
While local versions abound, few, if any, can handle the sophisticated double-byte characters
and bidirectional processing from an internationally known source. While several
commercial flat file database applications and spreadsheets exist, a rich multirelational
database may be called for in your product. If this is the case, you may need to design your
own code or partner with someone using a local database application in your target market.
See Chapter 8, “Software,” for more information about localizing the interface.
Localized products include the following:
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Macintosh
FileMaker
Helix Express
HyperCard
Panorama
WinFile

Arabic

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

DOS/Windows
MS Excel
Arabdbase

Arabic

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese
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Authoring
As with the other multimedia tools, localized versions of high-end authoring software in the
non-Roman languages are hard to find. Since many of them work behind the scenes, little
localization is required, but certain popular tools have their own scripting languages, such as
Macromedia’s Lingo. Lingo was first designed to run on an English system, thus certain
commands are based on the English language. When a Macromedia Director command is
sent on a non-English operating system, results can be unpredictable. Rigid testing and
some experimentation is required to ensure that your presentation player performs in that
country’s OS.
Localized versions of HyperCard exist in almost every country with a localized Macintosh OS
(check version numbers for compatibility). Apple Media Tool, Macromedia Director,
Passport Producer, Macromedia Authorware, Aldus Persuasion, Vividus Cinemation, and
other authoring programs are limited only by their ability to function within local systems.
Since multimedia presentations frequently require a number of actions to go on
simultaneously, such as animation with sound or video, RAM requirements can be a
significant issue. This is even more pronounced when the RAM required by the OS is
included. Since computers do not ship with consistent RAM configurations in all countries,
you should find out the RAM configuration most commonly available in your target market
and plan accordingly.
Be aware that due to the hardware concerns listed above, high-end rendering software such
as that requiring a math coprocessor may not function. Check the monitor size and other
hardware your target audience has available.
Localized authoring products include the following:
Macintosh
Arabic
HyperCard
Adobe Premiere
Macromedia Director
Passport Producer

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

DOS/Windows
Authorware Pro.

Hebrew

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

Arabic
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Producing Localized Elements

As this guide has explained, the localization process requires that you begin with worldready components. A good way to produce multiple languages in any medium is to think in
terms of global elements versus local components. For example, an image might be global
up to the point at which you introduce text and save several distinct local files. Similarly,
music tracks can be global until narration is introduced, photographs become localized
when the models change, and so on.
Depending on the component, once you have “merged” the local and global elements,
“unmerging” them to create a different local version is difficult. The costs of a localization
project are directly related to the proportion of local components to global elements, whose
development cost can be amortized over several language versions.
This part covers the multilanguage adaptation process recommended for each of the
multimedia elements; print, sound, video, and software. Each chapter presents general
guidelines, followed by specific tips for each element.
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For a multimedia product to succeed in foreign markets, it must have appropriate
packaging, brochures, ads, and point-of-purchase (POP) materials. Manuals and
documentation are particularly important because they may be the only support your
foreign language customers have for some time. Technical and local sales support often lags
behind a foreign market product’s introduction.
The potential savings in simultaneous multilanguage print production are vast. You can get
maximum use of photography, layouts, color separations, and printing by using the globallocal equation in your design process.
Keeping in mind the cultural adaptation principles from the first part of this guide, you can
design world-ready print components to make the localization process relatively easy. This
chapter outlines design and execution considerations and provides one or more worldready design solutions for each of them.
Once again, the tips in these sections do not replace the specific advice of native
creative/linguistic experts. To do that effectively would require hundreds of languagespecific exceptions to the guidelines below. However, working with these guidelines should
facilitate the localization process and show you where the help of native experts is most
needed.
World-ready print design guidelines include the following:
■

Identify the areas that will need adaptation and involve your experts early.

■

Allow for local elements to be introduced or deleted.

■

Be aware of the response mechanisms available to you; for example, 800 numbers in the
United States will not work from abroad. If you provide telephone numbers for support,
you must clarify whether your representatives are bilingual or fluent only in either your
or the foreign language.
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Paper Sizes
Standard letter size in the United States is 8 1/2 x 11 inches. Because they use metric
measuring systems, most of the rest of the world uses the A4 size (8 1/4 x 11 11/16).
Envelopes, business cards, and post cards are also different. Table 5-1 shows the ISO A-series
paper sizes where each sheet is half the size of the next larger sheet.
Table 5-1

A-series paper sizes

Millimeters
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

841 x 1189
594 x 841
420 x 594
297 x 420
210 x 297
148 x 210

Inches
33 1/8 x 46 3/4
22 3/8 x 33 1/8
16 9/16 x 23 3/8
11 11/16 x 16 9/16
8 1/4 x 11 11/16
5 13/16 x 8 1/4

Differences in standard paper sizes affect the film produced for the printer and the way that
printing presses are set up in a given country. It is more costly to print sizes in a different
system from the one regularly used by your printer.
Most of the potential savings in multilanguage print production are based on the ability to
print multiple local versions simultaneously. You must decide whether to adjust your
printed paper sizes for each market, basing your decision on balancing the potential savings
of sharing layouts and ganging your print runs against providing the preferred local size for
your piece. Remember that a different size may fit awkwardly in that country’s cabinets,
folders, binders, and so on.
World-ready design guidelines include the following:
■

Use a cost-effective “median” size such as 8 1/4 x 11 inches for manuals and collateral
material. Work with your printer to find the best global size in which to design.

■

Make your layouts fit either paper system by limiting the “picture area” to one that can
comfortably fit either size. This is a more local solution, but it can sometimes lead to less
elegant layout.

➤

Back

You can sometimes reduce existing originals to 95 percent to fit
alternate systems without having to redesign your templates.

tracking
TIP
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Layout and Typography
You can maximize your publicity budgets for worldwide products if the look and feel of a
company’s communications are consistent worldwide. You need to evaluate company
typographic standards for cultural content-appropriateness: Are the colors, visual images,
type styles, text styles, and so forth, global enough to work in the proposed local markets?
With your native experts’ advice, decide whether you will make global changes to the
existing materials, or whether you will handle any needed modification as a local change.
For instance, if the existing cover of a brochure has your local addresses reversing out of
four colors, you would either redesign your cover (global solution) or apply a sticker over
the addresses when making a local version (local solution) to adapt your brochure.
The decision will be based on cost and time of production constraints, but always remember
that you realize savings when sharing global elements. Avoid shortcuts when you think you
will be doing a product in only one more language; prolonging non-world-ready thinking on
reusable or upgradable materials will continue to cost you money.
World-ready design guidelines include the following:
■

Compile a style guide that includes any global elements that must be part of all graphic
material published for your product or company. Specify which items can be localized
and, whenever possible, show the ways in which you prefer them localized. For example,
you might specify that the local address in the company’s listing be moved to the top of
the listing; or you may identify the need for white space and specify that pages be added
instead of reducing type size to make the copy fit.

■

Provide original source files to be used for graphic elements. Recreating complicated
graphics from scratch is expensive and unnecessary.
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Amount of Copy and Size of Type
The fact that other languages can take up to 25 percent more space than English presents a
difficult challenge, because it affects headlines, diagram callouts, and charts, as well as text.
Localized versions can sometimes be printed in a slightly smaller type size to allow for some
of the additional length, but too small a type will minimize the effectiveness of the piece and
will defeat the purpose of making it look as if it was originally developed for this market.
To achieve the best balance for each local market, consult your creative/linguistic experts.
Don’t assume that you can tell what the local feel is; the variables are simply too many. For
example, even though more words may be required to express the same idea in Chinese as
in English, each word is just one character long (compare, for example, the amount of space
occupied by exceptional and one). So, in fact, Chinese text should occupy less space than
English; unfortunately, this is rarely so because Chinese also requires a 50 percent increase
in point size for pictographs to be legible!
World-ready design guidelines include the following:
■

Leave extra white space in your design to allow for added length.

■

Make the original size of the type large enough to be reduced and still be readable.

■

Measure your longest text block against the amount of space allotted for it in your design.
From that, determine the best point size and leading to be able to use the same reduced
size for all similar elements throughout the publication, not just on the pages with too
much copy.

■

When designing a grid, remember that English headlines might fit on fewer lines than
headlines in other languages; allow room for additional lines of type and provide a
leading specification.

■

Keep in mind that languages with ascending and descending diacritical marks will require
extra leading.

Column Width, Line Length, and Position of Type
Page layouts must take into account the linguistic considerations outlined in Chapter 2,
“Language,” as they apply to the design of your type, especially the following:
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■

The average word length is significantly longer in some languages than in English.

■

Some languages do not allow for hyphenation.

■

Some languages, particularly those that are pictographic, require rhythmic, symmetrical
reading and thus work better with fully justified text.
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Long lines of many characters are hard to read even in Roman languages. Pictographic
languages are particularly sensitive to excessive numbers of characters in one line.

World-ready design guidelines include the following:
■

Make columns at least 13.5 picas wide, and make lines from 40 to 60 characters long.

■

Avoid wrapping type around complex shapes. Layouts with complex wraparounds are
difficult to do well in English; even harder to do in languages that have very long words,
such as German, and completely inappropriate in Chinese documents.
example

Layouts
with
Complex
Wraparounds.
Layouts with complex wraparounds like
this one, are difficult to do
well in English; even harder
to do with languages
that have very long words,
such as German, and completely inappropriate in
Chinese documents.
Layouts
with
complex
wraparounds like this
one, are difficult to do
well
i n
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Bilingual design can allow for a nice combination of complex and simple type layouts.
Using complex type styles in the English half of this bilingual layout gives it a more
sophisticated look without sacrificing cultural appropriateness.
example1

■

1
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Symmetrical designs allow for easy inversion of the writing direction and position, which
is required in some languages.

This layout was produced by Mark Anderson Design and International Contact, Inc. and is reprinted with permission
from Sprint Communications Company L. P. © 1993.
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Visual Elements
It is very difficult to create truly global images when language, such as that in screen shots
and printed samples, is involved or when realistic photography is required. These are the
elements that differ most noticeably from one market to another, yet the potential savings of
using the same art elements are great.

Images
To help make a lifestyle image usable worldwide, props and backgrounds and depictions of
people and what they are doing must be generic.
World-ready design guidelines for common visual elements include the following:
■

Use generic elements such as lines, circles, and so on.

■

Use illustrations that bridge cultural differences (see Figure 5-1).

Figure 5-1

Is this a Hispanic, Asian, or American customer of PG&E?

■

Show silhouettes of people.

■

Portray a “melting pot” of people, avoid forgetting important segments of your markets.

■

Show international dress styles.

■

Be aware that children’s dress is often more formal abroad than in the United States.

■

Design your sets to be global; you can maximize the investment in props, lighting, studio
time, and so on by changing only one or two local elements such as the talent.
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■

Avoid showing food or beverages in the office. (If necessary, show a cup and saucer
rather than a coffee mug.)

■

Avoid showing telephones and TV sets.

■

Avoid showing extremely large offices and furniture.

■

If you are using a sports theme, soccer is probably the most universal sport as of this
printing.

Product Shots
If you display your product on a monitor, or if printed samples are readable in your images,
the legible information may need to be localized. Unfortunately, changing the package,
magazine, or icon shown means new photography and new color separations.
World-ready photography guidelines include the following:
■

Before you include recognizable products in your shots, make sure that the product is
widely available internationally.

■

Avoid many localization problems by shooting from extreme angles, such as from above,
or by using shots small enough to obscure the language of any on-screen type.

■

Develop images with international themes that can be used in a variety of languages, or
ones that do not require text at all. An annual report for a global corporation, a graphic,
or an international newsletter might work; multilingual documents can also often do the
job in multiple markets.

■

If displayed information needs to be readable, and you can’t use global screens, shoot
screens straight on; that way, they can be localized in applications such as Adobe
Photoshop without reshooting the entire photograph.

➤

Back

tracking
TIP
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If your visual already includes an angled shot with legible text, consider
replacing the entire image; it is usually too expensive to strip localized
screens into angled shots.
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Print Production
Much of the cost savings of localization in the printing process lie in making global color
separations. For a design to meet world-ready criteria, it must be usable without reshooting
photography or making multiple printing plates.
When text is localized, the black plate that carries the body of the text (as well as gray-scale
illustrations, if any) is changed. Making changes that affect only this black plate is the least
expensive way to adapt a four-color piece.
A second plate change might be required if the single color change does not yield a look
sophisticated enough for the production values you want. Local designs may call for even
more color changes and production.
In general, having to make more than two plate changes for localization negates much of
the savings associated with leveraging the original design. Even two plate changes can have
a huge impact on your budget because not all countries use six-color presses. Five-color
presses are prevalent in many parts of the world and if printing will be done locally in such a
place, a sixth plate change could increase costs exponentially. To achieve the best globallocal balance, involve your printer early in the design process.
World-ready printing guidelines include the following:
■

Plan to make changes to two plates: the black plate used for text, and a fifth color
plate–usually a PMS color. Use this “spot” color for special emphasis elements and
headlines.

■

Avoid type in color.

■

Reverse type out of a spot color as an effective substitute for reversing out of a four-color
image. Use a single PMS color, which affects only one plate, rather than a screen tint
composed of more than one process color.

■

If four-color images are appropriate for local versions, write the copy and design your text
layout to work around the fixed position of the images. Costs for those services are
cheaper than new separations.

■

Develop language coding and identification systems early in the design process. Color
coding by language can be effective if all pieces will be distributed by monolingual
workers or in multilingual displays.
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➤

Back
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TIP

5

Single language designs often use type reversing out of a four-color
image. Localizing this type means that all four process-color printing
plates need to be changed.
Sometimes you can create a box or window to cover the affected area
in localizing or simplifying your design. Stickers are often a good “box”
solution to text within color images. For example, if your brochure
cover has an address list that needs to be localized, you can cover the
area with a printed sticker.

Preparing Files for Localization
If design guidelines have been followed, you should be able to leverage your electronic
design files in many languages. When the software is compatible with the target languages,
repouring text into existing layouts is possible, even easy.
Unfortunately, as discussed in Chapter 4, “Production Tools,” many differences exist
between foreign language versions of a given software. Thus, even though you have a
template in QuarkXPress 3.2, you will not be able to simply “pour” Korean into it.
Nonetheless, electronic files are always valuable and should be provided to your localization
team. The way in which files are prepared and maintained during the design process affects
the amount of work involved in localization.
World-ready design guidelines to optimize the effectiveness of your files include the
following:
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■

As you proceed with development, create a hard-copy style guide for your design that
includes all page-layout measurements and type specifications. This style guide should be
used by anyone working with your material.

■

If the previous version of an authoring program has the features you need, use it instead
of the latest release in your source language. From Chapter 4, “Production Tools,” you
can see that this will increase your files’ compatibility with the foreign language software
you may be forced to use.

■

Identify the applications and fonts you use. Give the localization team a list of the
applications (including version numbers) and fonts used to create the original page
layout and all graphics elements.

■

Separate document files into language and graphic element folders. Develop consistent
naming conventions within language folders. Be sure to include and identify all PICT,
TIFF, and EPS files in the graphics folder.
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■

If you compress a file, save it as a self-extracting archive. This allows users to decompress
the file without the original compression software.

■

Print out electronic files at the start of the layout process and compare them against the
final translation original. Code the translated manuscript with numbers against the layout
original for ease of identification when placing the text. This allows non-languageproficient typesetters to do the foreign language layouts, counteracting the difficulty of
finding foreign-language-speaking designers.

■

The files from which you do the layout should include all changes made to the original
language during the course of the project, including any made on bluelines. If you make
changes after sending the file out, be sure to communicate the changes to the
localization team.
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Sound

Perhaps because sound elements are generally voice driven, they can be the easiest to adapt.
The questions of what elements will be global is minimized and the re-creation of the voice
elements is relatively inexpensive. Thus, sound elements offer cost-effective alternatives for
localization of multimedia products.

➤

Back

Rather than showing a talking head in a QuickTime movie, freeze the
picture and run a sound-only file.

tracking
TIP

Digital audio technology can be very helpful in localization; by following global principles,
you can build entire music and effects tracks and leverage their cost every time you localize
your product. Recreating sound programs in a foreign language, when they are layered with
many effects, can be expensive and requires precise logging of your elements and perhaps
even script timing to avoid reediting and remixing.
Sound elements include, but are not limited to, alerts, voice, music and effects tracks, and
interactive prompts for voice navigation. The following cross-cultural and linguistic issues
apply to audio production:
■

As in print, spoken language is longer in most other languages than in English, so you
may need to time interactive elements carefully or restrict the file length or size.

■

Sound effects must be appropriate and recognizable in your target market.

■

Word choice and tone must be appropriate in the market.

■

Cast with care to avoid gender or ethnic allusions that could be offensive.

This chapter focuses on the few content and technical issues specific to audio localization.
Creating your audio elements with these in mind will help you reach your customers with
your soundtrack.
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Script Writing
It is important to note that spoken language differs from written language. Words may be
inserted, deleted, or contracted in various dialects. The example below, involves written
Chinese and how spoken Mandarin and Cantonese differ from each other. It is particularly
dramatic, but your script in any language must be localized so that it is culturally appropriate
in terms of tone and content.
example
While the same Chinese pictographic characters can be read and understood by
speakers of various Chinese dialects and languages such as Cantonese and
Mandarin, the pronunciation of those characters is unintelligible to either group.

When technical restraints affect the timing of delivery and your script forces the voice talent
to speed up, you must decide whether to delete words or force the pace to make the words
fit. See information on timed scripts in Chapter 7, “Video Production.”

Casting
The most important element of casting audio parts for localization is that the talent have the
correct pronunciation and speech pattern for the character they will portray. For instance, if
you need a broadcast narrator for Japan, he or she cannot have a foreign or even slightly
regional inflection and must be able to read relatively fast, with a “professional announcer”
delivery.
It is critical to have your native-speaking experts evaluate the fluency and native sound of
your voiceover candidates. This can create frustration when you are casting foreign language
parts in your country with a limited choice of professional native speakers.
One way to keep costs down is to use one talent for multiple parts when dedicated
characters are not required. This demands extra coordination during recording, but can
make a difficult casting job simpler.
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Script Delivery
Each language has its own speaking rhythm and appropriate tones for certain words and
certain situations. To sound natural to your target audience your talent must use the same
cadence they do.
It is also important for the pace to be smooth and not hurried. Each language has varying
standards, so you should employ native-speaking directors to ensure a good delivery.
Correct pronunciation of product names, people’s names, numbers, abbreviations, and so
on also contribute to a successful soundtrack adaptation. It would be strange, for example,
to hear an Apple radio ad in English that touted its “six-eight-o-four-o processors” or the “ESC-ES-I port,” rather than the “sixty-eight-o-forty processors” or “SCUZZY ports” as they are
pronounced here.

Interactive Sequencing
Grammatical structure and other linguistic features can have a huge impact on your
programming when different sound files need to interact with each other to create new and
varying components.
A telephone response unit that must sequence numbers to verify the user’s input needs to
pronounce the numbers differently when they are in different positions of the sequencing.
example
In the United States the telephone number 679-0354 is pronounced “six-seven-nine
(pause) o-three-five-four.” In Mexico (in Spanish) it would be “six, seventy-nine,
(pause) zero, three, (pause) fifty-four.”

Recording these messages to sequence interactively requires a flat, “computerlike” delivery
and tone to provide the correct inflection when different sound files are merged to create
new phrases.
To assemble and play back grammatically correct messages that make sense, the program
code may need to be altered, and it is imperative that native speakers check the playback
sequencing on line.
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Mixing
Much of the world does not yet have a significant installed base of high-end sound
reproduction equipment. Noise reduction, Dolby, and other sound enhancers can perform
poorly if the playback machines do not have such capabilities.
It is therefore, generally best to address the lowest common denominator with a mono mix.
However, if your product requires high-end sound, be sure to discuss your Dolby, MIDI, and
other reproduction requirements with the recording and mixing studio. You may need to
record in the native country (for best casting selection) and mix in your own studios to get
the desired production value.
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Video Production

Video localization involves many aspects of video production. It includes logging materials,
reshooting, dialogue replacement, remixing and editing, possible music and effects
mastering, subtitling, and visual graphic alteration or re-creation.
Although multimedia PC presentations are exempt from many of the limitations of video
and television standards, it is best to gain a thorough understanding of traditional video
localization techniques. These form the basis for creating both analog and digital, localizable
productions.
Unless you have the budget to reshoot and reedit each foreign language version, most of
the localization work in video is done in postproduction. To adapt the language in an
existing video, you can replace the dialogue or employ subtitles. Both of these techniques
require expertise in executing several elements: script (translation/timing), delivery
(talent/direction), sound recording (studio/engineer), and postproduction (editing/mixing).
This chapter covers basic information for the localization of each production element. The
aim of an adapted video is for the localization to be transparent to the user, that is, for the
replacement of the dialogue and other elements to pass unnoticed.

Reshooting
Obviously reshooting is the closest one can get to producing local products. In commercial
multimedia products you may have to reshoot to satisfy local cultural requirements. But
since it is the most costly option, its enormous expense can make a product’s localization
too expensive to be cost-effective.
Many things contribute to the additional costs of live production. For example, it is not
recommended to shoot live action outside the local country because real-time video
requires tremendous continuity efforts to make a scene look, sound, and feel lifelike. Also,
native talent, props, competent set personnel who speak the target’s language, and so on,
are scarce in foreign countries.
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Nowhere is the need for both source country and local expertise greater than in video
productions. Costs can increase exponentially as language, distance, and cultural issues
delay schedules and require rework.
World-ready reshooting guidelines include the following:
■

Have as many native speakers on the set as possible.

■

If talent is available, produce different language versions simultaneously to maximize
resources by sharing props, sets, and setups.

■

Use as much existing footage as you can.

■

Avoid putting critical information on the lower third of the screen, where it could be
covered by subtitles.

Dialogue Replacement
Dialogue replacement or dubbing is the art of superimposing a voice track in another
language over the original picture on a video or film. It depends on a properly timed script,
trained professional talent, and a director to assist the talent in delivering a reading that
adequately conveys the meaning and synchronizes with the picture.

Timed Scripts
To properly adapt a script to the picture requires the skills of a bilingual writer who has been
trained in script timing. In timing, the writer edits each paragraph so that when using
different speeds, pauses, and delivery, the talent can create an illusion that the video or film
was originally produced in the target language. Skilled script editors and directors can
actually achieve this without losing any important concepts.
Dubbing dramatic materials is usually easier than dubbing corporate information or training,
where accuracy of translation is more critical. In either case, you must resolve script issues
before the recording session. Because recording session hours can cost hundreds of dollars
each, script rewriting and editing in the studio are sure to exceed your project’s budget.
Dubbing is time-consuming, and talent and directors will have wasted valuable time
preparing with the wrong material. It is sometimes more difficult to retrain someone in an
already practiced part than for them to read it cold. In addition, any substantive terminology
changes may affect collateral pieces or approved glossary terminology. Thus script changes
in the studio are expensive and jeopardize the quality of your product.
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World-ready timing guidelines include the following:
■

Hire only professional multilanguage script writers who have experience timing scripts
for the effect you wish to produce.

■

Insist that talent and directors practice before recording sessions. Even if you have to pay
for rehearsal time, the expense is worth it because you will get feedback from talent and
directors and can fix any script problems outside of the studio.

Voiceover Narration
When there are no spokespeople on camera, the original language narration can be
completely replaced. If your images are universal, your video can look as if it was originally
produced in the target market.
This can be very cost-effective as usually one or two voices can do the job and a single
multitrack tape can be used for many languages. Also narration timing is not as demanding
because lip movements don’t need to be matched with sounds. You need to make certain
only that the voice track matches what appears on screen and the music and effects cues.

Interpretation
The same voiceover narration technique can be used to interpret on-camera speakers. By
mixing in the original sound in the background, you can convey the idea of simultaneous
translation [United Nations (UN) style]. Use of several interpreter’s voices adds production
value and helps provide continuity, understanding, and variation. This effect is heard
regularly on television news programs, but it is not appropriate for consumer products that
are not designed as narratives.
Products that rely on dramatic delivery are not effective when interpreted.
Further, hearing the source language in the background can make your program hard to
watch. For example when a speaker goes on and off camera as he explains a product,
hearing his voice under the translation in the voice-over sections can be very distracting.
World-ready interpreting guidelines include the following:
■

Except when the subject calls for it, such as a news event or an address by the president
of your company, consider alternatives to the interpretation method for dubbing your
on-camera speakers.

■

Execute your sound mix as carefully as you did for the original. You must often combine
mixing techniques to produce an acceptable product.
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Lipsynch
It is difficult to achieve dramatic effects when a reporter tone of voice is used to narrate
alongside the speaker on tape. For your foreign language sound track to produce
compelling reactions in your viewers, it must attempt to be synchronous with both the lip
movements and the sound effects of your action.
Costs for this type of precision and creative dubbing are significantly higher than the other
two dialogue replacement techniques described here. To make this option worthwhile, the
amount of money you invest in synchronizing your sound tracks must be less than that
required to reshoot your material.
Before you decide against synch replacement, be aware that viewers around the world are
used to seeing television programs dubbed to their standards of lipsynch, which are not
uniform. “Bad” synchronous dubbing abounds, and synch problems in low-RAM computer
playback machines allow for less precision in lipsynch.
“Good” lipsynch may be hard to achieve outside of dramatic programs because of the legal
and technical accuracy limitations of training and marketing materials. As a result, producers
have developed alternate techniques to create the illusion that the on-camera characters are
speaking in the foreign language.
example
In a drama, a character in English might say “We can try to do that.” Its best lipsynch
translation might become “Yes we’ll do that,” but in a corporate video this liberty could
result in a legal problem.

World-ready lipsynch guidelines include the following:
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■

Consult your native creative and market experts to determine what level of synch is
required.

■

When possible, shoot and design your source material for ease of lip-synch, using angled
shots, no extreme closeups, and voiceover instead of on-camera narration.

■

Record ambient sounds separately for insertion or plan to add ambiance effects.
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Casting
The voice talent in your production is recognizably an important part of your success.
Selecting the ideal voice for each part and determining how many voices are needed to
achieve the best adaptation for the least expense is a challenging process.
If you are not producing locally, make sure that the speakers sound native. Obtain casting
tapes or hold auditions that can be reviewed by native-speaking experts, preferably your
director. They must approve the accent and delivery of your voices. Keep in mind that
foreign language talent availability is an issue if you are producing outside the target market.
The director is the person responsible for the talent’s delivery. It is virtually impossible for
talent to direct themselves while performing their respective jobs. Even when you have
source language direction available, you need a native speaker’s feedback to achieve a
delivery that will seem “native” to your target audience.

Delivery
Text delivery in video production has the same considerations as those described in Chapter
6, “Sound.” Good delivery meets the following requirements:
Correct Pronunciation. The words are easy to understand and the speech pattern
meets broadcast standards.
Tone. The style of the speaker matches the intention of the original language.
Pace. The delivery achieves the desired effect based on content not on the number
of words required for translation.
Synchronization. The picture matches the sound where there are key points
(dialogue matches insertion).

World-ready guidelines for dialogue delivery include the following:
■

Create an edited master with discrete sound tracks for each element.

■

Read scripts out loud against the picture to discover pronunciation questions.

■

Always spell out the numbers in your scripts.

■

Provide a pronunciation style sheet that has been approved by your creative review team.

■

Never plan to do a voice-over session in a foreign language without a native-speaking
director.
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Music and Effects
Music and effects tracks vary in complexity from a very simple background music “needle
drop” to film audio tracks with hundreds of sound and music elements mixed together to
simulate reality.
When you shoot video with synchronized sound, together with your voices and cued special
effects such as telephone rings, ambulance sirens, and so forth, you are recording the
ambiance of life. Because this ambiance is merged with your voices, when you replace the
dialogue, it must be recreated through a process called “sweetening.”
Sweetening can be expensive, as can reassembling a complex music track. Consult with your
cultural and video experts to determine the most cost-effective option to satisfy cultural
requirements.
World-ready dubbing guidelines include the following:
■

Keep voice and music tracks separate.

■

Record voice tracks first to see what sweetening is really needed.

■

Record and layover sound elements at 100 percent as the mix levels will change with the
new language in and out cues.

■

Use multiple track recorders to produce your sound mix allowing for global components
to remain separate from your voice tracks.

Mixing
Sound mixing is the process by which each of the sound elements finds its volume and
relationship to the others. Cultural differences and playback system limitations affect the
way a video sound track is mixed.
World-ready guidelines for mixing include the following:
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■

Have native-speaking directors present at mixing sessions.

■

Research playback system limitations and decide mixing specifications before you start
recording.

■

Wait until the last possible moment to mix your elements and remember to keep your
global sound elements separate from your final distribution track.
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Subtitling
The process of adding subtitles while listening to the original soundtrack of a video is a
popular and inexpensive way to translate films and other material. It is especially effective
when the target audience has some understanding of the source language or when
replacing a sound track would be too costly.
Viewers who understand the source language often prefer subtitles to bad dubbing, which
can prevent any understanding at all. However, subtitles are hard to read on small computer
display systems, and it is harder to make a compelling delivery through subtitles.
As subtitling involves superimposing characters on the video, much of the information on
fonts and typography in Chapter 5, “Print,” is relevant to effective subtitling. Some
differences exist however, depending on the language you are working in.
Character generators often have romanized font capability for many languages, but complex
double-byte font generators are still rare. In those languages you may be required to
produce art cards, which you then scan into an electronic format. For these languages, extra
leading and open kerning are preferred to minimize digital cleanup after scanning.
Also important are cultural considerations of color and type style, as well as timing
considerations to synchronize with the action. Continuity issues become critical because the
viewer will be able to listen to the original soundtrack. The small cultural adaptations that
are possible with dialogue replacement are often not desirable in subtitles. For example, in
spoken dialogue one would almost automatically change the character names to appropriate
local ones. In subtitles, names are not changed because the audio retains the original name
and reading a different one will confuse the viewer.
There are also the creative and technical problems when there is action that must be seen
on the lower-third of the screen, where subtitles are generally displayed.
Technically, subtitles can be produced in several ways:
■

Through an offline time-code-driven “encoding” method

■

In an online session with either automated edit decision lists (EDLs) or manual triggering
against the sound track

The first method is less expensive but allows less creative flexibility. The second requires
language expertise at the editing session.
World-ready subtitling guidelines include the following:
■

Make sure the editing system you plan to use can generate the characters of your target
language.

■

Work with video systems that incorporate word processed scripts directly into the
character generator. Rekeying text creates typos.
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■

Proof the text for video subtitles offline to save costs. If you are using art cards, proof
them on paper; if you’re using a character generator, have it loaded prior to the online
session (at a lower rate) and schedule a language proofreader to review the text.

■

Determine whether your piece has a clean lower third area for subtitles to take advantage
of offline encoding methods.

■

Have native speakers review the final product to make sure the subtitles can be read at a
comfortable pace and that the material comes through in the foreign language.

Editing
If your piece requires no graphic replacement, you can replace dialogue without editing the
video at all. However, if you do need to change something in the visual elements, you may
need to locate source footage.
Multimedia tools have revolutionized editing. With multistandard extensions for I/O you can
work with source material from any part of the world.1 Information about the broadcast
standard of your source elements is very important when working with analog video. For
example, if you ship a submaster to France for subtitling, they will not be able to use it
without first converting it to PAL and losing a generation. See Appendix A for a listing of
video standards by country.
Whether on traditional editing systems or in computer-based ones, video editing requires
the time and expertise of technical and creative team members. The pacing of a piece is also
sensitive to cultural variations, so if you are investing in a reedit make sure you have native
speakers working with you.
The same is true when you are adapting already edited materials. But reediting an existent
video consists mainly of resequencing or removing segments, creating small new additions,
and replacing on-screen text graphics.
World-ready video postproduction guidelines include the following:
■

When creating backgrounds or graphic effects in video, such as for titling, save the
individual elements on tape before you add English text.

■

When creating charts, graphics, screen art, or photographic images for multimedia
presentations, save the individual components separately.

1
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NTSC, PAL, SECAM, and other broadcast standards are not cross-compatible. When working with QuickTime in the
Macintosh environment, for example, all inputs are reformatted to its configuration, allowing for digital interchange of
your multistandard data.
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■

Use digital and component formats such as D2 or Betacam to extend generational
capability without quality loss.

On-Screen Graphics and Animation
This section refers to video graphics as well as on-screen graphics for multimedia generated
by other programs. Many of the principles of print production also apply to on-screen
graphics.
One element that makes it simpler is the relatively standard aspect ratio of monitor screens,
so paper sizes are irrelevant, unless the user needs to print out elements. Keep in mind the
layout and typography guidelines outlined in Chapter 5, “Print,” especially the following:
■

All the amount of type and layout considerations apply.

■

The principles for use of color apply if redirected to keeping separate elements that can
be manipulated as needed in each language.

■

The fixed position of color elements in printing is equivalent to the need to keep “hot
buttons” in fixed positions to avoid reprogramming.

Special attention must be paid to the software and font considerations outlined in Chapter 3,
“Operating System Software.”
World-ready design guidelines for on-screen graphics include the following:
■

Avoid placing type on your layout that overlaps different backgrounds; replacing it could
require twice the amount of work in programs like Photoshop.

■

Use text editors to keep text “unmerged” from graphics for ease of localization. Make
sure you know which system fonts will be available.

■

Keep layouts simple and use optimized fonts.

■

Work in the native system as long as possible before outlining or picting your images to
display independently of system fonts.

■

Keep composite images as separate placed graphic elements. When text grows in a
foreign language, the placement of a composite image’s elements may change.

■

Build in pauses before and after graphics so that there will be room for localized text
even if it runs longer than the original.

■

It can take longer to communicate the same message in a different language, so slow the
pace of the presentation.
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■

The short, quick cuts that make up a montage might not accommodate adapted copy.
Instead, use visual montages with music or sound effects that do not need to be adapted.

Logging Digital Elements
One of the biggest challenges in localizing video elements is tracking and logging the
magnetically or digitally stored elements.
For script localization you must have a completely transcribed “as-recorded” source
language manuscript. If you have not kept diligent track of changes made at the shooting or
recording sessions and produced an as-recorded script, professional script transcribers exist
and are affordable. It will save you time and production costs if you make the small
investment to have them transcribe the script “as recorded” in the source language.
You’ll need to do additional logging for cultural adaptation needs and graphic element
treatment and text. You achieve cost reductions only with thorough, accurate logging of
character parts and their characteristics. This can help in casting and determining voice
needs based on placement, continuity, and length of part.
Several tools exist to help in the logging and tracking of your material:
■

SMPTE time code is almost universally used to address and synchronize specific frames
on a videotape. I/O considerations have made it the standard in digital production as
well. There are time-code encoders, readers, and calculators to help standardize offsets
and keep track of your elements on tape.

■

Screen captures are often the best way to produce storyboards for graphic replacement.

If the time code on the video used for timing the script is the one to be used in the studio, it
is also helpful to log exact in and out points for each character part. This saves the director
and engineer a great deal of time, because they won’t have to scan the video to find the next
insert point for the character.
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Software

The discussion on operating system software (Chapter 3) focused on the system capabilities
required to make world-ready software. Localizing software involves translating the text and
graphics in the user interface and modifying some of the program’s code.
Correct identification of, and testing in, the environments that your multimedia product will
play in and proper techniques for creating a localized interface for the user, are critical steps
toward the successful development of localized products.
This chapter addresses the various aspects of localizing your user interface.

Editing Resources
All user interface resources must be localized to produce software that is marketable to
another region or country. Resource editing normally consists of these general steps:
1. Open the application you are localizing as if it were a document.
2. Choose one of its resources to edit.
3. Edit the resource by changing entries in a dialog box, editing text, altering a graphic, or
the like.
4. Save the edited resource back to the application.
Resource editing and other tools that help you switch international system versions on your
computer are provided by OS manufacturers and third-party vendors.
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The following are important resource editing tools you’ll need for localization:
■

XL8 is a DOS-compatible localization tool1 that works like AppleGlot. It extracts menus,
dialog boxes, and strings from DOS/Windows or Macintosh applications and places them
in a file for localization by a translator. The program then replaces the new text and alerts
you to conflicts in size and form. Separate modules are required for Asian localizations.

■

ResEdit is an interactive, graphically based application for editing resources.2 It runs
either as a stand-alone application or as a tool in Macintosh Programmer’s Workshop
(MPW ). ResEdit is particularly useful for editing icon images; text and location of
messages in dialog boxes and alert boxes; text in menus and window titles; keyboard
mappings; and the ways in which dates, times, numbers, and currency amounts are
formatted and written in Roman scripts.

■

AppleGlot is a stand-alone Macintosh program that helps you translate the character
strings in an application’s user interface. It extracts all the strings from an application and
places them in a structured text file. This way a translator can localize the strings by using
any ordinary word processor. AppleGlot then restores the translated strings to the
application, placing them in the same resource locations as their originals.
An important feature of AppleGlot is its ability to work with glossaries–structured text
files containing strings and their translations. If a string in the application being localized
is identical to one in the glossary, AppleGlot automatically replaces it with its translation.
This feature lets the localization technician build up glossaries of frequently used terms in
various languages, reducing the work required to localize each subsequent application.
AppleGlot maintains files that list what strings an application uses and how those strings
have been localized in the past. When the application is revised or updated, AppleGlot
determines which strings are changed and which glossaries are needed to help translate
the new text.

■

Show Dialog Boxes is a stand-alone Macintosh program that displays an application’s
dialog boxes, alert boxes, and associated strings. It is particularly helpful when localizing
applications for a language or writing system that requires changes in dialog box layouts
to accommodate different size strings or a different writing direction. Show Dialog Boxes
is distributed to Apple developers on the Developer CD Series available from APDA.

■

Localizer is a stand-alone program that installs specific localized system resources on a
designated hard disk. It helps the application developer or localizer temporarily modify
the local Macintosh system to resemble one of the international system versions. It works
only with system versions that use the Roman script.

1
2
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Available from World Ready Software of San Francisco. Please refer to Appendix C, “Sources,” for contact information.
ResEdit is available from APDA. For more detailed technical information about ResEdit, see the ResEdit Reference, also
available from APDA.
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This tool is useful during testing. For example it lets you make a computer act as if it is
running with the Belgian system, the French system, the German system, and so on, to
verify a product’s compatibility across the European market. Localizer is distributed to
Apple developers on the Developer CD Series available from APDA.

Icons and Graphics
Resources such as icons, pictures of locations, user buttons, and credits are called from the
applications code to be displayed in response to user choices. You must review each of
these images for cultural appropriateness, using the guidelines in Chapter 1, “Content.” You
must then translate the text and combine it with the other elements, possibly in a localized
graphics program for double-byte language systems. The labor-intensive nature of this
process requires you to follow global guidelines.
Linguistic differences will most likely mandate that images be reassembled in a different
application to combine them with localized text.
World-ready design guidelines include the following:
■

Retain all source graphics as separate elements.

■

Assemble your original graphics in software that saves to a variety of popular graphics
formats or has a graphics translation package that allows you to deliver the elements in
different formats.

■

Save images in non-font-dependent formats such as PICT or WBMP to avoid improper
display of messages.

Dialog Boxes
You should design a user interface with future localization needs in mind. Dialog boxes that
are short and narrow make a well-organized desktop, but they can make localization into
languages that require 20 percent more text for the same message a programmer’s
nightmare. Pictographic languages like Chinese will require a larger point size to be legible
and right-to-left languages like Arabic will require lots of preplanning to ensure that button
labels can be displayed to the right or left of a radio button, as illustrated in Figures 8-1
through 8-3.3

3

These figures are excerpted from Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines, 2d ed.
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Figure 8-1

Arabic and Hebrew are written from right to left, so the alignment of items
in an Arabic or a Hebrew dialog box is generally right to left, just as
dialog box items in English or Russian are generally left to right.

Figure 8-2

When the alignment of items is reversed, it’s important that the elements
appear vertically aligned. Therefore, when you create dialog box items,
make sure that their display rectangles are the same size.
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This figure shows that when the controls are reversed, they don’t align
properly, which is why it is important to create display rectangles of the
same size.

Another common problem occurs when dialog box items are longer than the boundaries of
the dialog box. In this case, when the text direction is reversed, the text appears outside the
dialog box and isn’t visible on the screen. Be sure to make your dialog box items shorter
than the width of the dialog box.
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Programming
Multimedia designers and programmers can avoid future localization problems by following
these guidelines4 :
■

Never insert strings of natural language characters in the program code. It will increase
localization difficulties and will also contribute to problems in updating the English
version.

■

Write code that retrieves all such strings from the resources described here and in
Chapter 3, “Operating System Software.” Putting strings in separate resources lets you
translate them without having to rebuild the program through the use of localization
tools. Put abbreviations or acronyms in separate resources too.

■

Never include in the code routines that depend on the physical characteristics of a
natural language string such as the number of its characters. It may contain a particular
substring or some other attribute that might disappear in translation.

■

Provide extra room on the screen for each natural language string to expand up to twice
the length and twice the height of its English version. For example, startup is Starlaufwerk
in German, and complicated Chinese characters are unreadable unless they are displayed
at sizes greater than 10 points.

■

Limit strings to 130 characters. This gives translators the flexibility they need to write
translations in other languages without exceeding the normal string limit of 255
characters.

■

Be careful with program features that insert user entries or other unpredictable text into
natural language strings. The syntax rules of some languages make it difficult to insert an
arbitrary word into a fixed sentence without knowing the word’s linguistic characteristics,
such as its gender.
In some languages, such as Japanese, the verb is not clear until you have read to the end
of the sentence. Even in a relatively uninflected language like English, the article that
precedes an inserted word beginning with a vowel sound is an instead of a. Most
languages offer linguistic workarounds for problems of this type.

■

4
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Do not nest or concatenate strings. Some languages (such as English) let you put words
or phrases together without having to modify them to fit the grammatical context. This
could lead you to believe you can save memory space by reusing strings in different
sentences. This can cause sentences to have words in grammatically poor combinations
in more highly inflected languages. Build each sentence as a complete and independent
string.

Sources for this list include a collection of information from the Apple Developers Technical Notes Series and
Apple’s Guide to Software Localization. Please refer to Appendix C, “Sources,” for more information.
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Exercise care when designing software that depends on abbreviations, acronyms, or
mnemonic shortcuts, such as D for “delete.” The chance that such devices will work in
all languages is slim.

Documentation and Help Messages
The translation of user manuals and other documentation is an integral part of a program’s
resources. Of special importance is online help, which involves many of the same issues as
application design, even though it looks like a concise software manual.
Translating documentation and online help messages often makes up a large amount of the
labor involved in localizing software and multimedia products. This work can be complicated
further if the team producing your documentation is not the same as, or does not work
directly with, the team localizing the software. Remember that there is always more than
one way to name something but if the menu says CUT, the documentation says REMOVE,
and the online help says TAKE OUT, you will confuse the user and produce rework. It is
essential to develop a standard glossary and use it throughout the localization process.
Research existing software in your target market. Translators who do not frequently visit the
native country and are not involved with current computer products in these countries will
lack the terminology necessary to make your documentation user friendly. Since there is
always more than one way to express something, it is important that you find out what users
are calling a particular feature today. For example, the translation for Apple’s Chooser in
Japanese is “selector.” A translator not knowing this could translate the term more literally
and confuse the reader.
Besides differences of language and terminology, individuals within any culture have distinct
learning styles. Try to make your manuals and other documents useful to those who learn
by seeing, by doing, by hearing, or by a combination of these styles. You can do this by
including written tutorials, written reference material, online tutorials, and visual and
auditory feedback.
The way in which you design your interface can also have a big impact on the user
friendliness of your documentation.
World-ready documentation design guidelines include the following:
■

Metaphors from the real world (such as the trash can) are easier to explain across a
variety of languages than are artificial computer concepts.

■

Read me documents for double-byte systems can be stored as picts and read by TeachText
in any language’s operating system.
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■

If your application is consistent internally and behaves like other popular software in that
country, its documentation can be more straightforward. It also allows for use of terms
already translated and familiar to users in that country.

■

Good feedback messages and complete Undo facilities will require fewer
troubleshooting explanations in the documentation.

■

Clean and simple visual displays are easier to explain in languages that are not rich in
technical terms.
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Delivery

To make correct delivery medium decisions, make certain you have correctly identified the
people who make up your target market. If your product is designed for business managers,
it is important to know whether the thousands of computers being sold in that country are
being used in businesses or in the education market. Likewise, you’ll want to have a profile
of the average user who is buying CD-ROM or optical discs, or other storage media in your
target market.
Unfortunately, data regarding actual penetration of hardware and delivery tool compatibility
with the foreign language OS is not readily available. General data on PC penetration, even
when specified by manufacturer, can be helpful but also misleading. Deeper and more
specific research into your target market may show that the installed base consists mostly of
lower-priced, feature-poor models.
For producers using today’s sophisticated presentation, morphing, and interactive
multimedia software, knowing the specifics of the target country’s installed base is a
necessity. Advance research into the market will prevent last-minute modification of your
plans and help you choose a multimedia delivery system that can be supported by the
hardware widely available in the target market. Appendix C, “Sources,” contains many
contacts that can help you locate recent general data, as well as a few of the many research
firms that work on an international scale. These firms can provide specific research, testing,
and quality assurance services for your product.
Media used throughout the world include online services, kiosks, magnetic disks, SyQuest
cartridges, floppy disks, and of course CD-ROM. The first two can help solve player
penetration problems, while the rest depend on the in-depth research described above.
For smaller applications, online services such as AppleLink, Compuserve, and PRODIGY can
offer an effective distribution alternative to a limited installed base. Check the profiles of
international users of such networks. Their subscriber base can be as limited as the installed
base you were trying to bypass and they could be selling you on their projected rather than
actual numbers in your target country.
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Kiosks offer a comprehensive solution to most player penetration and system compatibility
problems. Because they offer the most control in how your product will be displayed, kiosks
are particularly good for reaching foreign language consumers. Successful kiosk applications
include hospitality information, shopping catalogs, training, product promotion, and events.
Without a proprietary channel, kiosks can be difficult to distribute internationally.
Therefore, most multimedia developers take advantage of the PC installed base and
distribute their product on portable media.
CD-ROM is quickly becoming the predominant distribution medium. According to
INTECO’s 1994, CD-ROM Market Forecasts and The Home Market report, vendors and users
have finally decided to back CD-ROM as the best available delivery medium for multimedia
data. INTECO further stipulates that despite some technical disadvantages (such as speed),
CD-ROM offers the lowest cost delivery per megabyte, and the market has now moved into
a period of rapid growth.
CD-ROM, with its large capacity offers the advantage of pressing one international version
rather than separate language versions. You can localize the labeling and let your user
choose the language from a number of localized versions on a single disc.
Figure 9-11 shows that while the United States is the largest and has been the fastest growing
CD-ROM market, Europe, Japan and the rest of the world will account for more than 30
percent of the market in 1997.

Percent
of installed
base base
Percent
of installed

Figure 9-1
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Reprinted with permission from INTECO’s 1994, CD-ROM Market Forecasts and The Home Market report. See Appendix
C, “Sources,” for more information.
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All sources seem to indicate that the main thing preventing higher player penetration is the
lack of available titles. And yet multimedia development in foreign languages is lagging
because of low penetration of playback machines!
To solve the issue of the chicken and the egg, focus on a few markets at one time.
Remember that the experience gained from the first language production, coupled with the
logging and data preparation involved in that first localization, can produce enormous
savings.
It is also imperative that you evaluate the size and growth potential of a given market against
the effort required to implement that language. By planning to start with one or two
languages, you can focus on the markets where your product is likely to flourish and your
localization costs will be low.
In this fashion you can contact the many diverse sources that you need to obtain the picture
of the market. Of course you will need native speakers to help you with your search, and if
you report to a monolingual organization, you will need a budget for research and
correspondence.
A final note about delivery: Regardless of which distribution media is selected, if resources
must be installed on the user’s computer, include an installation utility that automatically
places critical files into the system or the Program Manager.
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Legal Issues

Worldwide legal issues abound and this guide can only point out some of the areas of legal
concern. It is by no means to be construed as legal advice; rather it is a warning to seek legal
advice for international intellectual property rights.
Protecting your property on an international scale involves working with varying degrees of
enforcement as well as with such practical issues as how to apply trademark symbols when
names are transliterated in non-Roman languages.
example
One solution to affixing trademarks to transliterated names.

Trademarks and copyrights are valuable assets that must be protected. Product names and
slogans that require localization, will also need to be registered. You must be prepared to
negotiate for name rights in a foreign country.
It is also important to understand issues related to usage rights for materials and releases for
creative work, models, and talent. This chapter provides a brief overview of these legal
issues1. For more detailed information, contact legal counsel familiar with international
issues.

1 Information for this section is based on the legal guidelines derived from the Handbook for Global Communications,
October 1993, Apple Computer, Inc.
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Trademark Guidelines
A trademark identifies the source or manufacturer of the item to which it is applied. For
example, the Apple logo, Macintosh, and PowerBook are trademarks of Apple Computer,
Inc. You must compile complete listings of your trademarks and a summary for their correct
use for your localization team.1 The writer or editor of your copy will be responsible for
adding the appropriate symbol to each trademark the first time it appears in the copy, and
for compiling credit lines.
Make sure to have local legal counsel, who will be responsible for ensuring that symbol
usage and credit lines are appropriate for the countries in which the localized material will
be distributed. Compile international standards for your trademarks and distribute them to
your localization teams.
Trademarks that are registered in the United States and other countries are identified by the
® symbol. Trademarks that are not registered are called common-law marks and identified
by the ™ symbol. Unregistered international trademarks use the ™ notice symbol or no
notice symbol; registered international trademarks can use the ® notice symbol only in the
countries in which the mark is registered. If you are creating materials in the US for
worldwide distribution you should use a “universal” trademark credit line.
Keep in mind that trademark and registration laws vary greatly around the world. If your
property is registered in a foreign country, the ™ and ® symbols may need translation.
example
EnglishTM

SpanishMR

FrenchMD

IndonesianMD

When your materials are distributed internationally without localized packaging, a universal
credit line may be more appropriate than trademark symbols in text. Credit lines for your
trademarks generally follow the copyright notice and can appear at the beginning or end of
a publication (see, for example, the credit lines on the copyright page of this guide) or on a
panel of packaging.
For third-party trademarks that are special or licensed to you, give credit to the trademark’s
owner in one of two ways: Include the owner’s name with the trademark in copy (for
example, “...QuarkXPress from Quark, Inc.”), or add a credit line after the credit lines for
your trademarks.

1
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The copyright page of this guide provides an example listing of registered trademarks.
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Copyright Guidelines
A copyright gives the owner of a literary, musical, or artistic work exclusive rights to reproduce, publish, distribute, copy, or make derivative works based on that work. Sponsors
usually own the copyrights for materials produced by employees within the scope of their
employment. In the case of independent contractors, on the other hand, the copyright will
belong to the independent contractor unless the work qualifies as a “work made for hire,”
under the copyright laws, which, in the case of works prepared by independent contractors,
applies only to certain types of works and requires that the parties agree that the work will
be a “work made for hire” in a writing signed by both of them. If the work is not a “work
made for hire” under the copyright law, the sponsor will not own the copyrights unless
there is a written transfer of the copyrights signed by the independent contractor.
A copyright notice should be included on any original work of authorship fixed in a tangible
form. Examples of types of materials that should bear a copyright notice include: advertisements, promotional materials, artwork, books, marketing brochures, data sheets, software,
computer programs embedded on chips, CD-ROM discs, multimedia presentations, video,
packaging, product manuals, and photographs. This obviously is not intended as an
exhaustive list. Further, the proper placement of the copyright notice varies depending on
what type of materials are involved.
You must always obtain permission before incorporating or copying copyrighted works in
preparation and promotion of your products and materials. Note that a work may be
copyrighted even if it does not bear a copyright notice.

Usage Rights for Purchased Materials
When you contract work from certain vendors, such as photographers and illustrators, or
purchase materials such as stock photographs or pieces of music, you must be careful to
obtain the copyrights or a license to use the materials in your work.
The following are three common types of usage rights:
■

Ownership. Under this arrangement, the most expensive type of usage right, the person
commissioning or purchasing the work actually purchases the copyright in the materials
produced. The purchaser can then modify the work in any way and use it for any
purpose at any time. The vendor has no right to the work and needs permission from
the purchaser to use it.

■

Unlimited usage. In this case, the sponsor does not own the copyright for the work. Both
vendor and sponsor can use and modify the work in any way they wish, unless the
sponsor obtains an exclusive license, in which case even the vendor is precluded from
exercising his or her rights in the work.
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Limited usage. This is the least expensive type of usage right. It imposes specific limits for
use. Usage can be limited to a period of time (e.g., one year), a geographic region (e.g.,
United States only), an application (e.g., a specific brochure), or any combination of
these. As with the unlimited usage license, a limited usage license can be exclusive, in
which case only the sponsor will be able to exercise the limited rights granted, or nonexclusive, permitting the vendor to license those same limited rights to others, or to
exercise them her- or himself.

For worldwide publication, unlimited usage is usually the best arrangement to negotiate
because it is less expensive than ownership and affords a wide range of use for an unlimited
time. Work with the geographic liaisons or the localization teams to determine the type of
usage rights appropriate for your project.

Talent and Model Releases
All models, actors, singers, and people who work on your project must sign global release
forms. This usually happens at the photo session during the production process for a video
or multimedia presentation. Be sure to discuss usage rights while negotiating fees for talent.
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Case Studies

This chapter presents two case studies that clearly exemplify the principles described in this
guide.

The Forever Growing Garden

The Forever Growing Garden is a CD-ROM product for children ages 3 to 8, with which you
create a growing garden in your computer. It comes complete with “seed packets,” maps of
terrain on which you can select your site, plant care “tools,” and instruction.
Created by C-Wave and published by Media Vision in 1993, this title has been sold in the
United States since January 1994. Media Vision is working with a French distributor to make
France its first foreign market. International Contact, Inc., provided text localization, sound
recording, and cultural and linguistic review. C-Wave handled the production and compilation of the program, and Media Vision took care of the printing of the packaging, and the
disk reproduction.
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The first step was to determine what text needed translation and whether any of the content
would be objectionable to the target market. It was clear that without replacing the
animation, which included such US culture-specific details as yellow lines down the middle
of the road and red-and-white octagonal stop signs, the users would be aware that this
product’s first market was not France.
Yet overall the product seemed to be ideal for localization. It employs animated plant
characters, which are acceptable worldwide, and there is very little text to translate.
The knowledge that the product will need to be accepted as an American original, allowed
for appropriate references to American culture to be left unlocalized. For example, adding a
phrase like “which is loved by young Americans” to a mention of pumpkin pie was all the
adaptation the text needed. The translated text now provides relevant and interesting tidbits
of information to the French user.
Other cross-cultural issues included the following:
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■

The packaging design used a complex illustration of the product’s name. The costs
involved in replacing the product’s name had to be weighed against the benefits of
having a localized name. The solution was to translate the name and use a simpler
graphic for the first French release. Le jardin enchanté (The Enchanted Garden) was
selected over other proposals. None of the selections was a literal translation of the
product’s English name, as to provide it would have required a minimum of six words
in French.

■

The program shows fantasy plants with names, which presented a particularly difficult
localization challenge. Their English names, which correspond to their actions and
appearance, were language-specific, for example, “Toma Toes” or “Snap Dragons.” The
decision was to adapt the characters’ names according to what they looked like, even
though some of the play on words was lost in translation. For example, “Toma Toes”
became “Toma Doigts” (Doigts means “fingers”), which corresponds to the character’s
appearance but has little to do with the sound of tomate, the French word for tomato.

■

Specific culturalization changes included changing the Fourth of July to the 14th of July,
and Thanksgiving to “the autumn,” making first names more French, and converting all
measurements to the metric system.

■

The program’s audio files were replaced with French voice-overs. Where the English
program called for a diversity of national accents to mirror a typical American market
place, accents were changed to Parisian and French “provençal.” American accents could
have given the impression that the localization was poorly done; French people are
particularly insistent on having their language spoken correctly!
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Some issues specific to the French localization were the following:
■

The translators took care to write in language that is appropriate for small children. A big
issue was whether to use the formal vous or the informal tu which might be more
appropriate when speaking directly to one child. The decision was to keep the formal
address for two reasons: (1) The second person “you” address appears mostly in the
instructional text, which is directed to adults, and (2) it was assumed that the application
addressed several children at once, so it was appropriate to use vous, which is “you” in
the plural.

■

The music and sound effects were deemed appropriate for the French market, so no
changes were made to those. Sound is not synched, so no limitation of timing existed.
Audio segments were captured from DAT to Macintosh via a Radius Video Vision card and
saved as Wave files for playback on Mac and MPC.

■

The project was assembled in Apple Media Tool, available through APDA, for playback on
Macintosh and Windows MPC computers. Because system error messages and dialog box
text were built using PICTS, the text had to be logged manually and some messages were
missed, requiring that several small batches of translation be commissioned as the text
was being replaced.

■

The text in the graphics was replaced in a similar manner. Adobe Photoshop was used,
matching the illustrative style already developed for the English. Extensive proofing and
editing had to be done on several frames because French is longer than English.

Fortunately, French works well in most English operating systems and application software.
Current versions of the graphic manipulation programs were used and appropriate text sizes
were maintained. Packaging translation included the box, the Finder folders, the CD face,
and the CD Jewel case brochure.
The final product was tested by a French reviewer as a one-off CD. A few layout modifications were required at this stage, so it was well worth the effort. Le jardin enchanté is about
to be released as this guide goes to press, so market results remain to be seen. We are
confident that it will be well received.
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Products by Apple CD

When Apple Computer’s Pacific Division examined the disparity of skills in their
multinational sales force, the marketing communications group decided it had to find a new
method of delivering consistent, high-quality marketing messages. It determined that the
best way to get Apple’s message across was to create the specific marketing tools in the
United States and, with the help of native-speaking contacts in each country, to localize the
material to meet the needs of Latin America, French-speaking Canada, Taiwan, China,
Australia, and Japan. CD-ROM was determined to be the best delivery mechanism for this
project as all the international versions of an interactive multimedia presentation could be
stored on one disc.
The process of assembling the content was straightforward. Apple knew which computer
products it was trying to market in each country and the configurations of the products.
They also had photography of the products and approved legal copy from the worldwide
marketing group.
The process of developing localized presentations was methodical and challenging. Apple
hired Creative Media of San Carlos, California, to manage the broad resources required to
bring the project to a successful conclusion and employed Bay Area firms specializing in
each component of the package. These included Clement Mok Design, Inc., a design firm;
Lee/McCoy Associates, packaging specialists; and International Contact, Inc., a localization
agency. Apple supplied writers and editors, marketing messages, and legal expertise.
■
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It was determined that 56 products would be profiled in the presentation. An attract loop
would automatically appear if the kiosk on which the presentation ran was left alone for
more than three minutes. The presentation would be loaded onto the computer from the
CD-ROM and locked so customers could actually guide themselves through the
presentation. Each product would have two sets of messages: technical specifications and
user benefit statements. Narration and photography of each product would also be
included.
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■

As each product’s messages and narration were approved, the text was forwarded to
International Contact. Once translations were completed, they were sent by electronic
mail or fax to the native country employee who proofed the translation and made any
changes required by their individual markets. These edited translations were returned to
the localization agency for corrections. Copy was sent directly to the design firm and the
packaging firm for integration into their specific deliverables as it became available. This
kept the workflow manageable and consistent. In the case of double-byte languages–
traditional and simplified Chinese and Japanese—the localization agency prepared the
text using localized versions of software on international operating systems and saved the
text as antialiased PICT files. This removed the need for fonts in the systems where the
presentation was to be shown.

■

At the design firm, the complete presentation using the MacroMind Director application
was finished first in International English. Then localized text and graphics were
meticulously inserted into the English Director file, replacing English text with the
appropriate foreign text and screens showing localized applications inside the computer
monitors. Clickable buttons received labels to guide the customer with native
instructions.
Once the script was completed in all localized versions, a sound studio was booked and
native speakers hired to record the narration. By recording all languages on the same day,
studio and agency costs were kept to a minimum. The recorded tapes were then sent to a
specialist who transferred the narrations into digital files using the AIFF format. The
formatted sound files went to the design firm for integration as the last step in the
production process. In all cases, male voices were used in order to meet the cultural
expectations of the business communities of each country.

■

As the presentations were completed, they were given to Creative Media for assembly of a
master disc. Presentations were placed into folders and identified in the local language. In
the case of Chinese and Japanese, the labels were created on a localized operating system
by the localization agency and sent by electronic mail for inclusion on the CD.
The presentations were placed on a newly initialized 650MB hard drive and a test disc or
“one-off ” was created using a Sony 900E Write Once mastering unit and a Macintosh
computer. The disc was then exhaustively tested. Every button was clicked and every
narration was listened to by a language specialist and a professional testing person. If a
mistake was found, corrections were made and the entire disc was completely retested.
The one-off was declared to be “golden” and sent to the replication facility for pressing.
The finished discs were then shipped to the packaging manufacturer for insertion and
shrinkwrapping. Products were shipped directly to the Apple offices in each country from
the packaging manufacturer.
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The packaging design process was handled in a similar fashion. Once copy was approved
by the country contact, it was placed into a template for the CD-ROM package using a
combination of Adobe Photoshop and Aldus PageMaker. The finished designs then went
through an intensive editing process in which every comma, diacritical mark, and
Chinese character was examined. A blue-line print was made and checked before film
separations were made and sent to the manufacturer.
In addition to the packaging film, two-color separations were made for the art, which was
screened onto the CD-ROM discs as they were manufactured. In the case of this disc, the
name of the presentation was kept in English as was the legal information. Text in
Spanish, English, Japanese, Chinese, and French was also included so that local sales
representatives would understand that the product contained several localized versions,
all on the same disc.
Through the coordinated efforts of dozens of people, the CD was produced in eight
weeks and shipped around the globe in time for a new product announcement. Products
by Apple was updated eleven times over a period of four years using the same technique
and provided Apple Computer with marketing tools to meet the company’s global
objectives.
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System Software, Language Kits
and Video Standards

System Software
Localized Macintosh Systems
Macintosh System 7.1 is available in the following localized versions
Arabic
British
Bulgarian
Canadian French
Catalan
Chinese–Simplified
Chinese–Traditional
Croatian
Czech

Danish
Dutch
Finnish
French
Gaelic
German
Greek
Hebrew
Hungarian

Icelandic
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Norwegian
Persian
Polish
Portuguese
Romanian

Russian
Spanish
Swedish
Swiss-French
Swiss-German
Thai
Ukranian
International (Z)

The following systems are available in pre-7.1 versions
Australian
Croatian
Czech

Faroese
Flemish (Belgium)
French-Canadian
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Magyar
Norwegian
Turkish
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Localized Microsoft Windows
Windows is available in the following localized versions (check version number at time of
purchase).1
Arabic
Bahasa
Chinese–Simplified
Chinese–Traditional
Czech
Danish
Dutch

Eastern Europe
Finnish
French
French Arabic
German
Greek
Hebrew

Hungarian
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Norwegian
Polish
Portuguese

Russian
Scandinavian
Spanish
Swedish
Thai
Turkish

System 7.1 Language Kits: Configuration and Features
Japanese Language Kit
■

Japanese language support and system font (Osaka)

■

Input method (Apple Kotoeri)

■

Two TrueType fonts (HonMincho and MaruGothic) and two PostScript fonts
(SaiMincho and ChuGothic)

■

Installation and User’s Guide (English)

■

Macintosh Japanese Input Method Guide ( Japanese and English)

Japanese Language Kit data sheet, available from Apple InPrint (part number L0450LL/A)

1
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Chinese Language Kit
■

Chinese language support (Traditional and Simplified) and system fonts
(Taipei and Beijing)

■

Input methods: Cangjie, Dayi, Parrot, Pinyin, and Zhuyin for Traditional Chinese, and
Wubi Xing, Wubi Hua, Pinyin, and Code for Simplified Chinese

■

One Traditional TrueType font (Apple LiSung Light) and one Simplified TrueType font
(Song)

■

CD-ROM containing additional TrueType fonts (LiGothic Medium for Traditional, and Hei,
FangSong, and Kai for Simplified Chinese)

■

Installation and User’s Guide (English, with summary in Chinese)

■

Macintosh Traditional Chinese Input Method Guide (Chinese and English)

■

Macintosh Simplified Chinese Input Method Guide (Chinese and English)

Chinese Language Kit data sheet, available from Apple InPrint (part number L0585LL/A)

System 7 Multipack
The System 7 MultiPack Upgrade Kit contains many European-based, localized versions of
System 7.1. These languages are: British, Czechoslovakian, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French,
French-Canadian, German, Italian, International (also known as Z version, which is basically
US English with support for other countries such as date and time), Norwegian, Portuguese,
Spanish, Swedish, Swiss-French, Swiss-German, Turkish, and US. Since these are all Roman
scripts, they don’t need WorldScript I or II, but they have all the resources including fonts to
support those languages. The Roman-based languages don’t have a WorldScript piece that
you drop into your System Folder, and then have the ability to switch between two
languages; they are fully localized versions of the system.
The documentation on the CD release states that the 800 number supports only English. At
this time no localized keyboards are available from Apple in the US for other languages.
None of the WorldScript I (Hebrew, Thai, and so on) or WorldScript II languages ( Japanese,
Chinese, and so on) appear on the MultiPack CD.
Language Kits are shipped in the United States and worldwide, and tested on a wide range
of systems and configurations.
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Worldwide Video Standards
Locations currently using the PAL standard
Afghanistan
Algeria
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Belgium
Brazil
Brunel
Canary Islands
China
Denmark
Ethiopia
Finland
Iceland
India

Indonesia
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jordan
Kenya
Kuwait
Liberia
Luxembourg
Madera
Malaysia
Maldives
Malta
Mozambique
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria

Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Paraguay
Portugal
Qatar
Sabah & Sarawak
Saudi Arabia
Sierra Leone
Singapore
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
St. Vincent
Yugoslavia
Sudan
Swaziland

Sweden
Switzerland
Tanzania
Tasmania
Thailand
Turkey
Uganda
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay
Vietnam
Yemen Arab Republic
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Locations currently using the SECAM standard
Albania
Benin
Bulgaria
Congo
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Djibouti
Egypt
France
French Guinea
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French Polynesia
Gabon
Greece
Guadeloupe
Guinea
Haiti
Hungary
Iran
Iraq
Ivory Coast
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Lebanon
Libya
Luxembourg
Madagascar
Martinique
Mauritius
Monaco
Mongolia
Morocco
New Caledonia

Niger
North Korea
Poland
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Society Islands
Syria
Togo
Tunisia
Zaire
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Locations currently using the NTSC standard
Alaska
Antigua & Barbuda
Bahamas
Barbados
Belize
Bermuda
Bolivia
Canada
Cayman Islands
Chile
S. Korea
Colombia

Costa Rica
Cuba
Curaçao
Diego Garcia
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Greenland
Guam
Guatemala
Hawaii
Honduras
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Jamaica
Japan
Johnston Islands
Mariana Islands
Mexico
Micronesia
Midway Islands
Netherland Antilles
Newfoundland
Nicaragua
Okinawa
Panama

Peru
Philippines
Puerto Rico
Republic of Yemen
Samoa (American)
St. Kitts
Surinam
Taiwan
Trinidad & Tobago
USA
Venezuela
Virgin Islands
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Writing Localizable Applications

by Joseph Ternasky and Bryan K. (“Beaker”) Ressler
Reprinted with permission of Apple Computer, Inc.
from develop, The Apple Technical Journal, Issue 14

Not for redistribution.
develop, Apple’s quarterly technical journal, provides an in-depth look at code and
techniques that have been reviewed for robustness by Apple engineers. Each issue comes
with a CD that contains the source code for that issue, as well as all back issues, Technical
Notes, sample code, and other useful software and documentation. Subscriptions to develop
are available through APDA (1-800-282-2732), AppleLink DEV.SUBS, or Internet
dev.subs@applelink.apple.com.
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WRITING
LOCALIZABLE
APPLICATIONS
More and more software companies are finding rich new markets
overseas. Unfortunately, many of these developers have also discovered
that localizing an application involves a lot more than translating a
bunch of STR# resources. In fact, localization often becomes an
unexpectedly long, complex, and expensive development cycle. This
article describes some common problems and gives proactive engineering
advice you can use during initial U.S. development to speed your
localization efforts later on.
Most software localization headaches are associated with text drawing and character
handling, so that’s what this article stresses. Four common areas of difficulty are:
• keyboard input (specifically for two-byte scripts)
• choice of fonts and sizes for screen display
• date, time, number, and currency formats and sorting order
• character encodings
We discuss each of these potential pitfalls in detail and provide data structures and
example code.
JOSEPH TERNASKY AND
BRYAN K. (“BEAKER”)
RESSLER

PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the discussion, we assume you’re developing primarily for the U.S.
market, but you’re planning to publish internationally eventually (or at least you’re
trying to keep your options open). As you’re developing your strategy, here are a few
points to keep in mind:
• Don’t dismiss any markets out of hand — investigate the potential
rewards for entry into a particular market and the features
required for that market.

JOSEPH TERNASKY wrote accounting software
for a “Big Eight” firm until a senior partner
recruited him into the Order of the Free Masons.
He showed great promise as an Adept, and the
Order sent him to the Continent to continue his
studies under the notorious Aleister Crowley,
founder of the Temple of the Golden Dawn. After
years of study in the Great Art, Joseph was sent
back to America to accelerate the breakdown

of civil order and the Immanentizing of the
Eschaton. He resumed his former identity and
now spends his remaining years adding
hopelessly complicated international features to
the Macintosh system software and various thirdparty applications.•
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• The amount of effort required to support western Europe is
relatively small. Depending on the type of application you’re
developing, the additional effort required for other countries isn’t
that much more. There’s also a growing market for non-Roman
script systems inside the U.S.
• The labor required to build a truly global program is much less if
you do the work up front, rather than writing quick-and-dirty
code for the U.S. and having to rewrite it later.
• Consider market growth trends. A market that’s small now may be
big later.
This article concentrates on features for western Europe and Japan because those are
the markets we’re most familiar with. We encourage you to investigate other markets
on your own.
LINGO LESSON 101

This international software thing is rife with specialized lingo. For a complete
explanation of all the terms, see the hefty “Worldwide Software Overview,” Chapter
14 of Inside Macintosh Volume VI. But we’re not here to intimidate, so let’s go over a
few basic terms.
Script. A writing system that can be used to represent one or more human languages.

For example, the Roman script is used to represent English, Spanish, Hungarian, and
so on. Scripts fall into several categories, as described in the next section, “Script
Categories.”
Script code. An integer that identifies a script on the Macintosh.
Encoding. A mapping between characters and integers. Each character in the

character set is assigned a unique integer, called its character code. If a character
appears in more than one character set it may have more than one encoding, a
situation discussed later in the section “Dealing With Character Encodings.” Since
each script has a unique encoding, sometimes the terms script and encoding are used
interchangeably.
Character code. An integer that’s associated with a given character in a script.
Glyph. The displayed form of a character. The glyph for a given character code may
not always be the same — in some scripts the codes of the surrounding characters
provide a context for choosing a particular glyph.
Line orientation. The overall direction of text flow within a line. For instance,
English has left-to-right line orientation, while Japanese can use either top-tobottom (vertical) or left-to-right (horizontal) line orientation.
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BRYAN K. (“BEAKER”) RESSLER (AppleLink
ADOBE.BEAKER) had his arm twisted by develop
editor Caroline Rose, forcing him to write develop
articles on demand. He resides in a snow cave in
Tibet, where he fields questions ranging from
“Master, what is the meaning of life?” to “Master,
why would anyone want to live in a Tibetan snow
cave and answer questions for free?” When he’s
not busy answering the queries of his itinerant
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clientele, he can usually be found writing some
esoteric sound or MIDI application. Back in his
days of worldly endeavor, Beaker wrote some of
the tools that were used for testing Kanji TrueType
fonts, and then worked on System 7 in the
TrueType group. Hence the retreat to his current
colder but more enlightened and sane
environment.•

Character orientation. The relationship between a character’s baseline and the line

orientation. When the line orientation and the character baselines go in the same
direction, it’s called with-stream character orientation. When the line orientation
differs from the character baseline direction, it’s called cross-stream character
orientation. For instance, in Japanese, when the line orientation is left-to-right,
characters are also oriented left-to-right (with-stream). Japanese can also be
formatted with a top-to-bottom (vertical) line orientation, in which case character
baselines can be left-to-right (cross-stream) or top-to-bottom (with-stream). See
Figure 1.
Line
orientation

With-stream
character
orientation
Cross-stream
character
orientation

Line
orientation

Character
orientation

Line
orientation

Crossstream

Withstream

Figure 1
Line and Character Orientation in Mixed Japanese/English Text
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SCRIPT CATEGORIES

Scripts fall into different categories that require different software solutions. Here are
the basic categories:
• Simple scripts have small character sets (fewer than 256 characters),
and no context information is required to choose a glyph for a
given character code. They have left-to-right lines and top-tobottom pages. Simple scripts encompass the languages of the U.S.
and Europe, as well as many other countries worldwide. For
example, some simple scripts are Roman, Cyrillic, and Greek.
• Two-byte scripts have large character sets (up to 28,000 characters)
and require no context information for glyph choice. They use
various combinations of left-to-right or top-to-bottom lines and
top-to-bottom or right-to-left pages. Two-byte scripts include the
languages of Japan, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Korea.
• Context-sensitive scripts have a small character set (fewer than 256
characters) but may have a larger glyph set, since there are
potentially several graphic representations for any given character
code. The mapping from a given character code to a glyph
depends on surrounding characters. Most languages that use a
context-sensitive script have left-to-right lines and top-to-bottom
pages, such as Devanagari and Bengali.
• Bidirectional scripts can have runs of left-to-right and right-to-left
characters appearing simultaneously in a single line of text. These
scripts have small character sets (fewer than 256 characters) and
require no context information for glyph choice. Bidirectional
scripts are used for languages such as Hebrew that have both leftto-right and right-to-left characters, with top-to-bottom pages.
There are a few exceptional scripts that fall into more than one of these categories,
such as Arabic and Urdu. Arabic, for instance, is both context sensitive and
bidirectional.
Now with the preliminaries out of the way, we’re ready to discuss some localization
pitfalls.

KEYBOARD INPUT
Sooner or later, your users are going to start typing. You can’t stop them. So now what
do you do? One approach is to simply ignore keyboard input. While perfectly
acceptable to open-minded engineers like yourself, your Marketing colleagues may
find this approach unacceptable. So, let’s examine what happens when two-byte script
users type on their keyboards.

10
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Obviously, a Macintosh keyboard doesn’t have enough keys to allow users of two-byte
script systems to simply press the key corresponding to the one character they want
out of 28,000. Instead, two-byte systems are equipped with a software input method,
also called a front-end processor or FEP, which allows users to type phonetically on a
keyboard similar to the standard U.S. keyboard. (Some input methods use strokes or
codes instead of phonetics, but the mechanism is the same.)
As soon as the user begins typing, a small input window appears at the bottom of the
screen. When the user signals the input method, it displays various readings that
correspond to the typed input. These readings may include one or more two-byte
characters. There may be more than one valid reading of a given “clause” of input, in
which case the user must choose the appropriate reading.
When satisfied, the user accepts the readings, which are then flushed from the input
window and sent to the application as key-down events. Since the Macintosh was
never really designed for two-byte characters, a two-byte character is sent to the
application as two separate one-byte key-down events. Interspersed in the stream of
key-down events there may also be one-byte characters, encoded as ASCII.
Before getting overwhelmed by all this, consider two important points. First, the
input method is taking the keystrokes for you. The keystrokes the user types are not being
sent directly into your application — they’re being processed first. Also, since the
user can type a lot into the input method before accepting the processed input, you
can get a big chunk of key-down events at once.
So let’s see what your main event loop should look like in its simplest form if you
want to properly accept mixed one- and two-byte characters:
// Globals
unsigned short gCharBuf;
Boolean

//
//
gNeed2ndByte; //
//

void EventLoop(void)
{
EventRecord
event;
short
cbResult;
unsigned char oneByte;
Boolean
processChar;

Buffer that holds our (possibly two-byte)
character
Flag that tells us we're waiting for the
second byte of a two-byte character

//
//
//
//
//

The current event
The result of our CharByte call
Single byte extracted from event
Whether we should send our application
a key message

if (WaitNextEvent(everyEvent, &event, SleepTime(), nil)) {
switch (event.what) {
. . .
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System 7.1 provides a standard inline input
interface and the system input method supports
inline input. With inline input, the input translation
process can occur within the document window,
and no input window is used.•
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case keyDown:
case autoKey:
. . .
// Your code checks for Command-key equivalents here.
. . .
processChar = false;
oneByte = (event.message & charCodeMask);
if (gNeed2ndByte) {
// We're expecting the second byte of a two-byte character.
// So OR the byte into the low byte of our accumulated
// two-byte character.
gCharBuf = (gCharBuf << 8) | oneByte;
cbResult = CharByte((Ptr)&gCharBuf, 1);
if (cbResult == smLastByte)
processChar = true;
gNeed2ndByte = false;
} else {
// We're not expecting anything in particular. We
// might get a one-byte character, or we might get the
// first byte of a two-byte character.
gCharBuf = oneByte;
cbResult = CharByte((Ptr)&gCharBuf, 1);
if (cbResult == smFirstByte)
gNeed2ndByte = true;
else if (cbResult == smSingleByte)
processChar = true;
}
// Now possibly send the typed character to the rest of the
// application.
if (processChar)
AppKey(gCharBuf);
break;
case . . .
}
}
}

CharByte returns smSingleByte, smFirstByte, or smLastByte. You use this
information to determine what to do with a given key event. Notice that the AppKey
routine takes an unsigned short as a parameter. That’s very important. For an
application to be two-byte script compatible, you need to always pass unsigned shorts
around for a single character. This example is also completely one-byte compatible —
if you put this event loop in your application, it works in the U.S.

12
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The example assumes that the grafPort is set to the document window and the port’s
font is set correctly, which is important because the Script Manager’s behavior is
governed by the font of the current grafPort (see “Script Manager Caveats”).
Although this event loop works fine on both one-byte and two-byte systems, it could
be made more efficient. For example, since input methods sometimes send you a
whole mess of characters at a time, you could buffer up the characters into a string
and send them wholesale to AppKey, making it possible for your application to do
less redrawing on the screen.

AVOIDING FONT TYRANNY
Have you ever written the following lines of code?
void DrawMessage(short messageNum)
{
Str255
theString;
GetIndString(theString, kMessageStrList, messageNum);
TextFont(geneva);
TextSize(9);
MoveTo(kMessageXPos, kMessageYPos);
DrawString(theString);
}

If so, you’re overdue for a good spanking. While we’re very proud of you for putting
that string into a resource like a good international programmer, the font, size, and
pen position are a little too, well, specific. Granted, it’s hard to talk yourself out of
using all those nice constants defined in Fonts.h, but if you’re trying to write a
localizable application, this is definitely the wrong approach.

SCRIPT MANAGER CAVEATS
When you use a char to store a character or part of a
character, use an unsigned char. In two-byte scripts, the
high byte of a two-byte character often has the high bit
set, which would make a signed char negative, possibly
ruining your day. The same goes for the use of a short to
store a full one- or two-byte character — use an unsigned
short.
Another important point is that most Script Manager
routines rely on the font of the current grafPort for their

operation. That means you should always be sure that
the port is set appropriately and that the font of the
current port is correct before making any Script Manager
calls.
A new set of interfaces has been provided for System 7.1.
While the old Script Manager’s text routines still work, the
new routines add flexibility. For example, you can use
CharacterByteType instead of CharByte.

13
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A better approach is to do this:
TextFont(applFont);
TextSize(0);
GetFontInfo(&fontInfo);
MoveTo(kMessageXPos, kMessageYMargin + fontInfo.ascent +
fontInfo.leading);

Since applFont is always a font in the system script, and TextSize(0) gives a size
appropriate to the system script, you get the right output. Plus, you’re now
positioning the pen based on the font, instead of using absolute coordinates. This is
important. For instance, on a Japanese system TextSize(0) results in a point size of 12,
so the code in the preceding example might not work if the pen-positioning constants
were set up to assume a 9-point font height.
If you want to make life even easier for your localizers, you could eliminate the penpositioning constants altogether. Instead, use an existing resource type (the 'DITL'
type is appropriate for this example) to store the layout of the text items in the
window. Even though you’re drawing the items yourself, you can still use the
information in the resource to determine the layout, and the localizers can then
change the layout using a resource editor — which is a lot better than hacking your
code.
There are some other interesting ways to approach this problem. Depending on what
you’re drawing, the Script Manager may be able to tell you both which font and
which size to use. Suppose you need to draw some help text. You can use the
following code:
void DrawHelpText(Str255 helpText, Rect *helpZone)
{
long
fondSize;
fondSize = GetScript(smSystemScript, smScriptHelpFondSize);
TextFont(HiWord(fondSize));
TextSize(LoWord(fondSize));
NeoTextBox(&helpText[1], helpText[0], helpZone, GetSysJust(),
0, nil, nil);
}

Here the Script Manager tells you the appropriate font and size for help text. On a
U.S. system, that would be Geneva 9; on a Japanese system, it’s Osaka 9. NeoTextBox
is a fast, flexible replacement for the Toolbox routine TextBox and is Script Manager
compatible. You can learn more about NeoTextBox by reading “The TextBox You’ve
Always Wanted” in develop Issue 9.

14
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The Script Manager has some other nice combinations:
smScriptMonoFondSize
smScriptSmallFondSize
smScriptSysFondSize
smScriptAppFondSize

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Default monospace font and size (use when
you feel the urge to use Courier 12)
Default small font and size (use when you
feel the urge to use Geneva 9)
Default system font and size (use when you
feel the urge to use Chicago 12)
Default application font and size (use as
default document font)

The various FondSize constants are available only in System 7. If you’re writing
for earlier systems, you should at least use GetSysFont, GetAppFont, and
GetDefFontSize, as described in Chapter 17 of Inside Macintosh Volume V. And if
you’re too lazy to do even that, please use TextFont(0) and TextSize(0) to get the
system font, which will be appropriate for the system script. This is, by the way, how
grafPorts are initialized by QuickDraw. In other words, if you don’t touch the port, it
will already be set up correctly for drawing text in the system script.

INTERNATIONAL DATING
Before you get too excited, you should know that we’re not talking about the truelove variety of date here. No, we’re talking about something much more tedious —
input and output of international dates, times, numbers, and currency values. First
we’ll look at output formatting, and then input parsing.
OUTPUT OF DATES, TIMES, NUMBERS, AND CURRENCY VALUES

To output dates, times, numbers, and currency values (which we’ll call formatted
values), you need to know the script you’re formatting for. This can be a user
preference, or you can determine the script from the current font of the field
associated with the value you’re formatting (use Font2Script).
You can use these International Utilities routines to format dates, times, and
numbers:
• Use IUDateString for formatting a date.
• Use IUTimeString for formatting a time.
• Use NumToString for simple numbers without separators.
• Use Str2Format and FormatX2Str for complete number
formatting with separators.
Formatting a currency value is a bit trickier. You have to format the number and then
add the currency symbol in the right place. We’ll show you how to get the currency
symbol and the positioning information from the 'itl0' resource.

15
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First, let’s look at an example of date and time formatting:
#define kWantSeconds
#define kNoSeconds
unsigned long
Str255

true
false

// For IUTimeString

secs;
theDate, theTime;

// Get the current date and time into Pascal strings.
GetDateTime(&secs);
IUDateString(secs, shortDate, theDate);
IUTimeString(secs, kNoSeconds, theTime);

Formatting a number with FormatX2Str is a little more complicated, because
FormatX2Str requires a canonical number format string (type NumFormatString)
that describes the output format. You make a NumFormatString by converting a
literal string, like
##,###.00;-##,###.00;0.00

The strings are in the format
positiveFormat;negativeFormat;zeroFormat

where the last two parts are optional. The example string would format the number
32767 as 32,767.00, -32767 as -32,767.00, and zero as 0.00. The exact format of these
strings can be quite complicated and is described in Macintosh Worldwide Development:
Guide to System Software.
The following handy routine formats a number using a format read from a string list.
You provide the string list resource and specify which item in the list to use when
formatting a given number.
OSErr FormatANum(short theFormat, extended theNum, Str255 theString)
{
NItl4Handle
itl4;
OSErr
err;
NumberParts
numberParts;
Str255
textFormatStr; // "Textual" number format spec
NumFormatString
formatStr;
// Opaque number format
// Load the 'itl4' and copy the NumberParts record out of it.
itl4 = (NItl4Handle)IUGetIntl(4);
if (itl4 == nil)
return resNotFound;

16
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numberParts = *(NumberParts *)((char *)*itl4 +
(*itl4)->defPartsOffset);
// Get the format string, convert it to a NumFormatString, and then
// use it to format the input number.
GetIndString(textFormatStr, kFormatStrs, theFormat);
err = Str2Format(textFormatStr, &numberParts, &formatStr);
if (err != noErr)
return err;
err = FormatX2Str(theNum, &formatStr, &numberParts, theString);
return err;
}

Given a currency value, the following routine formats the number and then adds the
currency symbol in the appropriate place. This routine assumes that you use a
particular number format for currency values, but you can easily modify it to include
an argument that specifies the format item in the string list.
OSErr FormatCurrency(extended theNum, Str255 theString)
{
Intl0Hndl
itl0;
OSErr
err;
Str255
currencySymbol, formattedValue;
// First, format the number like this: ##,###.00. FormatX2Str will
// replace the "," and "." separators appropriately for the font
// script.
err = FormatANum(kCurrencyFormat, theNum, formattedValue);
if (err != noErr)
return err;
// Get the currency symbol from the 'itl0' resource. The currency
// symbol is stored as up to three bytes. If any of the bytes aren't
// used they're set to zero. So, we use strncpy to copy out the
// currency symbol as a C string and forcibly terminate it in case it's
// three bytes long.
itl0 = (Intl0Hndl)IUGetIntl(0);
if (itl0 == nil)
return resNotFound;
strncpy(currencySymbol, &(*itl0)->currSym1, 3);
currencySymbol[3] = 0x00;
c2pstr(currencySymbol);
// Now put the currency symbol and the formatted value together
// according to the currency symbol position.

17
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if ((*itl0)->currFmt & currSymLead) {
StringCopy(theString, currencySymbol);
StringAppend(theString, formattedValue);
} else {
StringCopy(theString, formattedValue);
StringAppend(theString, currencySymbol);
}
return noErr;
}

The 'itl0' resource also includes the decimal and thousands separators. These should
be the same values used by FormatX2Str, which gets these symbols from the
NumberParts structure in the 'itl4' resource.
If using the extended type in your application makes you queasy, you can easily
modify these routines to work with the Fixed type. Just use Fix2X in the
FormatX2Str call to convert the Fixed type to extended.
INPUT OF DATES, TIMES, AND NUMBERS

The Script Manager includes routines for parsing formatted values to retrieve a date,
time, or number. The process is logically the reverse of formatting a value for output.
Most applications don’t even deal with formatted numbers. They just read raw
numbers (no thousands separators or currency symbols), locate the decimal separator,
convert the integer and fraction parts using NumToString, and then put the integer
and fraction parts back together.

DEALING WITH CHARACTER ENCODINGS
When writing Macintosh applications, most developers make certain assumptions
that cause problems when the application is used in other countries. One of these
assumptions is that all characters are represented by a single byte; another is that a
given character code always represents the same character. The first assumption
causes immediate problems because the two-byte script systems use both one-byte
and two-byte character codes. An application that relies on one-byte character codes
often breaks up a two-byte character into two one-byte characters, rendering the
application useless for two-byte text. The second assumption causes more subtle
problems, which prevent the user from mixing text in several different scripts
together in one document.
Different versions of the Macintosh system software use a different script by default.
Systems sold in the U.S. and Europe use the Roman script. Those sold in Japan,
Hong Kong, or Korea use the Japanese, traditional Chinese, or Korean script,
respectively. In addition, some sophisticated users have several script systems installed
at one time, and System 7.1 makes this even easier. Actually, even unsophisticated
users can have two script systems installed at one time. All systems have the Roman
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script installed, so Japanese users, for example, have both the Japanese and the
Roman script available.
For an application to work correctly with any international system software, it must
be able to handle different character encodings simultaneously. That is, the user
should be able to enter characters in different scripts and edit the text without
damaging the associated script information. This section discusses three ways to
handle character encodings. These methods require different amounts of effort to
implement and provide different capabilities. Of course, those that require the most
effort also provide the most flexibility and power for your users. Before we discuss
these methods, let’s define some more terms.
Language. A human language that’s written using a particular script. Several

languages can share the same script. For example, the Roman script is used by
English, French, German, and so on. It’s also possible for the same language to be
written in more than one script, although that’s a rare exception.
Alphabet, syllabary, ideograph set. A collection of characters used by a

language. Some scripts include more than one of these collections. As a simple
example, the Roman script includes both an uppercase and a lowercase alphabet. As a
more complicated example, the Japanese script includes the Roman alphabet, the
Hiragana and Katakana syllabaries, and the Kanji ideograph set. An alphabet,
syllabary, or ideograph set isn’t necessarily encoded in the same way in two different
scripts. For example, the Roman alphabet in the Roman script uses one-byte codes,
but the Roman alphabet in the Japanese script uses either one-byte or two-byte
codes.
Segment. A subset of an encoding that may be shared by one or more scripts. For

example, the simple (7-bit) ASCII characters make up a segment that’s shared by all
the scripts on the Macintosh. Characters in this segment have the same code in any
Macintosh encoding.
Unicode. An international character encoding that encompasses all the written

languages of the world. Each character is assigned a unique 16-bit integer. Unicode is
a unified encoding — all characters that have the same abstract shape share a common
character code, even if they’re used in more than one language.
METHOD 1: NATIVE ENCODING

The easiest method is to simply pick one character encoding for your localization and
stick with it throughout the application. This is usually the native character encoding
for the country (and language) that you’re targeting with the localized application.
For example, if you’re localizing an application for the Japanese market, you choose
the shift-JIS (Shifted Japanese Industrial Standard) character encoding and modify all
your text-handling routines to use this encoding.
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The shift-JIS encoding uses both one-byte and two-byte character codes, so you need
to use the Script Manager’s CharByte routine whenever you’re stepping through a
string. For a random byte in a shift-JIS encoded string, CharByte tells you if the byte
represents a one-byte character, the low byte of a two-byte character, or the high byte
of a two-byte character. You also have to handle two-byte characters on input (as
described earlier in the section “Keyboard Input”) and use the native system and
application fonts for text (as described in the section “Avoiding Font Tyranny”).
To summarize, the native encoding method has a few advantages:
• It’s very easy to implement, so most of your code will work with
simple modifications.
• Since you’re using the native encoding, the users in the country
for which you’re localizing will be able to manipulate text using
the conventions of the native language.
• Every encoding includes the simple (7-bit) ASCII characters, so
they’ll also be able to use English.
Unfortunately, this method has many disadvantages:
• You have to create one version of the application for every
localization that you do. Each version will use a different native
encoding.
• Documents created with one version of the application can’t
necessarily be used with another version of the application. For
example, a document created with the Japanese version that
includes two-byte Japanese text will be displayed incorrectly when
opened with the French version.
• The user doesn’t have access to all the characters in the Roman
script (extended ASCII encoding) because these are also used by
the native encoding. For example, the ASCII accented characters
and extended punctuation use character codes that are also used by
the one-byte Katakana syllabary in the shift-JIS encoding.
Remember, even the simple international systems really use two
scripts — the native script and the Roman script.
METHOD 2: MULTIPLE ENCODINGS

The most complete method for handling character encodings is to keep track of the
encoding for every bit of text that your application stores. In this method the
encoding (or the script code) is stored with a run of text just like a font family, style,
or point size. The first step is to determine which languages you may want to
support. Once this is determined, you can decide which encodings are necessary to
implement support for those languages. For example, suppose your Marketing
department wants to do localized versions for French, German, Italian, Russian,
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Japanese, and Korean. French, German, and Italian all use the Roman script. Russian
uses the Cyrillic script; Japanese uses the Japanese script; and Korean uses the Korean
script. To support these languages, you have to handle the Roman, Cyrillic, Japanese,
and Korean encodings.
In general, each script that you include requires support for its encoding and,
possibly, additional features that are specific to that script. For example, Japanese
script can be drawn left-to-right or top-to-bottom, so a complete implementation
would handle vertical text. There are other features specific to the Japanese script
(amikake, furigana, and so on) that you may also want to implement.
If any of the encodings include two-byte characters, the data structures that you use
to represent text runs must be able to handle two-byte codes. When you’re
processing a text run, the encoding of that run determines how you can treat the
characters in the run. For example, you can munge a Roman text run in the usual
way, safe and secure in the familiar world of one-byte character codes. In contrast,
your dealings with Japanese text runs may be wrought with angst since these runs can
include both one-byte and two-byte characters in any combination.
The Script Manager is designed to support applications that tag text runs with a
script code. As long as the font of the current grafPort is set correctly, all the Script
Manager routines work with the correct encoding for that script. For example, if you
specify a Japanese font in the current grafPort, the Script Manager routines assume
that any text passed to them is stored in the shift-JIS encoding.
Keyboard script. During this discussion of the multiple encodings method, we’ve

been assuming that you already know the script (and therefore the encoding) of text
that the user has entered. How exactly do you know this? The Script Manager keeps
track of the script of the text being entered from the keyboard in a global variable.
Your application should read this variable programmatically after receiving a
keyboard event, as follows:
short keyboardScript;
keyboardScript = GetEnvirons(smKeyScript);

Once you know the keyboard script, make sure that this information stays with the
character as it becomes part of a text run. If the keyboard script is the same as the
script of the text run, you can just add this character to the text run. Otherwise, you
must create a new text run, tag it with the keyboard script, and place the character
in it.
You can also set the keyboard script directly when the user selects text with the mouse
or changes the current font. The question is, which script do you set the keyboard to
use? That depends on the font of the selected text or the new font the user has
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chosen. The first step is to convert the font into a script and then use the resulting
script code to set the keyboard script. This process is known as keyboard forcing.
short fontScript;
fontScript = Font2Script(myFontID);
KeyScript(fontScript);

The user can always change the keyboard script by clicking the keyboard icon (in
System 6) or by choosing a keyboard layout from the Keyboard menu (in System 7).
As a result, you’re no longer sure that the keyboard script and the font script agree
when the user actually types something. You should always check the keyboard script
against the font script before entering a typed character into a text run. If the
keyboard script and the font script don’t agree, a new current font is derived from the
keyboard script. This process is known as font forcing.
short fontScript, keyboardScript;
fontScript = Font2Script(myFontID);
keyboardScript = GetEnvirons(smKeyScript);
if (fontScript != keyboardScript)
myFontID = GetScript(keyboardScript, smScriptAppFond);

The combination of keyboard forcing and font forcing is called font/keyboard
synchronization. Both keyboard and font forcing should be optional; the user should be
able to turn these features off with a preferences setting.
Changing fonts. An application that works with multiple encodings must pay special

attention to font changes. For each text run in the selection, the application should
check the script of the text run against the script of the new font. If the scripts agree,
the text run can use the new font. If the scripts don’t agree, the application can either
ignore the new font for that text run or apply some special processing.
short fontScript;
short textRunIndex, textRunCount;
fontScript = Font2Script(myNewFontID);
for (textRunIndex = 0;
textRunIndex < textRunCount;
textRunIndex++) {
if (textRunStore[textRunIndex].script == fontScript)
textRunStore[textRunIndex].fontID = myNewFontID;
else
SpecialProcessing(&textRunIndex, &textRunCount, myNewFontID);
}
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All the encodings used by the Macintosh script systems include the simple (7-bit)
ASCII characters, so it’s often possible to convert these characters from one script to
another. The special processing consists of these two steps:
1. Breaking a text run into pieces, some of which contain only simple
ASCII characters and others that contain all the characters not
included in simple ASCII
2. Applying the new font to the runs that contain only simple ASCII
characters and leaving the other runs with the old font
Boolean FindASCIIRun(unsigned char *textPtr, long textLength,
long *runLength)
{
*runLength = 0;
if (*textPtr < 0x80) {
// We know that this character is simple ASCII, since values less
// than 128 can't be the first byte of a two-byte character, and
// they're shared among all scripts. So, let's block up a run of
// simple ASCII.
while (*textPtr++ < 0x80 && textLength-- > 0)
*runLength++;
return true;
// Run is simple ASCII.
} else {
// We know this character is not simple ASCII. It may be two-byte
// or it may be some character in a non-Roman script. So, let's
// block up a run of non-simple-ASCII characters.
while (textLength > 0) {
if (CharByte(textPtr, 0) == smFirstByte) {
// Skip over two-byte character.
textPtr += 2;
textLength -= 2;
*runLength += 2;
} else if (*textPtr >= 0x80) {
// Skip over one-byte character.
textPtr++;
textLength--;
*runLength++;
} else
break;
}
return false;
// Run is NOT simple ASCII.
}
}
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void SpecialProcessing(short *runIndex, short *runCount,
short myNewFontID)
{
TextRunRecord
originalRun, createdRun;
unsigned char
*textPtr;
long
textLength, runLength, runFollow;
Boolean
simpleASCII;
// Retrieve this run and remove it from the run list.
GetTextRun(*runIndex, &originalRun);
RemoveTextRun(*runIndex);
// Get the pointer and length of the original text.
textPtr = originalRun.text;
textLength = originalRun.count;
// Loop through all of the sub-runs in this run.
runFollow = *runIndex;
while (textLength > 0) {
// Find the length of the sub-run and its type.
TextFont(originalRun.fontID);
simpleASCII= FindASCIIRun(textPtr, textLength, &runLength);
// Create the sub-run and duplicate the characters.
createdRun = originalRun; // Same formats.
createdRun.text = NewPtr(runLength);
// Real programs check for nil pointer here.
createdRun.length = runLength;
BlockMove(textPtr, createdRun.text, runLength);
// Roman runs can use the new font.
if (simpleASCII)
createdRun.fontID = myNewFontID;
// Add the new sub-run and advance the run index.
AddTextRun(runFollow++, createdRun);
// Advance over this sub-run and continue looping.
textPtr += runLength;
textLength -= runLength;
}
// Dispose of the original run information.
DisposeTextRun(originalRun);
}
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Searching and sorting. Applications that work with multiple encodings must also

take care during searching or sorting operations. An application that uses only the
native encoding can assume that character codes are unique and that any two text
runs can be compared directly using the sorting routines in the International Utilities
Package. On the other hand, an application that uses multiple encodings must always
consider a character code within the context of a text run and its associated script. In
this case, character codes are unique only within a script, not across script boundaries,
so text runs can’t be compared directly using International Utilities routines unless
they have the same script. If the script codes are different, the International Utilities
routines provide a mechanism for first ordering the scripts themselves
(IUScriptOrder).
You have the same problems with searching as with sorting. In addition, search
commands usually include options for case sensitivity that could be extended in a
multiple encodings application. For example, the Japanese script includes both onebyte and two-byte versions of the Roman characters. For purposes of searching, the
user might want to consider these equivalent. The simplified Chinese script also
includes both one-byte and two-byte versions of the Roman characters, and these
should also be equivalent to Roman characters in the Roman script and in the
Japanese script. Just like case sensitivity, considering one- and two-byte versions of a
character as equivalent should be an option in your search dialog box.
You can use the Script Manager’s Transliterate routine to implement a byte-size
insensitive comparison. Use Transliterate to convert both the source and the target
text into one-byte characters, then compare the resulting strings. Because all the
scripts share the same simple (7-bit) ASCII character codes, this mechanism treats all
the Roman characters, both one-byte and two-byte, in every script as equivalent.
Summary. The multiple encodings method has several advantages:

• The user can mix text in any number of scripts within one
document.
• You can produce several localized versions of the application from
a single code base.
• Users in a particular region can use features intended for users in a
different region, even if the product isn’t advertised to provide
those features.
The disadvantages of this method are apparent from the examples:
• It’s much more difficult to implement than the native encoding
method.
• The two-byte scripts use mixed one-byte and two-byte encodings,
so even though you’re keeping track of the script of each text run,
you still need to worry about mixed character sizes within a run.
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• Because some characters are duplicated between scripts, you need
to treat their corresponding character codes as equivalent. This
further complicates the basic algorithms you use for text editing,
searching, sorting, and so on.
METHOD 3: POOR MAN’S UNIFICATION

Our favorite method combines the power of the multiple encodings method with the
simplicity of the native encoding method. The idea is to create a single “native”
encoding that encompasses all the scripts included in the multiple encodings method.
In the multiple encodings method, some characters are encoded several times: a
character can have the same code value in different scripts, or it can have different
code values in the same script. For example, the letter A has the code value 0x41 in
the Roman script and the same one-byte code value in Japanese and traditional
Chinese. However, Japanese also encodes the letter A as the two-byte value 0x8260,
and traditional Chinese also encodes it as the two-byte value 0xA2CF. A unified
encoding would map all of the identical characters in the multiple encodings to one
unique code value.
You might have noticed that this method has some of the same goals as the Unicode
scheme — a single character encoding for all languages with one unique code for
every character. Unicode extends this goal to the unification of the two-byte scripts.
Characters that have the same abstract shape in the simplified Chinese, traditional
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean scripts have been grouped together as a single
character under Unicode. Our method doesn’t go that far. We unify the simple ASCII
characters from all scripts but leave the various two-byte scripts to their unique
encodings. Thus the name for this method — poor man’s unification.
Segments. The poor man’s unification method relies on the concept of a segment.

A segment is a subset of an encoding with characters that are all the same byte size.
For example, the Roman script is divided into two segments — the simple ASCII
segment and the extended ASCII/European segment. The Japanese script has three
segments — the simple ASCII segment, the one-byte Katakana segment, and the
two-byte segment (including symbols, Hiragana, Katakana, Roman, Cyrillic, and
Kanji).
The key to poor man’s unification is the simple ASCII segment. This segment is
shared among all the scripts on the Macintosh (see Figure 2). Furthermore, poor
man’s unification treats the various encodings as collections of segments that can be
shared among encodings. There’s logically only one simple ASCII segment, and all
the scripts share it. In the multiple encodings method, characters in this range could
be found in each script. That is, the word “Beaker” could be stored in both a Roman
text run and in a Japanese text run (as one-byte ASCII). In contrast, an application
that uses poor man’s unification would tag text runs with the segment, not the script,
so these two occurrences of “Beaker” would be indistinguishable.
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Single-byte:
Katakana
Roman
(ASCII)

Japanese
(Shift-JIS)

Double-byte:
Katakana
Hiragana
Roman
Cyrillic
Kanji

Single-byte:
Extended/
European

Simple
ASCII

Single-byte:
Strokes
Radicals

Simplified
Chinese
(Shift-GB)

Double-byte:
Hanze
Roman

Korean
(KSC)
Double-byte:
Hangul
Hanja

Figure 2
Scripts Sharing the ASCII Segment

The best way to see the advantages of this method is to solve a problem we already
considered — changing the font of the selection. With the multiple encodings
method, this entailed breaking text runs into smaller runs using our FindASCIIRun
routine. With poor man’s unification, the same problem is much easier to solve
because the runs are already divided into segments and the simple ASCII segment is
allowed to take on any font. Other segments are only allowed to use fonts that belong
to the same script they do.
#define
#define
#define
#define

asciiSegment
europeanSegment
katakanaSegment
japaneseSegment

0
1
2
3
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short fontScript, runSegment;
short textRunIndex, textRunCount;
fontScript = Font2Script(myNewFontID);
for (textRunIndex = 0;
textRunIndex < textRunCount;
textRunIndex++) {
runSegment = textRunStore[textRunIndex].segment;
if (SegmentAllowedInScript(runSegment, fontScript))
textRunStore[textRunIndex].fontID = myNewFontID;
}

The special processing is gone (surprise). Once you know that a segment isn’t
included in the script of the font, you can’t go any further. Such a segment consists
entirely of characters that aren’t in the script of the font.
Boolean SegmentAllowedInScript(short segment, short script)
{
switch (script) {
case smRoman:
switch (segment) {
case asciiSegment:
case europeanSegment:
return true;
default:
return false;
}
case smJapanese:
switch (segment) {
case asciiSegment:
case katakanaSegment:
case japaneseSegment:
return true;
default:
return false;
}
default:
switch (segment) {
case asciiSegment:
return true;
default:
return false;
}
}
}
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Determining a segment from keyboard input. How do you determine the
segment of a character when it’s entered from the keyboard?

1. First determine which script the character belongs to by checking
the keyboard script.
2. Then use the character-code value and the encoding definitions to
assign the character a particular segment.
#define ksJISSpace

0x8140

unsigned short keyboardScript;
unsigned short charSegment;
EventRecord
lowByteEvent;
keyboardScript = GetEnvirons(smKeyScript);
charSegment = ScriptAndByteToSegment(keyboardScript, charCode);
if (charSegment == japaneseSegment) {
// Get low byte of two-byte character from keyboard.
do {
// You can get null events between two bytes of a two-byte
// character.
GetNextEvent(keyDownMask | keyUpMask | autoKeyMask, &lowByteEvent);
if (lowByteEvent.what == nullEvent)
GetNextEvent(keyDownMask | keyUpMask | autoKeyMask,
&lowByteEvent);
} while (lowByteEvent.what == keyUp);
if ((lowByteEvent.what == keyDown) || (lowByteEvent.what == autoKey))
charCode = (charCode << 8) | (lowByteEvent.message & charCodeMask);
else
// We've gotten a valid high byte under the Japanese keyboard
// with no subsequent low byte forthcoming. Something serious is
// wrong with the current input method. Return a Japanese space
// for now. Hmmmm.
charCode = ksJISSpace;
}
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

kASCIILow
kASCIIHigh
kRange1Low
kRange1High
kRange2Low
kRange2High

0x00
0x7f
0x81
0x9f
0xe0
0xfc
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short ScriptAndByteToSegment(unsigned short script,
unsigned char byte)
{
switch (script) {
case smRoman:
if ((byte >= kASCIILow) && (byte <= kASCIIHigh))
return asciiSegment;
else
return europeanSegment;
case smJapanese:
if ((byte >= kASCIILow) && (byte <= kASCIIHigh))
return asciiSegment;
else if ((byte >= kRange1Low) && (byte <= kRange1High))
return japaneseSegment;
else if ((byte >= kRange2Low) && (byte <= kRange2High))
return japaneseSegment;
else
return katakanaSegment;
default:
// New scripts and segments added before this.
return asciiSegment;
}
}

You might think this is quite a bit of effort just to get the low byte of a two-byte
character. You’re right. And as for Joe’s use of the antiquated GetNextEvent instead
of the more modern WaitNextEvent, Beaker notes that “It’s a cooperative
multitasking world and Joe’s not cooperating.” Joe replies, “Yeah, but I don’t want a
context switch while I’m trying to get the low byte of a two-byte character.”
Changing fonts. Applications that employ poor man’s unification still have to worry

about font forcing. Here’s an algorithm for “smart” font forcing that tries to
anticipate which fonts the user will select for text in each segment. When you find a
case where the current keyboard script and font script don’t agree, instead of using
the application font for the keyboard script, search the surrounding text runs for a
font that does agree with the keyboard script. Only if you can’t find a font that agrees
do you default to the application font of the keyboard script. From the user’s
perspective, this is much nicer. Once the user has selected a font for each script, the
application goes back and forth between the fonts automatically as the keyboard
script is changed.
short fontScript, keyboardScript;
fontScript = Font2Script(myFontID);
keyboardScript = GetEnvirons(smKeyScript);
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// Search backward.
if (fontScript != keyboardScript) {
for (textRunIndex = currentRunIndex - 1;
textRunIndex >= 0;
textRunIndex--) {
myFontID = textRunStore[textRunIndex].fontID;
fontScript = Font2Script(myFontID);
if (fontScript == keyboardScript)
break;
}
}
// Search forward.
if (fontScript != keyboardScript) {
for (textRunIndex = currentRunIndex + 1;
textRunIndex < textRunCount;
textRunIndex++) {
myFontID = textRunStore[textRunIndex].fontID;
fontScript = Font2Script(myFontID);
if (fontScript == keyboardScript)
break;
}
}
// Punt if we couldn't find an appropriate run.
if (fontScript != keyboardScript)
myFontID = GetScript(keyboardScript, smScriptAppFond);

Applications that use font forcing also have to worry about keyboard forcing.
However, if the application includes the feature just described, keyboard forcing is
not as important. Many users will prefer to leave the keyboard completely under
manual control and allow the “smart” font forcing to choose the correct font when
they start typing. The keyboard script is always visible in the menu bar, but the
current font is not.
Summary. The poor man’s unification method has more advantages than the other

two:
• All characters in a run belong to the same segment and therefore
take the same number of bytes for their code values. That is, any
given run will be all one-byte characters or all two-byte characters,
which makes it easier to step through text for deleting or cursor
movement. This is in contrast to the multiple encodings method,
which can mix one-byte and two-byte characters in a single text
run.
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THE DEMISE OF ONE-BYTE CHARACTERS
The point of poor man’s unification is to simplify your life.
On that theme, there’s another technique that will help.
You can simply decide that characters are two bytes.
Period. Expand one-byte characters into an unsigned
short, with the character code in the low byte and the
segment code in the high byte. Then just use unsigned
shorts everywhere instead of unsigned chars. You’ll find
that your code gets easier to write and easier to
understand, and that lots of special cases where you
would have broken everything out into one- and two-byte
cases collapse into one case.
Putting the segment code into the high byte of one-byte
characters ensures that the one-byte character codes are
unique. If your program handles only one two-byte script,
the two-byte codes are also unique. When both these
conditions are true, there’s no need to store the segment
codes in runs, since they’re implied by the high byte of
each character code.

Here are a few examples using the codes from the sample
segments in the section on poor man’s unification:
• 0x0041 is the letter A in the asciiSegment.
• 0x0191 is the letter ë in the europeanSegment.
• 0x8140 is a two-byte Japanese space character.
In other words, one-byte characters carry their segment
code in their high byte, and the two-byte characters all
belong to the same segment.
You can imagine how much easier searching and sorting
algorithms are if you know you can always advance your
pointers by two bytes instead of constantly calling
CharByte to find out how big each character is. Plus, you
might as well get used to storing 16 bits per character,
since that’s how Unicode works. Yes, it’s an extra byte per
character — deal with it.

• Runs of simple ASCII and European characters still take one byte
per character to store. If you’re working on a word processor and
plan to keep large amounts of text in memory, this can be an
advantage.
• Like the multiple encodings method, this method is easy to extend
as you add more scripts to the set your application supports. Each
time you add a new script, you need to define the new segments
that make up that script and then modify the classification routines
to correctly handle the new script and segment codes. Once you
locate a specification for the new encoding, these modifications
should be straightforward.
Unfortunately, this method has two disadvantages when compared to pure Unicode:
• You still have to deal with one-byte and two-byte characters, even
though they won’t be mixed together (see “The Demise of OneByte Characters”).
• The application needs to tag each text run with a segment code
because the character codes aren’t unique across segments.
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Unicode does away with both of these disadvantages by making all characters two
bytes wide and insisting on one huge set of unique character codes.

PAY ME NOW OR PAY ME LATER
Perhaps the moral of the story is “globalization, not localization,” as Joe says. The
more generalizations you can build into your application during initial development,
the more straightforward your localization process is destined to be, and the less your
localized code base will diverge from your original product.
Weigh the size and growth potential of a given language market against the amount
of effort required to implement that language. Stick to the markets where your
product is most likely to flourish. This article has shown that in some cases you can
dramatically reduce code complexity by taking shortcuts — the poor man’s
unification scheme in this article is a good example. A healthy balance between Script
Manager techniques and custom code will help you bring your localized product to
market fast and make it a winner.
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Tel US: 1-800-282-APDA, or 1-800-282-2732
Tel Canada: 1-800-637-0029
Tel from other countries: 408-562-3910
Fax 408-562-3971
Telex: 171-576
AppleLink: APDA
Apple Computer, Inc.

AppleLink Technical Development Library
Using US Apple Equipment Internationally, January 1994
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel 408-996-1010
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Apple Computer, Inc. (continued)

APDA Developer’s CD-ROM Series
Apple ResEdit Reference, 1991
Demystifying Multimedia: A Guide for Multimedia Developers, July 1993
Guide to Macintosh Software Localization, May 1992
Handbook for Global Communications, October 1993
Inside Macintosh Series
Localization for Japan for Macintosh Computers, 1992
Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines, 1993
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel 408-996-1010
Apple Computer, Inc.

develop, The Apple Technical Journal
1 Infinite Loop, MS: 75-2B
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel 408-996-1010
Fax 408-974-7084
AppleLink: DEV.SUBS
Internet: devsubs@applelink.apple.com
Bryten, Inc.

Why Isn’t Everyone Cross-Platform?
The Cotton Center
P.O. Box 1420
Norwich, VT 05055
Tel 802-649-3252
Fax 802-649-1839
AppleLink: BRYTEN
Communications Events, Inc.

37 North Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06851
Tel 203-847-5131
Fax 203-847-3399
IBM Corporation

DBCS Design for DOS and OS/2 Programming
National Language Design Guide Series, SE09-8001 through SE09-8004
650 Harry Road
San Jose, CA 95120
Tel 800-426-3333
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Microsoft Corporation

Microsoft System Journal
Adapt Your Program for Worldwide Use with Windows Internationalization Support,
Vol 6 No 6, 1991, pp. 29-59
Using the OS/2 National Language Support Services to Write International Programs,
Vol 5 No 2, 1990, pp 1-26.
International Applications
Windows Software Development Kit, Version 3.1 or later.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399
Tel 206-882-8080
Fax 206-936-7329
Worldwide Publishing Group

Multilingual Computing
111 Cedar Street
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Tel 208-263-8178
Fax 208-263-6310
Pacific Rim Connections

1838 El Camino Real, Suite 109
Burlingame, CA 94010
Tel 415-697-0911
Fax 415-697-9439
Qualitas Trading Co.

2029 Durant Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94704
Tel 510-848-8080
Fax 510-848-8009
Software Publishers Association

1730 M Street NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20036
Tel 202-452-1600
Software Publishing Corporation

3165 Kifer Road
P.O. Box 54983
Santa Clara, CA 95956-0983
Tel 408-986-8000
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SystemSoft

333 17th Street, Suite L
Vero Beach, FL 32960
Tel 407-770-3371
Fax 407-569-1937
World Ready Software of San Francisco

123 Townsend Street, Suite 636
San Francisco, CA 94107
Tel 415-957-1300

International Multimedia Producers, Distributors
Apple Computer, Inc.

AppleLink
Source: Multimedia Services directory:Worldwide Multimedia:Apple Multimedia:
Multimedia Services
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino, CA 95014
Clement Mok Design

600 Townsend Street, Penthouse
San Francisco, CA 94103
Tel 415-703-9900
Fax 415-703-9901
Creative Media

Herb Goodrich
32 Chicory Lane
San Carlos, CA 94070
Tel 415-593-1699
C-Wave

Tyler Peppel
1620 Montgomery Street, Suite 220
San Francisco, CA 94111
Tel 415-397-3811
Fax 415-397-3902
AppleLink: C.WAVE
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Double Impact Digital Productions

Chris Bayley
US Voicemail 415-281-8384
Australia Tel +61 2 809-1524
AppleLink BAYLEY.C
CompuServe 72164,1524444ed
International Contact, Inc.

Carla Itzkowich
1970 Broadway, Suite 315
Oakland, CA 94612
Tel 510-836-1180
Fax 510-835-1314
Lee, McCoy & Associates

2083 Old Middlefield Way, Suite 206
Mountain View, CA 94043
Tel 415-961-4700
Fax 415-961-4702
Media Vision, Inc.,

47300 Bayside Parkway
Fremont, CA 94538
Fax 510-770-9592
To order Forever Growing Garden, call 800-845-5870.

Market Research
Apple Computer, Inc.

Optical Storage Media Market Research Report, April 1993
CD-ROM Market Segmentation and Buyer Profile Report, January 1994
AppleLink
Footnote 2, p.2–NewsBreak:Apple & Industry News:News Beat:HotNews; March 15, 1994
Footnote 1, p.39–NewsBreak:Apple & Industry News:Newsbytes; March 18, 1994
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino, CA 95014
Channel Marketing Corporation

2122 Country Club Drive, Suite 220
Carrollton, TX 75006
Tel 214-417-0850
Fax 214-418-2022
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Dataquest, Inc.

Dataquest’s User Wants and Needs
Multimedia Tools in the Content Development Market, November 1993
1290 Ridder Park Drive
San Jose, CA 95131-2398
Tel 408-437-8000
Fax 408-437-0292
Digital Information Group

51 Bank Street
Stamford, CT 06901
Tel 203-348-2751
Fax 203-977-8310
Freeman Associates, Inc.

311 East Carrillo Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Tel 805-963-3853
Fax 805-962-1541
AppleLink: FREEMANASSOC
GISTICS, Inc.

Multimedia Developers & Producers: Industry Assessment
700 Larkspur Landing Circle, Suite 199
Larkspur, CA 94939
Tel 415-461-4305
InfoTech

P.O. Box 150
Woodstock, VT 05091-0150
Tel 802-457-1037
Fax 802-457-1038
AppleLink: MEDIATRIX
In-Stat, Inc.

7418 East Helm Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85260-2418
Tel 602-483-4455
Fax 602-483-0400
AppleLink: INSTAT
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INTECO, Corp.

Multimedia in the US, January 1994
110 Richards Ave.
Norwalk, CT 06854
Tel 203-866-4400
LINK Resources Corporation

79 Fifth Avenue
New York, NH 10003
Tel 212-627-1500
Fax 212-620-3099
Market Vision, Inc.

326 Pacheco Avenue, Suite 200
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
Tel 408-426-4400
Fax 408-426-4411
AppleLink: MARKET.VIS
SRI International

Business Intelligence Center
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025-3493

Cultural
The US Chamber of Commerce and the “cultural attaché” at the consulate of the country
you are interested in can provide marketing and cultural information. For contact
information, see the local telephone book.
Harper Perennial, A Division of Harper Collins Publishers

The Pacific Rim Almanac
Alexander Besher for Federal Express
10 East 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022
IDG Asia Support Center

Asia IT Market Update
155 Bovet Road, Suite 610
San Mateo, CA 94402
Tel 415-286-2766
Fax 415-286-2790
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Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO)

235 Pine Street, Suite 1700
San Francisco, CA 94104
Tel 415-392-1333
Fax 415-788-6927
John Wiley & Sons Publishers

Do’s and Taboo’s of Hosting International Visitors
605 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10158-0012
Tel 800-879-4539
Price Waterhouse

Doing Business in ......(specify country) Information Guide
Call 800-571-5901 for the latest issue on the country you are interested in.
Rand McNally & Company

Atlas of the World–Masterpiece Edition
Chicago, New York, San Francisco
City names in the official local language, measurements in English/metric systems,
political, and other types of borders between countries.
World Affairs Council

312 Sutter Street, Suite 200
San Francisco, CA 94108
Tel 415-982-2541

Production
Apple Computer, Inc.

Apple CD-ROM Handbook: A Guide to Planning, Creating, and Producing a CD-ROM,
July 1992
Apple Multimedia Training Guide, July 1993
Apple Publications Style Guide, 1994
Breaking Through: A Technical Guide for the Design and Development of CD-ROMs,
AppleLink
Source: Worldwide Multimedia:Apple MM Program:MM Training Library
October 1993
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel 408-996-1010
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Bay Area Video Coalition

1111 17th Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
Tel 415-861-3282
Coast to Coast Books, Inc.

Getting It Printed
1115 SE Stephens St.
Portland, OR 97214
Tel 503-232-9772
The Carronade Group

The Multimedia Directory
717 South Cochran Avenue
P.O. Box 36157
Los Angeles, CA 90036
Tel 213-935-7600
Fax 213-939-6705
The Reel Directory—Film, Video, Multimedia Producers

P.O. Box 866
Cotati, CA 94931
Tel 707-584-8083
Running Press Book Publishers

The Graphic Designer’s Handbook
125 South 22nd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
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Abbreviations ............19, 34, 51, 85, 102-103
Adobe Photoshop ...........58-60, 78, 117, 120
Adobe Type Manager ................................50
Africa ...................................................16, 126
AIFF.....................................................53, 119
Alaskans ......................................................14
Alert .................................................46-48, 98
Alphabet .........................................23, 27, 51
Alphabetization ....................................20, 35
American ........................2, 16, 18-20, 26, 33,
77, 116, 127
APDA........................13, 30, 43, 45-46, 98-99,
117, 129, 159-160
Apple File Exchange...................................52
AppleGlot ...................................................98
Apple Language Kits ..................................43
Apple Multimedia Information Mailing ......3
Apple Multimedia Program .........................3
Apple’s Media Gazette CD...........................3
Apple’s Multimedia
Business Development...........................3
Arabic.................15, 23-24, 28, 41, 43-45, 49,
57, 60-65, 99-100, 123
ASCII...............................................47, 51, 56
Asia.........................................1-2, 16, 18, 165

Backtracking.........................................11, 59
Back translation .........................................25
Belgian ........................................................99
Betacam ......................................................95
Bidirectional..............................43-44, 49, 64
Binary compatible......................................53
Bitmapped..................................................50
Body language............................................17
Broadcast standard ..............................32, 94
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Cadence................................................25, 85
Cantonese.............................................49, 84
Character code...........................................49
China..............................1-2, 15, 33, 118, 126
Chinese....................15, 18, 21, 23-24, 27-28,
33, 41-44, 49, 52, 56-58,
60-65, 74-75, 84, 99, 102,
119-120, 124-125
Context-sensitive scripts............................49
Contextual .............................................43-44
Copyright notice ...............................112-113
Copyrights ........................................111, 113
Credit lines ...............................................112
Cross-platform .......37, 39-40, 51-55, 58, 160
Cultural symbols ........................................14
Currency.........................................44, 49, 98
Cyrillic.............................................23, 44, 56
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DAT ...........................................................117
Dates....................................18-19, 45, 49, 98
DateString...................................................45
Decimal coinage.........................................19
Devanagari..................................................49
Developer CD Series ............................98-99
Diacritical marks ..........25, 41, 49, 52, 59, 74
Dialects ............................................32-33, 84
Dialogue replacement ........67, 87-88, 90, 93
Dictionary Manager ...................................44
DITL ............................................................46
Documentation.......................10, 30, 67, 71,
103-104, 125, 129
Dolby ..........................................................86
Double-byte ..............5, 41-44, 47, 49-50, 52,
56, 61, 64, 93, 99, 104, 119
Dress.....................................................14, 77
D2................................................................95
Dubbing......................................88-90, 92-93
Dutch ..........................................33, 123, 125

Gender.........................16-17, 24, 32, 83, 102
Geopolitical ................................................33
German........................25, 27, 29, 31, 75, 99,
102, 123, 125
Global-local...........................5, 10, 18, 71, 79
Glyph ..............................................42, 49, 56
Greek ............................................23, 44, 123

E
EDLs............................................................93
Encoding .......................................93-94, 159
EPS ..................................................52, 59, 80
Ethernet......................................................53
Ethnic stereotypes .....................................14
European ............................18, 45, 52, 55, 99
Extended ................................................9, 51
F
Flemish ...............................................33, 124
Font manager .......................................43, 49
Forever Growing Garden ...........5, 105, 115
Formality ...............................................32-33
France ............2, 26, 33, 35, 94, 115-116, 126
French......................25-26, 32-33, 44, 48, 99,
115-117, 120, 123, 125-126
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Help messages ...................................67, 103
Helvetica.....................................................50
Hindus ........................................................16
Holland .......................................................32
Humor ..................................................26, 31
Hype ......................................................31-32
HyperCard.............................................64-65
I
Iberian.........................................................26
IBM....................................39, 41, 54, 58, 161
IDC Japan Ltd.............................................39
Idioms................................................2, 28-29
Images of animals ......................................18
India..............................................14, 19, 126
Indians ........................................................14
Input method.....................................41, 124
Intellectual property rights .....................111
Interface ......................3-5, 10, 18-19, 23, 39,
41-43, 45-47, 50, 53-55,
63-64, 97-99, 103, 160
International Contact, Inc. ...........3, 58, 115,
118, 163
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ISO ..............................................................51
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Japan......................1-2, 11, 14-17, 19, 39, 55,
84, 108, 118, 127, 160, 165
Japanese ....3, 11, 14-15, 19-20, 23-24, 27-28,
32, 41, 43-44, 49, 52-53, 56-58,
60-65, 102-103, 119-120, 123-125
Jargon ..............................................30-31, 33

Naming conventions............................51, 80
NEC .............................................................39
New Media Division.....................................3
Non-Roman ................23, 39, 58, 60, 65, 111
North America............................................14
NTSC.............................................63, 94, 127
Numbers.......................15, 19, 23, 27-28, 30,
42, 44, 47, 49, 51, 65, 71,
75, 80-81, 85, 91, 98, 107

K
Kanji............................................................24
Keyboard script..........................................49
Kiosks ............................................5, 107-108
Korean ................................23, 31-32, 47, 49,
56-58, 60-65, 80, 123

O
Oku .............................................................19
Optical disc...................................................5
Oriental.......................................................17

L

P

Lakh ............................................................19
Latin American ...............................16, 19, 33
Le jardin enchanté ............................116-117
Length...............................32, 74, 83, 96, 102
Levi Strauss’s ................................................3
Lipsynch......................................................90
Localizer ................................................98-99
Lunar calendar............................................19

Pace.................................59, 84-85, 91, 94-95
PAL ................................................63, 94, 126
Passport Producer......................................65
Persuasion ......................................56, 62, 65
Physical Environment ................................14
PICT ......................46, 52, 59, 62, 80, 99, 119
Pictographic ............10, 26, 42, 74-75, 84, 99
PMS color....................................................79
Portuguese .................................33, 123, 125
Postal addresses .........................................19
Postproduction ....................................87, 94
Postscript.................................50-51, 59, 124
Postscript fonts...................................50, 124
PowerBook .........................................24, 112
Products by Apple................5, 105, 118, 120
Pronunciation ................25, 32-33, 84-85, 91
Punctuation ..........................................23, 25

M
Macintosh Human Interface
Guidelines......................4, 43, 45, 99, 160
Macromind Director ..........................65, 119
Media Vision.....................................115, 163
Metaphor ....................................................28
Metric systems..........................................166
Mexico ...........................1, 17, 32-33, 85, 127
Middle Eastern ...............................14, 49, 62
MIDI............................................................86
Multilanguage..............4-5, 40, 43, 51, 57-58,
69, 71-72, 89
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